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Abstract
This thesis considers the task of spatial motion reconstruction from image sequences
using a stereoscopic camera setup. In a variety of ﬁelds, such as ﬂow analysis in physics
or the measurement of oscillation characteristics and damping behavior in mechanical
engineering, efﬁcient and accurate methods for motion analysis are of great importance.
This work discusses each algorithmic step of the motion reconstruction problem using
a set of freely available image sequences. The presented concepts and evaluation results
are of a generic nature and may thus be applied to a multitude of applications in various
ﬁelds, where motion can be observed by two calibrated cameras.
The ﬁrst step in the processing chain of a motion reconstruction algorithm is con-
cerned with the automated detection of salient locations (=features or regions) within
each image of a given sequence. In this thesis, detection is directly performed on the
natural texture of the observed objects instead of using artiﬁcial marker elements (as
with many currently available methods). As one of the major contributions of this work,
ﬁve well-known detection methods from the contemporary literature are compared to
each other with regard to several performance measures, such as localization accuracy
or the robustness under perspective distortions. The given results extend the available
literature on the topic and facilitate the well-founded selection of appropriate detectors
according to the requirements of speciﬁc target applications.
In the second step, both spatial and temporal correspondences have to be established
between features extracted from different images. With the former, two images taken at
the same time instant but with different cameras are considered (stereo reconstruction)
while with the latter, correspondences are sought between temporally adjacent images
from the same camera instead (monocular feature tracking). With most classical meth-
ods, an observed object is either spatially reconstructed at a single time instant yielding
a set of three-dimensional coordinates, or its motion is analyzed separately within each
camera yielding a set of two-dimensional trajectories.
A major contribution of this thesis is a concept for the uniﬁcation of both stereo recon-
struction and monocular tracking. Based on sets of two-dimensional trajectories from
each camera of a stereo setup, the proposed method uses a graph-based approach to
ﬁnd correspondences not between single features but between entire trajectories instead.
Thereby, the inﬂuence of locally ambiguous correspondences is mitigated signiﬁcantly.
The resulting spatial trajectories contain both the three-dimensional structure and the
motion of the observed objects at the same time. To the best knowledge of the author, a
similar concept does not yet exist in the literature. In a detailed evaluation, the superior-
ity of the new method is demonstrated.
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt das Problem der räumlichen Bewegungsrekonstruktion
aus Bildsequenzen unter Verwendung eines stereoskopischen Kameraaufbaus. Die zu-
verlässige und genaue Bestimmung von Bewegungsparametern spielt eine bedeutende
Rolle in einer Vielzahl von Anwendungsgebieten, z.B. der Analyse von Strömungs-
feldern in der Physik oder der Messung von Schwingungscharakteristiken und des Däm-
pfungsverhaltens im Maschinenbau.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird jeder Verarbeitungsschritt des Rekonstruktionsprob-
lems anhand von frei verfügbaren Bildsequenzen diskutiert. Die vorgestellten Konzepte
und die Untersuchungsergebnisse sind allgemeiner Natur und können daher auf eine
Vielzahl von Anwendungsfällen übertragen werden, in denen die Beobachtung von Be-
wegung mittels zweier kalibrierter Kameras möglich ist.
Der erste Schritt in der vorgestellten Verarbeitungskette befasst sich mit der automa-
tischen Detektion geeigneter Merkmale (oder Regionen) in jedem Einzelbild einer Bild-
sequenz. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit erfolgt dieser Schritt direkt auf Basis der Eigentextur
der beobachteten Objekte, d.h. es werden keine künstlichen Messmarken oder sonstige
Markierungselemente verwendet. Als ein wesentlicher Beitrag dieser Arbeit werden fünf
populäre Detektionsmethoden aus der Literatur hinsichtlich verschiedener Leistungskri-
terien miteinander verglichen. Diese beinhalten z.B. die Positionsgenauigkeit der detek-
tierten Merkmale und deren Robustheit gegenüber perspektivischen Verzerrungen des
Bildinhaltes. Die umfangreichen Untersuchungsergebnisse ergänzen die vorhandene
Literatur zum Thema und ermöglichen die wohlbegründete Auswahl eines geeigneten
Detektionsverfahrens anhand der Erfordernisse einer Zielapplikation.
Im zweiten Schritt werden sowohl räumliche als auch zeitliche Korrespondenzen zwi-
schen Merkmalen aus verschiedenen Bildern extrahiert. Erstere werden aus Bilddaten
gewonnen, die zum gleichen Zeitpunkt von unterschiedlichen Kameras erzeugt wurden
(Stereorekonstruktion). Letztere hingegen stammen aus zeitlich benachbarten Bildern
der gleichen Bildsequenz, d.h. die Aufnahme erfolgt unter Verwendung einer einzel-
nen Kamera (monokulare Merkmalsverfolgung). Die meisten klassischen Methoden be-
fassen sich entweder mit der dreidimensionalen Rekonstruktion eines Objektes zu einem
Zeitpunkt oder mit der Analyse dessen zweidimensionaler Bewegung.
Ein weiterer Beitrag dieser Arbeit besteht in einem Konzept zur Vereinigung von
Stereorekonstruktion und monokularer Merkmalsverfolgung. Dieses beinhaltet im Kern
einen graphenbasierten Ansatz zur Korrespondenzanalyse, der anstelle von Einzelmerk-
malen aus zwei Bildern zweidimensionale Merkmalstrajektorien aus mehreren Bildern
als Datenbasis verwendet. Hierdurch wird der Einﬂuss von Mehrdeutigkeiten deutlich
gesenkt. Ergebnisse dieses Verarbeitungsschrittes sind sowohl die räumliche Struktur
des beobachteten Objektes als auch dessen Bewegung. Nach Kenntnis des Autors ex-
istiert in der Literatur derzeit kein vergleichbares Verfahren. Die Leistungsfähigkeit der
neuen Methode wird anhand von detaillierten Untersuchungen demonstriert.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
Classiﬁcation and general overview. This thesis considers the task of spatial
motion reconstruction from image sequences using a stereoscopic camera setup. In a
variety of ﬁelds, knowledge on the motion of observed objects is of great importance.
In environmental physics for example, velocity ﬁelds within ﬂows are frequently ob-
served by means of two ﬁber optic endoscopes. Using the latter, the motion analysis
is performed by tracking a large number of small, neutrally buoyant particles through a
sequence of endoscopic images (3D-PTV). In mechanical engineering, knowledge of the
oscillation characteristics of a rigid object is often used to gauge the damping behavior
of shock-absorbing elements. Since some time now, such processes are often analyzed
by means of computer vision techniques, mostly using specially designed photometric
marker elements.
This work considers each algorithmic step of the motion reconstruction problem using
a set of freely available image sequences. The presented concepts and evaluation results
are of a generic nature and may thus be applied to a multitude of applications in various
ﬁelds, where motion can be observed by two calibrated cameras.
Normally, the ﬁrst step in the processing chain of a motion reconstruction algorithm
is concerned with the automated identiﬁcation of salient locations (=features or regions)
within each image of a given sequence. At this point, available methods may be divided
into two classes. With active methods, the observed object is manually (i.e. actively)
covered with artiﬁcial (and often coded) marker elements, which allow for a unique, ac-
curate and fast localization within the images by means of photogrammetric techniques.
In cases where such markers are not available or their application is not feasible, the
natural texture of the observed object has to be used instead. Such passive methods must
provide a means of detecting texture elements which allow for a unique and reliable
(re-)localization within all images of a sequence, even under viewpoint changes due to
object or camera motion. This thesis is focused on passive detection methods only.
A major contribution is the detailed and thorough comparison of ﬁve well-known
detection methods from the contemporary literature with regard to a number of perfor-
mance measures. The given results extend the available publications on the topic and
facilitate the well-founded selection of an appropriate detector according to the require-
ments of speciﬁc target applications, such as localization accuracy or the robustness
under perspective distortions.
In the second step, both spatial and temporal correspondences have to be established
between features extracted from different images. With the former, two images taken
at the same time instant but with different cameras are considered (stereo reconstruc-
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tion) while with the latter, correspondences are sought between temporally adjacent
images from the same camera instead (monocular feature tracking). In the literature,
both approaches are usually treated separately: Either an observed object is spatially
reconstructed at a single time instant yielding a set of three-dimensional coordinates, or
its motion is analyzed separately within each camera yielding a set of two-dimensional
trajectories.
The second major contribution of this work is a concept for the uniﬁcation of both
stereo reconstruction and monocular tracking. Based on sets of monocular trajectories
from each camera of the stereo setup, the proposed method uses a graph-based approach
to ﬁnd correspondences not between single features but between entire trajectories in-
stead. Thereby, the inﬂuence of locally ambiguous correspondences is mitigated signif-
icantly. The resulting spatial trajectories contain both the three-dimensional structure
and the motion of the observed objects at the same time. To the best knowledge of the
author, a similar concept does not yet exist in the literature. In this context, a novel
graph-based technique for monocular region tracking is proposed as well. It is shown
in a detailed evaluation that the latter is superior to standard techniques with regard to
several performance measures.
In the following, a detailed overview of the general structure and of the contents of
each chapter is given.
Feature detection and monocular tracking. In computer vision, tracking means
to maintain correspondence between salient structures over multiple frames of an image
sequence. The attribute ’monocular’ indicates, that only a single camera is used and
hence the resulting trajectories are two-dimensional. Generally, the multitude of existing
tracking concepts can be divided into two broad categories, dense and sparse methods.
Dense tracking methods try to provide information on the motion of every pixel within
an image. Without claiming completeness, two major techniques can be attributed to this
group, namely optical ﬂow methods and correlation-based methods, which rank among
the earliest tracking approaches. Assuming that appearance changes between a pair of
images are small, a window of predeﬁned size around a location in the ﬁrst image is used
to determine the corresponding location in the second one by shifting an equally-sized
window within the proximity of the original location and by maximizing the signal-
correlation between both windows. If the appearance change between frames is too
large, tracking failures frequently occur with this method. Therefore, and because of
their comparatively high computational load, correlation-based techniques are seldom
used nowadays in the context of tracking. A concept that is closely related to signal
correlation is the estimation of the optical ﬂow. In computer vision, the latter denotes a
vector ﬁeld, that provides information on the direction and velocity of a point through a
sequence of images. Contrary to correlation-based methods, ﬂow-based techniques are
able to incorporate a more sophisticated model of structure appearance into the estima-
tion process. However, they also require inter-image motion to be sufﬁciently small. In
2
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order to successfully compute the optical ﬂow on sequences with larger disparities, pyra-
midal approaches are often used that start on a coarse (down-sampled) representation of
the original image and successively increase the resolution in order to improve estima-
tion accuracy. A signiﬁcant drawback of ﬂow-based methods however is their sensitivity
to illumination changes.
Sparse tracking methods on the other hand select only subsets of all pixels in an im-
age. In the following, such a subset is referred to as a feature. The latter may consist
of a single pixel or of a group of pixels (which is termed a region). As not every pixel
in an image provides sufﬁciently discriminatory information for a unique and accurate
re-localization in neighboring frames, a pre-selection of suitable candidates by an appro-
priate detection method is often advantageous over dense trackers, as unstable candidates
can be sorted out prior to the actual tracking task. Depending on the selection method,
single features are generally more robust to appearance variations, caused by view or il-
lumination changes. A well-known example is the Harris-detector, which evaluates the
image gradients within a circular support area around each position. A prominent fea-
ture is deﬁned as one, that yields a strong signal variation in both coordinate directions
within the support area, indicated by two sufﬁciently large eigenvalues of the second-
order moment matrix. Edges and line crossings are examples of feature types, to which
the Harris-detector responds very well. Typically, they are well-localized and robust
against small perspective and illumination changes. In the case of larger perspective
changes, detection accuracy rapidly degrades for most classical detection methods. The
major reason for this behavior lies in the symmetry of the support area, which is mostly
circular and of ﬁxed size.
To this end, several more robust approaches have been developed within the last years,
which aim at extracting stable features that change co-variantly with the image trans-
formation. Such methods usually try to automatically adapt the shape and size of the
support area in accordance with the local image structures, e.g. by estimating the param-
eters of an enclosing ellipse. In the literature, they are most often referred to as afﬁne-
covariant region detectors. Under the assumption of both a sufﬁciently small scale and
a planar object surface, a perspective transformation may well be approximated by an
afﬁne one - hence the attribute ’afﬁne-covariant’.
In chapter 2 of this thesis, a selection of ﬁve well-known afﬁne-covariant region detec-
tors from the literature is compared to each other with respect to a number of appropriate
performance measures, using a set of freely available standard image sequences. Among
the investigated measures rank (a) the localization accuracy in terms of both region posi-
tion and shape of the enclosing support area, (b) the number and percentage of success-
fully matched regions between temporally neighboring images and (c) the dependency
of localization accuracy on intrinsic properties such as scale, shape and the density of
regions in a local neighborhood. The given results can be used to identify and remove
error-prone regions from further processing on the basis of their properties alone. Both
accuracy and robustness of a subsequent application (e.g. feature tracking) are thereby
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signiﬁcantly improved. The presented results extend the available literature on the topic
and serve as a prerequisite for the subsequent chapter within this thesis. However, they
may as well be used in a self-contained way for the selection of suitable detectors with
respect to the needs of speciﬁc target applications.
Chapter 3 is then concerned with the task of two-dimensional (i.e. monocular) fea-
ture tracking. Here, the assessment of the very same afﬁne-covariant detectors will be
continued in terms of their suitability for tracking in monocular image sequences. Three
algorithms of increasing complexity based on the detection methods from the ﬁrst part
are presented, evaluated in detail and compared against a well-known tracking method
from the literature. The ﬁrst (and most simple) of these methods searches for region-
to-region correspondences within a circular gating region of constant size and decides
on the pair with highest similarity. The latter is expressed in terms of the euclidean
distance between histogram-based region descriptors, which are computed from the im-
age intensity signal within the region support area. The second algorithm additionally
employs a Bayesian ﬁltering framework to predict the presumed location of features in
future images. Correspondence ambiguities (which occur if a feature from the ﬁrst im-
age associates to several features from the second image and vice versa) are resolved by
means of combinatorial optimization. The third algorithm preserves the entire multitude
of ambiguous correspondences in a graph-like structure until the end of the sequence or
for a predeﬁned number of frames. Unique trajectories are extracted from these graphs
by means of shortest-path search. The algorithm offers a convenient way of integrating
additional measures other than descriptor similarity into the tracking process (such as
a path coherence model), making it both ﬂexible and robust against locally ambiguous
regions. This is especially advantageous in the case of repetitive image structures in a
local environment. The graph-based tracking algorithm is the second major contribution
of this thesis, which is in many ways superior to standard tracking approaches from the
literature. The presented results serve as an essential component of the last part of this
thesis but may as well be used independently for applications that require robust and
accurate two-dimensional feature tracking.
Spatial reconstruction and binocular tracking. In chapter 4, motion analysis is
extended from the monocular single-camera case to binocular tracking with two cameras.
Compared to monocular tracking, corresponding features are now observed by different
cameras. Depending on both measurement setup and camera hardware, this might lead
to synchronization errors, strong perspective distortions between the two viewpoints and
different imaging characteristics (such as brightness, contrast or sensor noise). Also, in-
stead of searching for potential region correspondences within a two-dimensional gating
area as with monocular tracking, a one-dimensional search along the respective epipolar
line is sufﬁcient (given the camera calibration parameters). In classical stereo recon-
struction, only two images taken at the same time instant are considered, giving rise
to mismatches (especially in the case of low descriptor distinctiveness). Depending on
4
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Figure 1.1: Measurement object on top of an automated turn-table (left) and a corre-
sponding set of three-dimensional trajectories (right) over a sequence of
frames. The black arrow indicates the turn-table rotation axis, while φ de-
notes the degree of rotation.
both focal length and distance of the two cameras from each other, such mismatches
may lead to severe errors in spatial depth of the reconstructed points. One of the major
contributions of this thesis is thus the proposition of a novel stereo technique, which
greatly reduces the number of such matching errors, especially with less distinctive re-
gion descriptors. In the proposed approach, afﬁne-covariant regions in both cameras are
tracked separately from each other using the results from chapter 3. Then, correspon-
dence analysis is performed based on the resulting sets of monocular trajectories. The
algorithmic core of the proposed approach is a graph-based matching procedure similar
to the one used in graph-based monocular tracking. It provides a convenient means of
integrating all potential correspondence candidates between both camera views into a set
of spatial graphs in order to mitigate the inﬂuence of locally ambiguous features. From
the resulting set of graphs, three-dimensional trajectories may be obtained by means of
shortest-path search. These contain both the three-dimensional structure and the motion
of the observed objects at the same time.
The left side of ﬁgure 1.1 shows a single frame taken from one of the evaluated image
sequences as an illustrative example. The object on top of the automated turn-table is
rotated around the indicated axis by a ﬁxed increment φ between every two frames.
On the right side, a set of three-dimensional trajectories can be seen, which has been
obtained using the proposed binocular tracking approach.
5
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CHAPTER 2. EVALUATION OF REGION DETECTORS
2 Evaluation of Region Detectors
2.1 Chapter Introduction
In this chapter, a selection of ﬁve well-known methods for the detection of salient fea-
tures from grayscale images is evaluated and compared to each other with regard to their
accuracy. Although such an assessment is of great importance for the well-founded se-
lection of appropriate detectors for a given target application (such as tracking or stereo
reconstruction), there exists no exhaustive comparative evaluation in the available liter-
ature yet.
In computer vision, many tasks rely on the accurate detection of low-level features
in images such as matching applications, object recognition and retrieval methods or
tracking applications. Generally, a feature can be deﬁned as any salient structure in
an image that enables a unique localization in both coordinate directions, e.g. a corner
or a sufﬁciently textured image region. There exists a multitude of methods for the
localization of such features, specialized on different forms and representations. Among
the most commonly used features rank structures such as edge and line intersections,
corners, or blobs and ridges.
While the computational complexity for the detection of such relatively simple feature
types is low, they exhibit a signiﬁcant drawback. In the case of image distortions, such
as scale changes or perspective effects due to object or camera motion in world space,
the reliable detection and thus also the assignment of corresponding features between
two frames of an image sequence is signiﬁcantly degraded. Most often, this problem
is related to the circular convolution kernels used for the computation of image gradi-
ents. Although some methods are at least able to compensate for variations of the image
scale, such as the scale-adaptive blob-detection method proposed in [Lin98], signiﬁcant
changes in perspective still pose a severe problem. To this purpose, a new class of region
detectors has emerged in recent years: Methods such as the Harris-afﬁne and Hessian-
afﬁne detector [MS04] or the maximally-stable extremal regions detector [MCUP04]
are covariant to afﬁne transformations, which makes them sufﬁciently robust to moder-
ate perspective distortions on a local scale. The term covariant refers to the ability to
change or vary in accordance with a given transformation. These methods have been
used in a great variety of applications, such as panoramic image fusion [BL03] or two-
dimensional tracking [DB06] and are generally referred to as afﬁne-covariant region
detectors. For applications, where signiﬁcant object or camera motion and thus perspec-
tive effects can be expected, the use of such methods is usually advantageous over most
7
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classical approaches (e.g. the well-known Harris-detector) - albeit at the cost of an in-
creased computational complexity. In the context of this work, the expressions feature
and region are used in a similar context. While a feature in the original sense usually
refers to a two-dimensional location in an image, a region includes a support area around
this location as well. If not stated otherwise or dictated by the context, the reference to
an image region usually includes the meaning of a feature as well.
In matching or tracking applications, correspondences between the regions of neigh-
boring frames have to be reliably identiﬁed. This task can be achieved by means of
a descriptive measure, which is usually computed from the image content within the
(geometrically and photometrically normalized) support area. In the literature, a wide
variety of such methods exist, which are usually termed region descriptors. An excellent
overview of such methods may be found in [MS05]. In order to assign two regions to
each other, the normalized euclidean or Mahalanobis distance between the associated
descriptors in the high-dimensional descriptor space has to be computed. In the case
of assignment ambiguities, which occur if several features in one frame claim the same
feature in another frame or vice-versa, dependencies have to be further resolved on the
basis of an appropriate optimization approach.
In the existing literature, a great number of both afﬁne-covariant detectors and appro-
priate descriptors already exists. Depending on the demands of the target application,
on the measurement environment but also on intrinsic properties of each method, not
every detector-descriptor combination provides satisfactory results. To this end, two rel-
evant surveys exist in the contemporary literature. In [MTS+05] and [MS05], a selection
of the most popular representatives of region detectors and descriptors is compared to
each other in different combinations with regard to measures such as the percentage of
successfully matched regions, the robustness against certain image transformations (e.g.
scale or perspective), and computational complexity. Also, the effort is made to ﬁnd for
each detector the most appropriate descriptor. The underlying image sequences gener-
ally show planar scenes, which greatly simpliﬁes a meaningful performance assessment.
In [MP07], the evaluation of the same methods is further extended to three-dimensional
arbitrary rigid objects.
However, there exists no comparative evaluation with regard to the accuracy of the
detected regions in terms of two-dimensional image position or shape of the surround-
ing support area. For a great variety of applications, the knowledge of the expectable
accuracy is of great importance. If such information were available, a pre-selection of
suitable detectors on the basis of application requirements would be possible (e.g. for
pose estimation, tracking or stereo reconstruction). One of the major contributions of
this chapter is thus a detailed evaluation of the ﬁve most-common region detectors with
regard to their accuracy.
To this end, the image sequences introduced in the previous chapter are used, as
they allow for the accurate estimation of groundtruth transformations between the ob-
ject poses in neighboring frames. Based on the latter, corresponding features may be
8
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identiﬁed using a measure for the relative overlap of the associated support area. It will
be shown, that signiﬁcant differences between the detectors exist. Also, it will be seen
that localization accuracy in both position and shape of the support area often depends
on intrinsic properties such as scale, shape or region density with an image. The given
results enable the identiﬁcation and removal of error-prone regions on the basis of their
properties alone, which may greatly reduce the computational complexity of subsequent
applications (e.g. monocular tracking).
In practice, homographies for correspondence assignment are usually not available.
Therefore, region descriptors such as the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) or
spin-images (SPIN) are used to identify matches between the images of a sequence.
Depending on the detector, a different set of correspondences than with overlap-based
assignment results. It will also be shown in this chapter, that the accuracy and number
of successful matches among the resulting correspondences are lower than with overlap-
based matching. To this purpose, both SIFT and SPIN are compared against each other
with regard to the above-mentioned measures. In order to reduce set differences and thus
improve the accuracy of descriptor-based matching, several strategies for the removal
of error-prone correspondences are discussed and compared. A new strategy - shape
uniqueness - is proposed, which is able to identify potentially ambiguous and thus error-
prone regions prior to the matching step. As a consequence, the complexity of descriptor-
based correspondence search can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
The evaluation results within this chapter serve as a useful supplement to existing
comparative studies and facilitate the selection of appropriate detectors for target appli-
cations. The major contributions have also been published in [HJA08b].
This chapter is organized as follows: In the background section 2.2, ﬁve afﬁne-
covariant region detectors are introduced, along with a general overview of feature de-
tection in computer vision. Further, two methods for histogram-based region description
are brieﬂy explained in the same section (SIFT and SPIN), as well as a method for ho-
mography estimation from feature correspondences. In section 2.5.1, the estimation of
inter-frame homographies is discussed in detail. The latter serve as the basis for the
thorough evaluation of the afﬁne-covariant region detectors in section 2.5. Finally, a
concluding summary is given in section 2.6.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 Camera Calibration
2.2.1.1 Motivation and Overview
When observing a scene by means of a camera, the three-dimensional world is reduced
to a two-dimensional image. In the simple case of central projection, a 3D-point in
space is mapped to the image plane by drawing a straight line through the center of
9
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projection. The intersection of this line with the image plane represents the respective
image position.
However, such a basic model is not sufﬁcient if accurate metric information is sought,
because effects such as radial lens distortions or lens misalignments are not accounted
for. In both photogrammetry and computer vision, numerous approaches to devise more
reﬁned and sophisticated models have been developed over the decades. The estimation
of these model parameters is generally referred to as camera calibration. In [Zha99], a
rough partitioning of concurrently available methods into two broad groups is given:
Photogrammetric calibration refers to techniques, where a calibration object is ob-
served whose exact geometry is known. Usually, such objects consist of several orthog-
onal planes and allow for highly accurate and efﬁcient calibration [Fau93]. A signiﬁcant
drawback of such approaches is the need for a complex and often expensive measure-
ment setup.
Self-calibration techniques on the other hand do not require any specially-devised
calibration objects. Instead, they rely on arbitrary rigid and static objects in a scene,
which generally provide two constraints on the internal camera parameters from a single
camera displacement [MF92]: In order to estimate both internal and external camera
parameters (as deﬁned below), corresponding objects between three images taken with
ﬁxed internal parameters have to be identiﬁed. In this way, three-dimensional struc-
ture can be recovered up to a similarity [Har94][LF97]. However, both reliability and
accuracy of such approaches are still inferior to photogrammetric methods [Bou98].
2.2.1.2 Calibration by Viewing a Plane From Unknown Orientations
A method that combines the advantages of both ﬁelds - high accuracy, ease of use and
low equipment cost - is proposed in [Zha99]. The author presents a calibration tech-
nique which is based on a planar checkerboard pattern observed under several orienta-
tions. The cost and construction effort for this simple calibration object is negligible,
compared to the above-mentioned photogrametric techniques. Without prior knowledge
on motion, either the pattern or the camera can be moved around in the scene almost
arbitrarily. Jean-Yves Bouguet [Bou99] provides a freely available toolbox1, which is
mainly based on the work of Zhang and has become a de facto standard in the computer
vision community. It consists of four successive stages, which are brieﬂy described in
the following.
1. Image Acquisition. In ﬁgure 2.1, two different views of a checkerboard calibra-
tion pattern are shown. The crosses and rectangles indicate the position of the features
1http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/
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Figure 2.1: Two different views of the checkerboard calibration pattern. The crosses and
rectangles show the position of the corners used by the algorithm.
(grid corners) used by the algorithm. By moving either the plane or the camera, several
images under different orientations have to be taken in order to successfully estimate the
camera parameters.
2. Feature Detection. Naturally, the quality of the estimated parameters directly de-
pends on the accuracy of feature detection. Common choices for features are e.g. centers
of gravity of circles or squares, line intersections or corners (as in a checkerboard pat-
tern). The latter offer the advantage of highly accurate and well-distinguishable locations
under a multitude of viewpoints and lighting conditions. Due to the known symmetry
of the pattern, localization bias is avoided which makes such techniques one of the most
widely used choice for 2D calibration at the time [MA07].
Feature detection is performed using the traditional corner detector of Harris and
Stephens [HS88][MS04]. This method is based on the evaluation of the second moment
matrix μ, which is computed directly from the image intensity signal I as
μ(x, σi, σd) = σ2dg(σi) ∗
[
L2x(x, σd) LxLy(x, σd)
LxLy(x, σd) L2y(x, σd)
]
, (2.1)
where Lx and Ly denote the local derivatives at position I(x) where x = [x, y]T . Be-
fore derivation, the image is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation
σd in order to mitigate aliasing effects. After computing the local derivatives for all co-
ordinate directions, the results are smoothed again with a second Gaussian kernel g(σi)
in order to integrate sufﬁcient support from the neighborhood around each location.
The Gaussian integration kernel g is dependent on σd via the relation σd = kσi with
k < 1. Sometimes, equation 2.1 is also referred to as structure tensor [Jäh05].
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Figure 2.2: View of the calibration pattern (left) and the corresponding cornerness re-
sponse image according to equation 2.2 with α = 0.05 and σi = 5.
The two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of μ(x, σi, σd) provide information on the intensity
values within the integration region controlled by σi. Two small eigenvalues indicate a
homogeneous region, a single large eigenvalue indicates a region with a mostly linear
structure (such as an edge) and two large eigenvalues denote a region which allows for
an accurate and unambiguous localization in the image plane in two dimensions (such
as a corner). Usually, such a structure is present if the smaller eigenvalue exceeds a
predeﬁned threshold. Harris and Stephens suggest the following function for the detector
response rd where α is a measure for the so-called cornerness:
rd = detμ− αtrace(μ)2 = λ1λ2 − α(λ1 + λ2)2 (2.2)
The parameter α penalizes regions whose structure is mainly linear (as with lines or
edges) and is usually found in the range 0.1± 0.05 [MA07]. Features may be extracted
by performing a non-maximum suppression on rd. Figure 2.2 shows an image of the
calibration pattern (left) and the corresponding cornerness response image according to
equation 2.2 (with α = 0.05, σi = 5 pel). It can be seen, that the response function
around the checkerboard corners is signiﬁcantly stronger than with the grid patches.
3. Estimation of extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. The relation be-
tween a 3D point X = [X,Y, Z, 1] given in homogeneous coordinates and its projection
x = [x, y, 1] by a pinhole camera is given by
sx = U [R t]X with U =
[
fc c x0
0 fc y0
0 0 1
]
(2.3)
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where s is an arbitrary scale factor andR and t describe the camera rotation and transla-
tion in the world coordinate system respectively. U is called the camera intrinsic matrix
and the vector [x0, y0] denotes the location of the principal point (which is the inter-
section of the optical axis with the image plane). The parameter fc denotes the camera
focal length while c describes the skewness of the pixel axes. Normally, the latter are
assumed to be orthogonal and thus c = 0. For an exhaustive description of this model,
the reader is referred to [HZ03]. The estimation process described in the following is
mainly summarized from [Zha99].
By positioning the model plane at Z = 0 without loss of generality, equation 2.3
becomes
sx = U [r1 r2 r3 t]
⎡
⎢⎣
X
Y
0
1
⎤
⎥⎦ = U [r1 r2 t]
[
X
Y
1
]
(2.4)
where ri denotes the i-th column of the rotation matrix R. The reduced expression is a
homography that relates a world point X to its image x via
sx = HX with H = U [r1 r2 t] (2.5)
where the 3x3-matrixH is deﬁned up to a scale factor.
Given n images of the checkerboard pattern andm corners within each image which
are assumed to be corrupted by independent and normally distributed noise, a maxi-
mum likelihood estimate of the model parameters can be obtained by minimizing the
functional
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
‖xij − xˆ(U,Ri, ti,Xj)‖2, (2.6)
where xˆ is the projection of the 3D point Xj in image Ii, according to equation 2.5 and
xij denotes the actual corner location. The minimization of equation 2.6 is a nonlinear
problem which is solved by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as described in
[Mor77a]. For more detail on the estimation procedure and the need for an initial guess
of the sought parameters, the reader is referred to [Zha99].
4. Estimation of radial and tangential distortion. The lens distortion model
used in Bouguets calibration toolbox is mainly based on [Bro71]. Considering only the
ﬁrst two terms of radial distortion k1 and k2, the relation between the ideal distortion-free
normalized image coordinates [x, y] and the observed (distorted) normalized coordinates
[xˆ, yˆ] is given by
xˆr = x+ x
[
k1(x2 + y2) + k2(x2 + y2)2
]
(2.7)
yˆr = y + y
[
k1(x2 + y2) + k2(x2 + y2)2
]
. (2.8)
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The center of the radial distortion is assumed to be identical to the location of the prin-
cipal point [x0, y0].
However, centers of curvature of lens surfaces are not always strictly collinear. This
introduces another common distortion type, decentering distortion which has both a
radial and tangential component [HS97]. While the expression for radial distortion is
identical to equations 2.7 and 2.8, tangential distortion is formulated as
xˆt = x+ 2p1xy + p2
[
x2 + y2 + 2x2
]
(2.9)
yˆt = y + p1
[
x2 + y2 + 2y2
]
+ 2p2xy . (2.10)
The additional parameters k1, k2 and p1, p2 (resulting from the linear combination of
both radial and tangential model) can be easily included into the estimation procedure
according to equation 2.6 by extending the second term of the absolute difference to
xˆ(U, k1, k2, p1, p2, Ri, ti,Xj).
The information provided within this section forms the basis of the more general
description of the calibration procedure in section 2.4.
2.2.2 Feature Detection
2.2.2.1 Motivation and Overview
In computer vision, many tasks rely on the accurate detection of low-level features in im-
ages such as matching applications, object recognition and retrieval methods or tracking
applications. This section gives a brief overview of available feature detectors and re-
gion detectors and tries to point out the major differences. Historically, the term feature
refers to a point of special interest in an image, where some kind of prominent signal
variation occurs. Generally, a feature or interest point is characterized by the following
properties
1. It has a well-deﬁned position x = [x, y]T ; x, y ∈ R in the image.
2. The area around x should exhibit a strong two-dimensional signal variation such
that a unique localization is possible (e.g. corners and line crossings opposed to
mere edges or straight lines).
However, as shown in [SMB00], detectors which only fulﬁll the two claims are often
not sufﬁciently stable under projective transformations, especially if signiﬁcant perspec-
tive distortions or changes of the image scale occur. For intensity-based methods (as
introduced below), the major reason for this drawback lies in the symmetry of the con-
volution kernel used for detection, most often a circular Gaussian. Thus, a multitude
of enhanced approaches has emerged over the last decade which aim at extracting fea-
tures that change covariantly with the image transformation. Such methods usually try
to adapt the shape of the respective convolution kernels to the structure of the underlying
14
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Figure 2.3: When a planar object (left) is rotated in space, its image is transformed per-
spectively and (depending on the light source) photometrically. If a circular
kernel is used for feature detection, the image content beneath is not the same
after the transformation (middle). In the right image, the shape of the ker-
nel is automatically adapted to the underlying image structure. Given such
a region, it is possible to normalize against both geometric and photometric
distortions in order to obtain viewpoint and illumination invariance.
image content (e.g. in [Bau00]). In the literature, they are most often referred to as co-
variant region detectors, because they provide additional information on the shape of the
surrounding area around a salient location and change in accordance with the respective
image transformation. In addition to the above claims, such detectors demand that
3. under both photometric and geometric transformations of the image, the position
and shape of the feature and its support area should remain stable and transform
accordingly.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the concept: When a planar object (left) is rotated in world space, its
image is transformed perspectively and (depending on the light source) photometrically.
If a circular support region is used for representing the area around a salient feature, the
image content beneath is not the same after the transformation (middle). In the right
image, the shape of the support region is automatically adapted to the underlying image
structure. Given such a region, it is possible to normalize against both geometric and
photometric distortions in order to obtain viewpoint and illumination invariance. Section
2.2.2.2 gives an overview of the historical development of such methods and describes
in detail the ﬁve region detectors which are used throughout this work.
In [SMB00], an extensive overview of feature detectors is given, which is brieﬂy sum-
marized in the following: The group of available detectors can be broadly partitioned
into three major categories: After extracting contours in the ﬁrst step, contour-based
methods search for maximal curvature or inﬂexion points, sometimes based on an addi-
tional polygonal approximation of the contour chains. Features are deﬁned as contour
intersections. Examples of such methods are [AB86],[HVS90] or [MS98]. Intensity-
based methods generally compute an appropriate measure that identiﬁes the presence
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of feature points directly from the image intensity signal. One of the ﬁrst signal-based
detectors was described in [Mor77b], where the autocorrelation function of the intensity
signal was exploited. While the authors used the ﬁrst derivatives, Beaudet later proposed
a method based on the second derivatives of the image intensity I [Bea78]. There, lo-
calization was based on the determinant of the Hessian matrix det(H) = IxxIyy − I2xy
instead. Moravec’s approach was later extended by Harris and Stephens in [HS88],
where an eigenvalue analysis of the second-order moment matrix was used to derive a
cornerness-measure. Within the camera-calibration procedure described in section 2.4,
the Harris-detector was used for the detection of features on the checkerboard calibration
pattern. Finally, parametric models try to ﬁt a parametric intensity model to the image
signal. The advantage of these approaches is that they generally achieve good sup-pixel
accuracy. However, they are most often limited to speciﬁc types of interest points and
are thus suitable to only a limited number of applications. Examples of such methods
are [Roh92] or [BNM98].
2.2.2.2 Overview of Afﬁne-covariant Region Detectors
In contrast to most classical feature detectors, afﬁne-covariant methods are especially
suited for application scenarios, where either the observing camera or the objects within
the scene experience a signiﬁcant viewpoint change. In such cases, a robust detec-
tion method is needed, that adapts the shape and size of the feature support region
accordingly. Afﬁne-covariant detectors provide this functionality. In [MS04] and in
[MTS+05], an extensive overview of such methods is given, which is brieﬂy summa-
rized in the following.
One of the ﬁrst approaches to obtain a certain degree of invariance against scale
changes was presented in [CP84]. The authors computed a resolution pyramid using
Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) ﬁlters and selected salient points of the ﬁlter response as
features with a distinctive location in scale space. More than one decade later, Lindeberg
proposed to use the Laplacian-Of-Gaussian (LoG) instead, among other derivative-based
operators [Lin98]. There, a scale-space was constructed by successive smoothing of the
original image with a Gaussian convolution kernel of increasing size. Each setting of the
kernel variance corresponded to one discrete scale level. In [BL98], the notion of scale-
invariant interest points was additionally investigated in the context of tracking. Shortly
after the original publication of Lindeberg, Lowe proposed to replace the LoG-kernel
with a DoG-kernel, where successive layers of scale space (smoothed with a Gaussian)
are subtracted from each other [Low99]. The advantage of Lowes approach is a signiﬁ-
cant increase in computation speed that allows for the processing of several images per
second [MS04] while obtaining similar results as with the DoG-based selection method.
However, all quoted methods only obtain invariance against pure scale changes.
According to the results in [MTS+05], the transformation of most interest for view-
point changes is an afﬁne transformation (or afﬁnity). If the region scale is small enough,
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an afﬁnity is sufﬁcient to locally model perspective distortions arising from viewpoint
changes, provided that the object surface represented by the region can be locally ap-
proximated by a plane. The above-mentioned scale invariance is a special case of afﬁne
invariance: While for the former, scaling is always identical in both coordinate direc-
tions, this must not be the case for the latter. In the case of true afﬁne transformations,
scaling can be different in each direction (shearing). In this case, the localization, size
and shape of a local structure are affected. For this reason, mere scale-invariant methods
generally fail in the case of signiﬁcant perspective transformations.
In the literature, there currently exist six commonly-used afﬁne-covariant region de-
tectors, which have been subject to extensive evaluation already [MTS+05][MP07]. In
the following, these are brieﬂy described with regard to their major properties. Figure
2.4 shows a section of the ﬁrst and seventh image of the carton-sequence (see section
2.3 for more detail), on which 15 randomly selected region correspondences between
both images are shown for each detector. The turn-table rotation between the views is at
φ = 30°.
Harris- and Hessian-afﬁne detector. In [MS04], a technique for the detection
of scale- and afﬁne-covariant regions was presented, based on either the scale-adapted
second moment matrix (Harris-afﬁne) or on the Hessian-matrix (Hessian-afﬁne). Apart
from the initial detection step, the methods for scale and shape selection are identical for
both methods.
For the Harris-afﬁne detector, the localization of candidate regions is performed using
the scale-adapted corner detector of Harris and Stephens [MS04] which is based on the
evaluation of the second-moment or autocorrelation matrix μ, computed directly from
the image intensity signal I . The corresponding equation has been previously introduced
in the context of corner detection for camera calibration in section 2.2.1.
For the Hessian-afﬁne detector, initial feature detection is based on the second deriva-
tives Lij of the image intensity signal I(x) instead:
H(x, σd) =
[
Lxx(x, σd) Lxy(x, σd)
Lyx(x, σd) Lyy(x, σd)
]
. (2.11)
This expression is commonly known as Hessian-matrix in the literature. Generally, the
second derivatives give strong responses on blobs and ridges (opposed to corners and
line intersections). A candidate feature is present at position x, if detH(x, σd) attains
a local maximum. The standard deviation σd controlls the desired feature size.
The selection of a characteristic scale (deﬁned by σd) is performed according to the
method in [Lin98] for both Harris- and Hessian-afﬁne regions. A characteristic scale is
present, if the following expression attains a local maximum in scale space:
|LoG(x, σd)| = σ2d|Lxx(x, σd) + Lyy(x, σd)| (2.12)
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Figure 2.4: 15 randomly selected region correspondences are superimposed on a section
of images 1 and 7 of the carton-sequence (see chapter 2.3 for more detail) for
each detector (except salient regions). Corresponding regions are indicated
via common numbers.18
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This function is equivalent to a matching ﬁlter and attains a maximum, if the local struc-
ture within the integration window is maximally similar to the Laplacian-of-Gaussian
ﬁlter (LoG) (also known as mexican hat).
The estimation of afﬁne region shape is performed iteratively according to the meth-
ods proposed in [LG97] and [Bau00]. There, the eigenvalues of the second-moment ma-
trix μ from equation 2.1 are used to measure the elliptic shape of a point neighborhood.
The transformation is sought which projects the afﬁne-shaped pattern to one with equal
eigenvalues [MTS+05]. The latter is given by the square root of the second-moment
matrix μ
1
2 . In the case of iterative convergence, the respective afﬁne transformation has
been identiﬁed up to an unknown two-dimensional rotation in the image plane.
The computational complexity for the detection of candidate points by means of sec-
ond moments or the Hessian-matrix is O(n), where n denotes the number of pixels in
the image. Both scale and shape adaptation have complexity O((m + k)p), where p is
the number of candidate points, m is the number of investigated scales in the discrete
scale space and k is the number of iterations in the shape adaptation algorithm.
Edge-based region detector. In [TVG04], an approach for the detection of afﬁne-
covariant regions was proposed, based on Harris corners [HS88] and Canny edges [Can86].
Tuytelaars and van Gool argue, that edges are typically stable features which are de-
tectable over a range of viewpoints and under varying illumination. In their approach,
the dimensionality of the parameter estimation problem is reduced signiﬁcantly: instead
of estimating all 6 parameters of an afﬁne transformation, only a single dimension must
be considered, if the local edge geometry is exploited.
The algorithm starts by detecting both corners and edges on a set of discrete scales.
Starting from a corner location xc = [xc, yc]T , two points x1 and x2 move away from
the corner according to ﬁgure 2.5. The relative speed of both points is coupled through
the equality of relative afﬁne invariant parameters l1 and l2
li =
∫
abs
(
|x(1)i (si) xc − xi(si)|
)
, i = 1, 2 (2.13)
where si is an arbitrary curve parameter in both directions and x(1)i is the ﬁrst deriva-
tive of xi with respect to si. Equation 2.13 ensures that the areas between the joint
< xc,x1 > and the edge and between the joint < xc,x2 > and the edge remain identi-
cal, which is an afﬁne invariant criterion (l = l1 = l2).
For each value l, a parallelogram is spanned by the corner point xc and the vectors
x1(l) − xc and x2(l) − xc. This yields a one-dimensional family of parallelograms
(and thus regions) as a function of l. A salient region is found, if several photometric
functions attain an extremum over l. For brevity, the description of these functions has
been omitted at this point. For more details, the reader is referred to [TVG04]. In ﬁgure
2.5, the principal concept is illustrated. Given a corner and two edge segments moving
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Figure 2.5: Given a corner xc and two edge segments moving away from it, the resulting
parallelogram (left) is deﬁned by the vectors x1(l) − xc and x2(l) − xc.
Under an afﬁne transformation, the region changes accordingly (right).
away from it, the resulting parallelogram (left) is covariant with an afﬁne transformation.
In contrast to the Harris-afﬁne and Hessian-afﬁne detectors, regions are not described by
an ellipse but by the above-mentioned parallelograms. For better comparison of these
methods, each parallelogram is replaced by the enclosed ellipse, which has the same ﬁrst
and second moments but is undeﬁned up to a rotational degree of freedom [MTS+05].
Thus, this approximation should be avoided in practical applications.
The computational complexity for the detection of initial corners by means of the Har-
ris corner detector is O(n), where n is the number of pixels within an image. The com-
plexity of region construction by means of evaluating the photometric functions along
the edge segments isO(pd), where p is the number of initial corners and d is the average
number of edges in a neighborhood.
A general drawback of this method is that the edges it relies on in one image may
be undetected, interrupted or connected in a different way in another image. Thus, the
resulting regions may no longer be correctly transformed into each other.
Intensity-based region detector. Also in [TVG04], a second approach for the
detection of afﬁne-covariant regions was proposed, based on the localization of intensity
extrema at multiple scales. Given a local intensity extremum I(x0) = I0, the following
function is evaluated along a set of rays emanating from x0:
fI(t) =
abs(I(t)− I0)
max
(∫ t
0
abs(I(t)−I0)dt
t
, d
) (2.14)
where t is an arbitrary parameter which describes the absolute distance from the cen-
ter along each ray. The scalar d has simply been added so that a division by zero is
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Figure 2.6: Given an intensity extremum and a set of connected components (found by
evaluating equation 2.14), an elliptic region is deﬁned (left). Under an afﬁne
transformation, the region changes accordingly (right).
avoided. Given the ray, the salient point for which equation 2.14 attains a maximum
is invariant under afﬁne geometric and linear photometric transformations. Typically, a
maximum is reached if there is a sudden change in image intensity. The entire set of
salient points from all rays is then linked into a connected component, from which el-
lipse parameters are estimated by computing the shape moments up to second order. In
ﬁgure 2.6, the principal concept is illustrated. Given an intensity extremum and a set of
connected components (found by evaluating equation 2.14), an elliptic region is deﬁned
(left). Under an afﬁne transformation, the region changes accordingly (right).
The computational complexity for the detection of intensity extrema is O(n), where
n is the number of pixels. The complexity of region construction by means of evaluating
equation 2.14 along each ray is O(p), where p is the number of intensity extrema.
A general advantage of this method lies in the fact, that it does not rely on interme-
diate feature detection (such as corners or edges) but operates on the intensity function
only. Thus, no image smoothing for gradient computation is required, which might be
beneﬁcial with regard to accuracy. Also, it requires only little computational effort.
Maximally-stable extremal regions detector. In [MCUP04], a method for the
detection of afﬁne-covariant regions in the context of robust wide-baseline stereo cor-
respondence analysis was proposed, called maximally-stable extremal regions (MSER).
These are deﬁned by an extremal property of the intensity function within the region and
on its outer boundary. The detection process is based on binarizing the image with a set
of thresholds t ∈ {0, 1, ..., 255}. For each setting of t, a number of black and white
regions of different size and shape results. Each region is transformed into a connected
component, which serves as support area. The set of all connected components for every
setting of t is termed set of maximal regions. If the image intensity is reversed, the result-
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Table 2.1: Formal deﬁnition of the concept behind MSER, taken from [MCUP04].
Image I is a mapping I : D ⊂ Z2 → S. Extremal regions are well-deﬁned on
images if:
1. S is totally ordered, i.e. reﬂexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation
≤ exists. In the original publication, only S ∈ {0, 1, ..., 255} is considered.
2. An adjacency (neighborhood) relationA ⊂ D×D is deﬁned. In the original
publication, 4-neighborhoods were used, i.e. p, q ∈ D are adjacent (pAq), if∑d
i=1 |pi − qi| < 1.
Region Q is a contiguous subset of D, i.e. for each p, q ∈ D there is a sequence
p, a1, a2, ..., an, q and pAa1, aiAai+1, anAq.
(Outer) region boundary δQ = {q ∈ D\Q : ∃p ∈ Q : qAp}, i.e. the boundary
δQ of Q is the set of pixels being adjacent to at least one pixel of Q but not
belonging toQ.
Extremal regionQ ⊂ D is a region such that for all p ∈ Q, q ∈ δQ : I(p) > I(q)
(maximum intensity region) or I(p) < I(q) (minimum intensity region).
Maximally stable extremal region (MSER). Let Q1, ...,Qi−1,Qi, ... be a se-
quence of nested extremal regions, i.e. Qi ⊂ Qi+1. Extremal region Qi is maxi-
mally stable if q(i) = |Qi+Δ\Qi−Δ|\|Qi| has a local minimum at i (|.| denotes
cardinality). Δ ∈ S is a parameter of the algorithm.
ing connected components are termed minimal regions. Table 2.1 has been taken from
[MCUP04] and gives a formal deﬁnition of the concept behind MSER. Further details
may be found in the original publication.
Regions where binarization is stable over a large range of thresholds t are of special
interest, since they possess a number of desirable properties, which include (1) covari-
ance to afﬁne transformations of the image intensity, (2) the detection of regions over
multiple scales and (3) high accuracy, since no smoothing of the image is involved. Es-
pecially the last property distinguishes the MSER detector from other detectors whose
method of scale-space construction is based on successive convolution with a Gaussian
smoothing kernel.
In the ﬁrst step of the algorithm, all detected extremal regions are enumerated. This
is done by ﬁrst sorting all pixels according to their intensity. In the second step, pixels
are marked in the image (either in decreasing or increasing order) and the list of growing
and merging connected components and their areas is maintained using the union-ﬁnd
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algorithm [Sed83], which has almost linear computational complexity. The result is
a data structure which stores the area of each connected component as a function of
intensity. A merge of two components is viewed as termination of existence of the
smaller component and an insertion of all pixels of the smaller component into the larger
one. In the last step, the maximally stable regions are identiﬁed as those corresponding
to thresholds were the relative area change as a function of relative change of threshold
is at a local minimum [MTS+05]. This corresponds to regions, where binarization is
stable over a large range of thresholds.
The computational complexity of the sorting step is O(n) if the range of image val-
ues is small, e.g. n ∈ {0, ..., 255}. The complexity of the union-ﬁnd algorithm is
O(n log logn), which is almost linear and thus very fast.
Salient regions detector. In [KZB04], a method for the detection of afﬁne-invariant
salient regions is proposed, based on the probability density function (pdf ) of intensity
values computed over an elliptical region.
In the ﬁrst step of the algorithm, candidate regions are found by evaluating the entropy
of the pdf over a three-parameter family of ellipses at each pixel: The ellipse  centered
at position x is described by the length of its major axis s (which is the region scale), the
ratio of major to minor axis λ (which is the region shape) and the orientation of the major
axis φ. The pdf p(I) of the intensity values within  is used to compute the entropy as
H = −
∑
I
p(I) log p(I) (2.15)
Extremal points with regard toH are selected as candidate regions.
In the second step, these candidates are ranked by using the magnitude of the deriva-
tive of the pdf with respect to the scale s
W = s
2
2s− 1
∑
I
∣∣∣∣δp(I, s, φ, λ)δs
∣∣∣∣ . (2.16)
The saliency measure Y is then given by the product Y = HW . From the list of all
sorted salient regions, the best N are selected as ﬁnal salient regions.
The computational complexity of the ﬁrst step of the algorithm is O(nl), where n
is the total number of pixels and l is the number of combinations of the three ellipse
parameters tried at each pixel. The complexity of the second step isO(e), where e is the
number of extrema provided by the ﬁrst step of the algorithm.
A major disadvantage of this approach is the high computational effort of calculating
the entropy at each pixel of the image. If a good shape accuracy is sought (which means
a large l), the runtime of the algorithm increases signiﬁcantly, which makes it unsuit-
able for a large number of practical applications. Therefore, this method has not been
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included into the evaluation in chapters 2 and 3. Although its concept is theoretically ap-
pealing, the runtime of this algorithm exceeds all other detectors by several magnitudes
according to [MTS+05].
2.2.3 Rotation-invariant Region Descriptors
2.2.3.1 Motivation and Overview
Given two sets of afﬁne-covariant regions detected in a pair of images (related by a per-
spective transformation), a descriptive entity is sought, which provides for each region in
the ﬁrst set a corresponding region in the second set. Generally, such an entity is termed
a region descriptor in the computer vision literature. Based on different image properties
as for example pixel intensities, differential structures (such as lines, corners or edges),
color or texture, a multitude of methods has been developed over the last years. Region
descriptors have been successfully applied so far in the ﬁelds of wide baseline matching
[SZ02], object and texture recognition [FTVG04][LSP03], image retrieval [MS01] and
panorama stitching [BL03].
Region descriptors are typically computed from the image information within an
afﬁne-covariant region. To this purpose, the latter is transformed (normalized) into an
ellipse with identical eigenvalues, i.e. a circle. The one remaining degree of freedom
after such normalization is an unknown two-dimensional rotation φ within the image
plane. An appropriate descriptor should thus be invariant to the latter so that a reliable
similarity measure can be computed for each potential region correspondence, regardless
of φ.
In the following, an overview of currently available descriptors is given, which is
mainly based on [MS05]. There, the multitude of methods has been divided into three
classes, which are differential descriptors, spatial frequency techniques and distribution-
based descriptors.
Differential descriptors. One of the ﬁrst approaches to region description was based
on the convolution of the image intensity signal with a set of Gaussian derivatives. The
resulting local jet, which has been described in great detail in [KvD87], is a set of deriva-
tives of order N of the image intensity signal I at position x at a speciﬁc scale σd:
JN [I](x, σd) =
{
Li1..in(x, σd)|(x, σd) ∈ I × R+;n = 0, ..., N
}
. (2.17)
Li1..in(x, σd) is the result of a convolution of the image signal with Gaussian derivatives
(with ik ∈ {x, y}). According to [tHRFSV93], invariance under 2D image rotation is
reached with a set of differential invariants from the local jet up to second order (N = 2).
An adequate distance measure has to take into account the different magnitudes of the
descriptor components and the amounts of variability within. A measure suited for this
purpose is the Mahalanobis distance [Cox93], which models component variations as
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random variables with a Gaussian distribution based on a covariance matrix. The latter
has to be estimated statistically from a large data sample. In general, a broad set of
different image sequences is used for this purpose. The local jet has been successfully
used so far in the ﬁeld of image retrieval in [SM97].
Also based on the local jet from equation 2.17, steerable ﬁlters have been introduced
in [FA91], which steer derivatives in a particular direction, making them largely invari-
ant to rotation. In [Bau00] and [SZ02], the use of complex ﬁlters has been proposed,
derived from the familyK(x, y, φ) = f(x, y) exp (iφ), where φ is the ﬁlter orientation
in the image plane. For f(x, y) exp (iφ), Baumberg uses Gaussian derivatives, while
Schaffalitzky and Zisserman employ a polynomial function instead.
The general disadvantage of derivative-based methods is the need for the estimation of
a representative covariance matrix Λ in order to compute the correct (euclidean) distance
between two descriptors. Depending on the choice of the dataset, different results for
Λ may occur. Also, if only a speciﬁc type of images is used for the estimation, the
applicability of the resulting descriptors to different image types might lead to erroneous
results. For the given reasons, differential descriptors have not been used in the context
of this work.
Spatial frequency techniques. A different approach to local region description
is to decompose the image signal into a set of basis functions in the frequency domain
by applying the Fourier transform. However, spatial relations between points are not
explicit in this case, and the basis functions are inﬁnite. Thus, such a method is difﬁcult
to adapt to a local approach [MS05]. One possible solution is offered by the Gabor
transform [G+46], which overcomes this problem but requires a large number of ﬁlters
in order to sufﬁciently capture small changes in frequency and orientation.
Such ﬁlters as well as wavelets [VK95] are often used in the context of texture clas-
siﬁcation but are of limited use for efﬁcient region description. As with differential
descriptors, spatial frequency techniques are not used within this work.
Distribution-based descriptors. Generally, distribution-based methods use his-
tograms to capture appearance and shape characteristics of a region. In [JH99] for exam-
ple, a two-dimensional histogram was introduced, whose dimensions represent the dis-
tance from the respective region center and the normalized intensity value. This method,
termed a spin image, has been further extended and applied to texture representation in
[LSP03]. It is one of the descriptor-types used within this work.
In [ZW94], an approach which is robust to illumination changes has been proposed,
relying on histograms of ordering and reciprocal relations between pixel intensities. The
binary relations between intensities of several neighboring pixels are encoded by binary
strings and a distribution of all possible combinations is represented by appropriate his-
tograms [MS05].
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In [Low04], the scale invariant feature transform has been proposed, which represents
the afﬁne-normalized intensity values within the enclosing elliptic support area around a
feature position by a three-dimensional histogram of gradient locations and orientations.
From the latter, a descriptive vector is ﬁnally assembled. Contributions to histogram
bins are further weighted by the respective gradient magnitudes. To obtain a degree of
illumination invariance, the vector is additionally normalized by the square root of the
sum of its squared elements. This descriptor is the second type used within this work in
addition to the above-mentioned spin-images.
Similar ideas have been exploited in [ATRB95] and in [BMP02]. Both geometric
histograms and shape context compute a histogram which describes the distribution of
edges within a region.
The general advantage of histogram-based approaches is the reproducibility of the
resulting descriptors: The euclidean distance between descriptors can be directly com-
puted, which renders unnecessary the fragile estimation of an adequate and represen-
tative covariance matrix for the equalization of descriptor dimensions. Also, represen-
tatives of this class of descriptors have shown a superior performance in comparative
studies such as in [MS05] or [MP07].
In the following sections, two histogram-based approaches are described in more de-
tail. Both are used for rotation-invariant region description within this work.
2.2.3.2 Scale-invariant Feature Transform
In [Low04], a combined region detector and descriptor has been proposed. The detection
of candidate regions is performed similar to the Hessian-afﬁne detector introduced in
section 2.2.2.2. A candidate region is found, if the LoG-operator according to equation
2.12 attains a maximum in both image plane and scale space [Lin98]. The latter is
computed by successive smoothing of the original image with a Gaussian convolution
kernel. However, the resulting regions are of circular shape and thus not afﬁne-covariant.
Therefore, only the descriptor stage of SIFT is used within this work.
In the ﬁrst step of descriptor computation, a consistent orientation is assigned to each
region based on the distribution of gradients within. The general idea is to compute
the descriptor relative to this dominant orientation, thus making it invariant to image
rotations. For each intensity value I(x, y) within the region, the gradient magnitude
m(x, y) and the orientation φ(x, y) are given as
m(x, y) =
√
(I(x+ 1, y)− I(x− 1, y))2 + · · ·
· · · (I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y − 1))2 (2.18)
φ(x, y) = arctan
(
I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y − 1)
I(x+ 1, y)− I(x− 1, y)
)
. (2.19)
From sample points within the region, a histogram of gradient orientations is then
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Figure 2.7: The dashed line indicates the dominant orientation of an example region
(left), which serves as the new major axis of a relational coordinate system
(middle). The ﬁgure shows an 8 × 8-set of sample clusters, in which the
locally dominant orientations are computed according to equation 2.19. The
set of 64 clusters is again subdivided into a smaller 2 × 2-set (right) each
of which is assigned 8 average orientations computed from the 16 clusters
within (note that the depicted vectors are solely for illustrative purposes and
do not correspond to the real gradients).
computed. In the original publication, the latter consisted of 36 bins with a coverage of
360 degrees. Each histogram entry is further weighed with the corresponding m(x, y)
and the response of a 2D-Gaussian probability density function positioned at the region
center. The purpose of the Gaussian is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor caused
by small changes in the region position, and to give less emphasis to gradients far from
the center [Low04]. The dominant orientation of the region is then found by detecting
the maximum bin in the histogram. Figure 2.7 (left) shows the dominant orientation for
an example region. In the middle, the region has been rotated into the new (relative)
coordinate system. The ﬁgure shows an 8 × 8 set of sample clusters, in which the
dominant orientations are computed according to equation 2.19. The set of 64 clusters
is again subdivided into a smaller 2 × 2-set (right) each of which is assigned 8 average
orientations computed from the 16 clusters within (note that the depicted vectors are
solely for illustrative purposes and do not correspond to the real gradients). The original
SIFT-descriptor uses an array of 16×16 clusters, subdivided into a 4×4-set. This leads
to a descriptive vector of dimension 128.
In order to avoid boundary effects, where a speciﬁc sample shifts from one histogram
to another, each bin entry is further multiplied by a weight 1−d, where d is the distance
to the center of the respective local histogram. Finally, illumination invariance is ensured
by normalizing the descriptor by the square root of the sum of its squared components.
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2.2.3.3 Spin-Images
In [LSP03], a histogram-based rotation-invariant descriptor has been proposed in the
context of sparse texture representation. Inspired by the original work of Johnson [JH99],
where a similar method was used for object recognition in cluttered 3D-scenes, a two-
dimensional histogram is introduced, whose dimensions represent the distance d from
the respective region center and the normalized intensity value i. Since both d and i are
invariant to orthogonal transformations of the corresponding region, they are well-suited
for the representation of afﬁne-normalized patches, where the last remaining degree of
freedom is a two-dimensional rotation.
In order to achieve further invariance to variations of the image intensity of the form
I → aI + b, a normalization is performed according to
In =
I −min (I)
max (I)−min (I) . (2.20)
To avoid aliasing effects, each pixel within the support area contributes to more than a
single histogram bin [KVD99]. For a speciﬁc bin with histogram coordinates (d0, i0),
the contribution p of a pixel at distance d from the center and with intensity i is
p = exp
(
− (d− d0)
2
2α2 −
(i− io)2
2β2
)
, (2.21)
where the parametersα and β control the degree of smoothing of the histogram. Both pa-
rameters have a direct inﬂuence on the information content of the descriptor: if smooth-
ing is chosen too strong, small variations of the region content will remain undetected.
In ﬁgure 2.8, the concept of spin-image construction is illustrated. The two circles de-
note the position of pixels with similar distance to the region center: In the 2D-histogram,
they will be located in the same column. Pixels with bright luminance will contribute to
a bin on the right side of the normalized intensity axis while dark pixels (as for example
the center pixel) will be located on its left side. As can be seen, the histogram contains
two dominant clusters, one with high intensity, the second with low intensity. This is
consistent with the associated region (left), which mainly consists of two dominant gray
values. The similarity between two spin-images can be efﬁciently computed using zero-
mean normalized cross-correlation (ZNCC). For better comparability to other methods
(such as SIFT), the resulting correlation coefﬁcient can be easily related to the euclidean
distance.
A major advantage of spin-images is their comparatively low computational complex-
ity. However, the ordering of intensity values in the original region is lost in the process.
In ﬁgure 2.9 for example, the spin-images associated with regions 1 and 4 are very sim-
ilar (with a correlation coefﬁcient of ZNCC = 0.84), although the region content is
clearly different.
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Figure 2.8: Concept of spin-image construction: A pixel in the original image (left) is
mapped into a two-dimensional histogram of center-distance and normalized
intensity (right). White circles in the original image denote the position of
pixels with the same row index in the histogram (=spin-image).
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Figure 2.9: Examples of spin-images: Four different regions are extracted from the
ﬁrst frame of the carton-sequence and transformed into spin-images (bottom
row).
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In [MS05], spin-images have shown inferior to SIFT-descriptors with regard to their
descriptive power in a number of experiments. In a direct comparison, SIFT may be
described as a strong but expensive descriptor, while spin-images on the other hand
are signiﬁcantly less distinctive but at the same time much cheaper with regard to their
computational complexity. This might prove beneﬁcial for applications with limited
hardware or real-time constraints. For such cases, the use of SPIN instead of SIFT can
be advantageous.
2.2.4 Homography Estimation From Region Correspondences
In order to assess the accuracy of a set of regions in one image, the most likely corre-
spondences among the set of regions within the next image have to be identiﬁed. If the
object surfaces on which the two sets lie are planar, this can be achieved by means of
inter-image homographies, which transforms both sets onto each other. Based on the
resulting overlap between original and transformed regions, candidate correspondences
may then be initially assigned to each other.
In this section, a method for the estimation of a homography between two projec-
tive planes from point-to-point correspondences is presented. The problem can be for-
mulated as follows: Given a set of image points in homogeneous coordinates xi =
(xi, yi, 1)T , xi, yi ∈ R and a set of corresponding points x′i = (x′i, y′i, 1)T , estimate
the transformationH that relates the two sets such that
x′i = Hxi . (2.22)
Both xi and x′i are located in an image, each of which is being treated as a projective
plane P2. Since both point sets are given in homogeneous coordinates, they are equal in
direction but may differ in magnitude by a non-zero scale-factor.
Direct linear transformation (DLT) using point correspondences. The algo-
rithm described in this section is the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT), presented in
great detail in [HZ03] and in [AJN05].
Firstly, a straight-forward method for determiningH given a set of 4 correspondences
of the form xi ↔ x′i is presented: Equation 2.22 may also be expressed using the vector
cross-product as xi × (Hxi) = 0. This formulation will enable the derivation of a
simple linear solution forH . By referring to the j-th row ofH as hjT , the right term of
the cross-product can be rewritten as
Hxi =
⎛
⎝ h1Txih2Txi
h3Txi
⎞
⎠ . (2.23)
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Deﬁning x′i = (x′i, y′i, w′i) gives the cross-product explicitly as
xi × (Hxi) =
⎛
⎝ y′ih3Txi − w′ih2Txiw′ih1Txi − x′ih3Txi
x′ih
2Txi − y′ih1Txi
⎞
⎠ = 0 . (2.24)
This may be rewritten as⎡
⎣ 0T −w′ixTi y′ixTiw′ixTi 0T −x′ixTi
−y′ixTi x′ixTi 0T
⎤
⎦( h1h2
h3
)
= 0 . (2.25)
The resulting equations have the form Aih = 0, where every Ai is a 3 × 9 matrix and
h is a 9-vector which consists of the elements of H such that
h =
[ h1
h2
h3
]
, H =
[
h1 h2 h3
h4 h5 h6
h7 h8 h9
]
. (2.26)
Although 2.25 consists of three equations, only two of them are linearly independent.
Thus, each point correspondence provides only two equations in the entries ofH [HZ03].
Therefore, 2.25 can be rewritten as[
0T −w′ixTi y′ixTi
w′ixTi 0T −x′ixTi
]( h1
h2
h3
)
= 0 . (2.27)
Given a set of four point correspondences from a plane, a set of equations is obtained
of the form Ah = 0, where the matrix A consists of the concatenated rows of Ai for
each correspondence and h is the vector of the unknown entries of H . Given four point
correspondences, an exact solution can be found for the parameters ofH .
In practice, equation 2.22 is never exactly satisﬁed, due to noise. Therefore, assum-
ing that x′i is corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance matrix Λx′ , the
maximum-likelihood estimation ofH is obtained by minimization of the functional
J =
∑
(x′i − xˆ′i)TΛ−1x′ (x′i − xˆ′i), where xˆ′i =
1
h3Txi
[
h1Txi
h2Txi
]
. (2.28)
This is a nonlinear least-squares estimation problem, where the parameters of H are
sought such that ‖x′i − xˆ′i‖ attains a minimum. For Ah = 0, a non-zero solution
is sought, that minimizes a suitable cost function subject to the constraint ‖h‖ = 1.
This is identical to the problem of ﬁnding the minimum of the quotient ‖Ah‖\‖h‖.
The solution is the unit eigenvector of ATA corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue
[AJN05].
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Algorithm 1: Direct linear transformation (DLT) on point correspondences
Objective:
Given a set of two-dimensional point correspondences of the form xi ↔ x′i, determine
a 2D-homography matrixH such that x′i = Hxi.
Algorithm:
1. For each correspondence xi ↔ x′i, compute Ai. Usually, only the ﬁrst two rows
are needed.
2. Assemble each 2× 9 matrix Ai into a single 2n× 9 matrix A.
3. Obtain a singular value decomposition (SVD) of A as UDV T . The solution for
h is the last column of V .
4. DetermineH from h.
Table 2.2: Estimation of homographies using the DLT-algorithm.
Hartley and Zisserman point out that normalization of A is essential: Due to different
coordinate centers or the transformation of image coordinates by similarities, afﬁnities
or even projective transforms, A may be poorly conditioned numerically. Thus, prior to
running the estimation algorithm, data normalization should be performed. For brevity,
further details have been omitted here (see [HZ03] for information on this subject). In
table 2.2, a short summary of the DLT-algorithm is given.
Robust estimation using RandomSample Consensus (RANSAC). The above-
described DLT-algorithm assumes, that the errors in the point-correspondences are purely
Gaussian. In practice, this is not always the case because many points are mismatched,
making them outliers to the normal distribution. These can severely affect the estima-
tion process and eventually lead to gross errors. Thus, a mechanism is needed for the
identiﬁcation and removal of such outlier correspondences. This procedure is generally
referred to as robust estimation. In the literature, there exists a multitude of techniques,
mostly differing with respect to their assumptions on the expected proportion and type
of outliers. An exhaustive overview can be found in [Zha97]. One method - termed
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), introduced in [FB81] - has been successfully
applied to a wide variety of computer vision applications. The general idea of the al-
gorithm is to ﬁrstly estimate a model (such as the homography estimation described in
the previous section) from the minimal number of measurements necessary to determine
all parameters (which is a closed-form solution). Secondly, the set of inliers is sought
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Algorithm 2: Robust estimation of a homography using RANSAC
Objective:
Given a set of two-dimensional point correspondences of the form xi ↔ x′i, robustly
determine the set of inliers to a 2D-homography matrixH such that x′i = Hxi.
Algorithm:
1. Select four point correspondences from the dataset and compute a closed-form
solution toH .
2. Find all correspondences that comply toH , such that ‖Hxi−x′i‖ ≤ t, where t is
an appropriate distance threshold on the euclidean distance between both points.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 N times, until a sufﬁcient part of the correspondence set is
compliant toH .
4. Reﬁne the homography estimate using the DLT-algorithm from table 2.2.
Table 2.3: Robust homography estimation using RANSAC and the DLT-algorithm.
from the entire measurement set, that corresponds to the respective model (given a cer-
tain fault tolerance). This process is repeated N times and the model with the largest
set of inliers is selected as the ﬁnal estimate. In the case of homography estimation, the
set of inliers to the RANSAC-estimate H0 is used to obtain a reﬁned estimation, using
the DLT-algorithm described in the previous section. For more details on the number
of trials N , the appropriate number of samples and a suitable distance measure, refer
to section 2.5.1. There, the estimation of homographies based on the image sequences
used within this work is discussed in detail. Table 2.3 summarizes the main steps of
RANSAC-based homography estimation.
2.3 Measurement Setup and Image Datasets
The image sequences used within this work have been selected from a public database1,
provided by Pierre Moreels and Pietro Perona from the California Institute of Technology
(CalTech). They are the basis for all subsequently performed experiments and evalua-
tions. Due to the free availability of the image data, the presented results exhibit a high
degree of transparency in terms of comparability and reproducibility.
The measurement setup consists of two digital cameras, an automated turn-table and
1http://www.vision.caltech.edu/pmoreels/Datasets/TurntableObjects/
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Figure 2.10: Measurement setup: An example object is placed on a turn-table, illumi-
nated by two overhead photographic lights. The scene is observed by a
stereo-camera system consisting of two 3-MPixel cameras. Between every
two frames, the table is rotated by φ = 5°. The given information on the
measurement setup and the above image have been taken from [MP07].
two photographic overhead-lights, which provide a constant and largely homogeneous
scene illumination. Objects of all kinds (cheese-cracker cartons, DVDs, picture frames,
etc.) have been positioned on the turn-table and automatically rotated by a ﬁxed angle
between two frames. Figure 2.10 shows a photograph of the measurement setup used by
Moreels and Perona.
One of the major goals of this chapter is the assessment of region detector accuracy in
terms of center position and shape of the surrounding support area. Given a single two-
dimensional region within an image however, it can not be determined if either its posi-
tion or the support area is in sufﬁcient accordance with the underlying surface texture.
The only way to gauge the accuracy of a region is to consider it in conjunction with its
most likely correspondence in another frame. Thus, if the transformation between object
surfaces in temporally adjacent frames were known, the deviation of a given region from
its correspondence could be used to determine errors in both center and support area. To
this purpose, only piecewise planar objects have been selected from the database, as they
allow for the estimation of inter-image homographies between surfaces in neighboring
frames. These may then be used to transform a set of regions from one frame to the next.
In section 2.5.2, this concept is elaborated in more detail.
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Figure 2.11: First and last (rectiﬁed) image of the 3 evaluated stereo sequences. The top
row shows the top camera view, the bottom row shows the bottom cam-
era view accordingly. The turn-table rotation angle between both images
amounts to φ = 45°.
As seen in ﬁgure 2.10, all available objects have been positioned on an automated
turn-table with a resolution of 150 °. Between neighboring frames, the turn-table rotation
angle amounts to φ = 5°. According to the available setup description, two digital cam-
eras were positioned in front of the turn-table such that the angle between object and
each camera was at approximately 10°. The chosen camera models are Canon Power-
shot G1 with a resolution of ≈ 3 MPixel. The focal length has been set to the widest
available setting of fc = 14.6 mm in order to minimize pincushion distortion (which
is approximately at 0.5% for this setting). The baseline width between the centers of
both cameras has been estimated to b ≈ 185mm, while the approximate distance to the
center of the turn-table is at ≈ 1200 mm. Scene illumination is provided by two over-
head photographic lights and (according to the measurement descriptions) with activated
ceiling lights.
From the entire set of available objects in the database, three have been selected for
the underlying work: In order to provide a basis for the evaluation of detector accuracy
as motivated above, only objects with partly planar surfaces may be used. For such sur-
faces, the geometric transformation between two frames of the same sequence can be
described using a homography. Within the entire database, three suitable objects with
sufﬁciently large planar surfaces could be found: A cheese-cracker carton (carton), the
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DVD-cover of a major motion picture (dvd) and a carton with breakfast cereals (pops).
Figure 2.11 shows the ﬁrst and last frame of the image sets for both top camera and
bottom camera. All 3 sequences consist of 10 equal-sized images of 864 x 1444 pel for
each camera. With reference to the ﬁrst frame (which shows the objects in roughly fron-
toparallel position to the image planes), the investigated turn-table rotation is between
0° ≤ φ ≤ 45°. The estimation of the above-mentioned inter-image homographies is
motivated and discussed within chapter 2.
The object surfaces mainly show homogeneous regions with distinctive edges and
repeating artiﬁcial patterns, but also natural textures such as the cereals in the pops-
sequence or the faces in the dvd -sequence. A categorization of textures into e.g. struc-
tured and textured as in [MTS+05] or [HJA08b] has not been made due to the limited
availability of suitable objects in the database.
2.4 Camera Calibration Results
In order to mitigate the effects of lens distortion and to enable the reconstruction of three-
dimensional feature points, Moreels and Perona additionally provided a set of images of
a planar checkerboard pattern in different poses. Based on a freely-available toolbox,
both internal and external parameters of the two cameras could thus be estimated within
this thesis. The necessary techniques and the calibration results are presented in the
following.
The calibration of the stereo-rig shown in ﬁgure 2.10 was performed using the method
described in section 2.2.1.2. The technique is based on the evaluation of images from a
planar checkerboard pattern, observed under multiple orientations. Without prior knowl-
edge on motion, either the pattern or the cameras can be moved around the scene almost
arbitrarily. Figure 2.12 shows the image set for the bottom camera in different positions
on the turn-table. Given the results in [Zha99], it can be expected that 20 images are
sufﬁcient to allow for a stable estimation. From the different views of the calibration
pattern, it can be expected that the estimation errors at the image borders will be higher
than within the center. As the calibration images have been provided ’as is’, no inﬂuence
on the distribution of checkerboard corners could be taken. However, the inﬂuence on
the evaluation results will be negligible, as within the object observation area (on top of
the turn-table) the density of corners is sufﬁciently large.
2.4.1 Single-Camera Calibration
Figure 2.13 shows the ﬂow of the estimation procedure, which consists of four general
steps. After the acquisition of a set of images (a) of the checkerboard pattern in different
orientations, the exact location of the grid corners has to be determined. The pattern
consists of 8 rectangles in x-direction and of 12 rectangles in y-direction, leading to a
total of 117 potential corners per image. In order to successfully assign each detected
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Figure 2.12: Camera calibration images (bottom camera): A checkerboard pattern is po-
sitioned on top of the turn-table in different views. From the location of the
grid-corners, both external and internal camera parameters are estimated
according to the method described in section 2.2.1.2.
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Figure 2.13: Algorithm ﬂow: The calibration procedure described in section 2.2.1.2 con-
sists of 4 successive steps. While image acquisition (a) is performed only
once, the remaining steps (b-d) are processed iteratively, until a stable esti-
mate of all camera parameters is reached.
corner to the correct rectangle in the local pattern coordinate system, both its origin
and axes orientation are needed as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.2 (left). During the ﬁrst run
of the algorithm, origin and orientation of the coordinate system are found by manually
marking the pattern perimeter in each image. From the known number of rectangles in
each coordinate direction, a rough estimate on potential corner locations can be obtained
by the above-mentioned calibration toolbox.
In a local neighborhood around each estimated location, corner detection (b) is then
performed by evaluating the second moment matrix μ, which is computed for every pixel
according to equation 2.1. A potential corner has been found, if both eigenvalues of μ
are signiﬁcant, indicating a two-dimensional variation of the image gradients. Based
on the eigenvalues, the cornerness is computed according to equation 2.2 (which is the
well-known Harris-detector described in [HS88]). The ﬁnal corner locations are found
by performing a non-maximum suppression on the response image in order to locate the
integer position with locally maximal cornerness and by subsequently interpolating it to
sub-pixel accuracy using a parabolic ﬁt.
After corner extraction, parameter estimation (c-d) is performed in two steps. Firstly,
an initial estimate on the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is obtained by computing a
closed-form solution, which does not yet include the distortion models (equations 2.3 -
2.5). Secondly, the total reprojection error (in a least-squares sense) is minimized in a
non-linear optimization procedure according to equation 2.6. The skew coefﬁcient c in
equation 2.3 is set to constant zero during the entire estimation procedure, which implies
an angle of 90° between x- and y-axis. In most practical situations, this is a justiﬁed
assumption.
Due to lens distortion effects or coarse manual estimation, the predicted corner lo-
cations sometimes are not close enough to the real corners of the pattern and are thus
missed during detection or mis-assigned to the wrong rectangle. Figure 2.14 shows the
reprojection of the estimated corner locations onto the image plane after the ﬁrst iteration
of the algorithm (left). It can be seen, that for some corners a signiﬁcant reprojection
error in the dimension of several pixels exists. Thus, in order to improve the calibration
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Figure 2.14: The output of the ﬁrst parameter estimation run is used to obtain a reﬁned
estimate of the corner positions (right), which should be superior to the
manually estimated positions (left). It can be seen, that the reprojected
corners in the right image are much closer to the true corner locations than
in the left image.
Table 2.4: Internal parameters for the single camera case: The uncertainty for each esti-
mate represents three times the standard deviation.
single-camera estimation bottom-camera top-camera
focal length fc [pel] [4254.16 4294.15]± [25.67 25.74] [4215.01 4248.66]± [24.10 27.49]
principal point x0, y0 [pel] [1094.20 610.70]± [66.64 57.94] [1097.50 615.82]± [65.96 57.46]
distortion (radial) k1, k2 [−0.2201 4.8446]± [0.1149 4.5301] [−0.1697 3.4572]± [0.0830 1.8808]
distortion (tangential) p1, p2 [0.0052 0.0007]± [0.0016 0.0017] [−0.0040 0.0013]± [0.0017 0.0024]
reprojection error [pel] [0.577 0.760] [0.535 0.713]
results, the algorithm is run iteratively. As indicated in the ﬂow diagram, the output of
the previous estimation is used as a reﬁned estimate of the corner positions, which should
be superior to the manually estimated positions. After the ﬁrst iteration, the reprojected
corners in ﬁgure 2.14 (right) are much closer to the real corners in the image. The ﬁnal
parameter estimates for both cameras (top + bottom) are shown in table 2.4.
Although the corner reprojection error is small, most internal parameters show high
uncertainties. This is mainly caused by the uneven distribution of the calibration pattern
in the ﬁeld of view of both cameras. As seen in ﬁgure 2.12, the pattern has been po-
sitioned on the turn-table only, albeit in different poses. For the majority of the image
plane, there are thus no measurements contributing to the estimation process. However,
it can be expected that the calibration within the observation area is sufﬁciently accurate
and thus does not corrupt the evaluation results in subsequent chapters.
Figure 2.15 shows both radial and tangential distortion for the bottom-camera as a
quiver plot. The arrows represent the effective displacement of a pixel induced by lens
distortion. The radial component (k1, k2) is shown on the left, while the tangential
component (p1, p2) is given on the right. It can be observed, that points located at the
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Figure 2.15: Both radial (left) and tangential (right) distortion is shown for the bottom
camera. Arrows represent the effective displacement of a pixel induced
by lens distortion. Points located at the corners of the image experience
a larger displacement than points located in the central part. The cross
denotes the center of the image, while the circle indicates the estimated
principal point. The solid rectangles mark the area in which the observed
objects are located.
corners of the image experience a larger displacement than points within the central part.
The solid rectangles mark the area in which the observed objects are located. Within,
displacements due to lens distortion stays well below 2 pel.
Once the camera distortion parameters are known, a number of corrective displace-
ment values can be calculated for every pixel position, which transform the original im-
age into an undistorted one. This process is referred to as rectiﬁcation and is applied to
all image sequences. All evaluation results in subsequent chapters are based on rectiﬁed
image data. Figure 2.16 shows both the original and rectiﬁed version of the ﬁrst frame
from the carton-sequence. It can be seen, that the carton edges in the rectiﬁed image
(right) are straight, while in the original image (left) there exists a slight distortion.
2.4.2 Stereo-Camera Calibration
Both the evaluation of detector accuracy in chapter 2 and of the tracking methods in
chapter 3 are solely performed on monocular image sequences. No explicit use of the
stereo camera setup as seen in ﬁgure 2.10 is made, and thus in principal the relative
orientation of both cameras toward each other is not required. In chapter 4 however,
inter-camera matching of region trajectories is performed in order to achieve a spatial
reconstruction of the observed objects. To this end, the extrinsic orientation of both
cameras is needed.
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Figure 2.16: For the ﬁrst frame of the carton-sequence, both the original image (left) and
the rectiﬁed image (right) are shown. It can be seen, that the carton edges
in the rectiﬁed image are straight, while in the original image there exists a
slight distortion.
Table 2.5: Internal camera parameters after joint stereo estimation: The uncertainty for
each estimate represents three times the standard deviation.
stereo estimation top-camera bottom-camera
focal length fc [pel] [4285.76 4294.54]± [19.36 21.07] [4207.55 4217.81]± [19.04 20.15]
principal point x0, y0 [pel] [1091.31 612.42]± [42.24 39.91] [1095.20 613.42]± [60.92 49.76]
distortion (radial) k1, k2 [−0.1728 3.9588]± [0.1080 4.3737] [−0.1531 3.1839]± [0.0831 1.9176]
distortion (tangential) p1, p2 [0.0049 0.0005]± [0.0014 0.0015] [−0.0045 0.0023]± [0.0013 0.0023]
So far, each camera has been processed individually. Now, both of them are consid-
ered jointly in a common reference frame. By assuming the bottom-camera as origin
of the world coordinate system, both spatial rotation Rt and translation tt of the top-
camera are estimated relative to the bottom camera. A point xb in the bottom camera
may be easily transformed into the top camera by applying
xt = Rtxb + tt . (2.29)
The estimation of the intrinsic camera parameters is performed in the same way as
during single camera calibration in the previous section, plus the added constraint that
the top-camera observes the same scene and thus the same calibration pattern as the
bottom-camera. In this way, both cameras contribute jointly to the estimation procedure,
which thus has the additional advantage of an increased numerical robustness. As initial
parameters, the single-camera estimates are used. Table 2.5 gives the resulting reﬁned
parameters, including the respective uncertainties. Obviously, the uncertainties of the
intrinsic parameters are smaller, compared to the individual estimation in table 2.4.
Finally, ﬁgure 2.17 shows the reconstructed stereo rig based on the estimated external
parameters, including the position of the checkerboard pattern for each image.
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Figure 2.17: Visualization of the estimated stereo setup: Both camera positions O1 and
O2 are shown, along with the different positions of the checkerboard cal-
ibration table. The distance between camera rig and turn-table has been
estimated to ≈ 1200 mm while the base width of the two cameras is at
b ≈ 185mm.
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2.5 Evaluation
2.5.1 Homography Estimation Results
As can be seen from ﬁgure 2.11, only objects consisting of mainly planar surfaces have
been selected from the database. Thus, surfaces between neighboring frames of each
image sequence Ii and Ii+1 are related by a homography Hi,i+1. In order to make
an assessment of region accuracy in terms of spatial localization and accuracy of the
support area for each of the ﬁve detectors introduced in section 2.2.2.2, Hi,i+1 has to
be estimated for every pair of adjacent frames. To this purpose, the method described in
background section 2.2.4 is used. It consists of four general steps, which are illustrated
in ﬁgure 2.18.
In the ﬁrst step (a+b), the four corners of the bounding polygonals shown in ﬁgure
2.11 (dashed lines) are selected manually for each frame. These are used to compute a
closed-form solution for an initial homographyH0. Depending on the quality of manual
corner selection, the accuracy ofH0 may not sufﬁce to be used for evaluation purposes.
Therefore, a number of afﬁne-covariant regions as well as suitable rotation-invariant
descriptors are computed from each image. For this purpose, an implementation of the
SIFT-descriptor as introduced in section 2.2.3.2 has been used. The software has been
made available as a compiled binary by the original author, using the default parameters
of the related publications1. In several comparative studies such as [MS05] or [MP07],
the SIFT-method has proved superior to other descriptors under considerable changes in
both viewpoint and illumination and should thus be well-suited to the evaluated image
sequences. Between adjacent frames, region matching on the basis of the associated
SIFT-descriptors is then performed, leading to a set of initial correspondences.
In the second step (c), outlier correspondences which do not comply sufﬁciently to
H0 are removed from the set. Based on the area of intersection of a region ri+1 and its
transformed correspondence r′i = H0ri, inlier regions may be determined by evaluating
the area overlap error as deﬁned in [MTS+05]:
do(r′i, ri+1) = |1− r
′
i ∩ ri+1
r′i ∪ ri+1
| . (2.30)
The area of the union and intersection of the two regions is computed numerically, as
a closed-form solution to this particular problem does not exist. For congruent regions,
the area overlap error attains do = 0, while for completely disjunct regions it attains
d0 = 1. A second measure which discards all information on region shape but considers
only the center position x is the position error
dl(r′i, ri+1) = ‖x′i − xi+1‖ . (2.31)
1http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/affine
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Figure 2.18: Robust estimation method of inter-frame homographies from region corre-
spondences using DLT and RANSAC.
The disadvantage of both measures do and dl is that only the error in the second frame
Ii+1 is considered while regions in frame Ii are assumed to be perfectly localized. One
way of constructing a more adequate error function is to consider both forward and
backward transformations Hi,i+1 and Hi+1,i = H−1i,i+1 and to summarize do and dl
for both transformations. The corresponding error measure is termed symmetric transfer
error in [HZ03] and is deﬁned as
ds(ri, ri+1) =
∑
i
d(ri, Hi+1,iri+1)2 + d(ri+1, Hi,i+1ri)2 . (2.32)
The ﬁrst term corresponds to the transfer error in the ﬁrst image, while the second term
refers to the transfer error in the second image. In the remainder of this work, each
reference to either do or dl automatically includes the symmetric transfer error according
to equation 2.32. Apart from homography estimation, both measures will also be used
extensively for accuracy assessments within subsequent chapters.
Because no further information on the evaluated objects in ﬁgure 2.11 is available,
inter-image transformations have to be estimated from the detected regions themselves.
As there exists no prior knowledge on the accuracy of each detector yet (which is the goal
of this chapter, after all), estimation has been performed for all detectors individually.
Also, it has to be taken into account that all subsequent results are directly dependent
on the quality of homography estimation and thus on the assumption of planar object
surfaces. The latter is violated to some degree by all three objects, as neither the DVD
nor the carton sides will be perfectly ﬂat. Thus, comparisons between the detectors
should always be seen relative and by no means absolute. For the latter, a very accurate
knowledge about the object surfaces and their position within the scene would have been
necessary. For the evaluated sequences however, neither of those was available.
In table 2.6, the total number of matched regions and the percentage of compliances
to the initial homography H0 are given for all ﬁve detectors. Also, both symmetric
area overlap error do and the symmetric position error dl computed according to equa-
tion 2.32 are shown. Each table entry has been averaged over all frames of the car-
ton-sequence. A complete overview of all sequences has been spared here for the sake
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Table 2.6: Robust estimation of the initial homography H0. Each table entry has been
averaged over all frames of the carton-sequence.
EBR IBR MSER HARAFF HESAFF∑
matched regions 590 171 189 209 530
% compliant toH0 89 74 75 68 67
localization accuracy ds,l in [pel] 8.86 7.05 6.09 6.61 6.62
shape accuracy ds,o in [%] 26.24 31.73 28.64 33.67 33.64
of brevity. It can be seen, that the number of correspondences varies greatly between
the ﬁve detectors. In conjunction with the percentage of compliances to H0, the EBR-
method is clearly superior, followed by HESAFF. For the remaining detectors, the num-
ber of compliant matches is similar. With regard to the position error, dl is below 6 pel
for all detectors, while the area overlap error exceeds d0 ≥ 0.25. Clearly,H0 is to coarse
an estimate to be used as groundtruth. Thus, a more robust but still coarse homography
Hc is estimated from the compliant correspondences using the RANSAC-algorithm as
described in section 2.2.4. In order to properly parameterize the algorithm, two questions
need to be discussed.
The problem to be solved can be summarized as follows: Given a set of 2D measure-
ments (region correspondences), ﬁnd the homography Hc which minimizes the sym-
metric transfer error according to equations 2.31 and 2.32, subject to the condition that
none of the region centers deviates by more than t units. The ﬁrst question to be an-
swered is which distance threshold t should be used. One way to choose t would be
to set it empirically by looking at the data and the required accuracy of the ﬁt. A sec-
ond way described in [HZ03] is based on the assumption, that the measurement error
obeys a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ. In this case, dl is
a sum of squared Gaussian variables and follows a χ2m-distribution with m degrees of
freedom (which is the co-dimension of the model). For a homography holds m = 2,
as both errors in x− and y−direction are measured. The probability that the value of a
χ2m random variable is less than k2 is given by the cumulative chi-squared distribution
Fm(k2) =
∫ k2
0 χ
2
m(ξ)dξ. From this distribution, inliers may be identiﬁed based on the
following decision scheme:{
inlier if d2l < t
2
outlier if d2l ≥ t2 with t
2 = F−1m (ξ)σ2 . (2.33)
If ξ were chosen as 0.95, the probability that a point was an inlier would be at 95%. This
means that an inlier will only be incorrectly rejected in 5 % of the time. According to
the distributions in [HZ03], the squared threshold was t2 = 5.99σ2. In all experiments,
the threshold in normalized coordinates was set to t = 0.005 and thus σ = 0.002.
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Table 2.7: Reﬁned estimation of the ﬁnal homography Hf . Each table entry has been
averaged over all frames of the carton-sequence.
EBR IBR MSER HARAFF HESAFF
% compliant toHc andHf 65 59 72 55 61
position error dl in [pel] 2.84 2.28 0.83 2.48 2.62
overlap error do in [%] 14.74 17.04 7.45 20.56 19.64
The second question refers to the number of samplesN which should be tried. Often,
it is infeasible to process the entire dataset. Instead, N is chosen sufﬁciently high such
that with probability p, at least one of the random samples is free from outliers. If
w was the probability that a speciﬁc sample was an inlier and u = 1 − w was the
probability that it was an outlier, then at least N selections (of s points) are required,
where (1− ws)N = 1− p, so that
N = log(1− p)log(1− (1− u)s) . (2.34)
For every detector and every image pair, N is determined automatically under the as-
sumption that p = 0.98 and sr = 4.
From the inliers to Hc, a reﬁned estimate based on the Direct Linear Transform de-
scribed in section 2.2.4 is obtained. Table 2.7 gives the respective number of inliers
as well as the resulting overlap and localization errors. It can be seen, that for all
detectors, the accuracy has been greatly improved after removing model outliers with
the RANSAC-method. However, except for MSER, the overall position error is still
dl ≥ 2 pel. Therefore, the MSER-detector is chosen for the computation of all inter-
frame homographies, which form the basis for subsequent experiments and the entire
evaluations within this work. For all sequences, dl stays below 1 pel for this detector. As
mentioned before however, a further error is introduced into all subsequent results due
to slight deviations of the object surfaces from perfect planarity. Thus, the evaluation
results within this work only allow for a relative comparison of the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant
detectors. Conclusions on their absolute accuracy are not admissible without further
knowledge on the exact object shape and their position within the scene.
2.5.2 Region Performance Measures
Within this section, a selection of afﬁne-covariant region detectors is evaluated and com-
pared with regard to several performance measures. As discussed in section 2.2.2, a
region generally consists of a center position x = [x, y]T and an elliptic support area
around x. Ideally, a good detector should
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1. provide a large number of regions, which are detected reliably as long as the cor-
responding object in world space is seen by the camera.
2. exhibit high accuracy in terms of center position and the shape of the support area.
3. be robust under image transformations, such as perspective distortions.
From the above list, a number of performance measures is derived, which are elaborated
and discussed in the following.
Given a single two-dimensional region within an image, it can not be determined if
either the center position or the elliptic support area is in sufﬁcient accordance with
the underlying surface texture. The only way to determine its accuracy is to consider
it in conjunction with its most likely correspondence in another frame. Thus, if the
transformation between object surfaces in temporally adjacent frames were known, the
deviation of a given region from its correspondence could be used to determine errors
in both center and support area. To this purpose, the inter-image homographies from
the previous section 2.5.1 are used. Figure 2.19 illustrates the principle. Given a set of
regions in frame Ii, transform each one of them into frame Ii+1 using the respective
homography Hi,i+1 (blue ellipses). Assign to each transformed region the most similar
region in frame Ii+1 (red ellipses) as its likely correspondence. Congruency between
two regions is measured using the area overlap error do as introduced in equation 2.30.
For two regions rli and r
m
i+1, congruency is reached for do(rli
′
, ri+1) = 0, with rli
′ =
Hi,i+1r
l
i. Ellipses with no intersection yield do(rli
′
, rmi+1) = 1 instead. Both regions
are associated to each other as potential correspondences, if the respective area overlap
error is below a threshold, i.e. do ≤ do,max.
If however several regions in frame Ii should claim the same candidate region in
frame Ii+1 or vice versa, ambiguities among the correspondences have to be resolved,
such that every region pair is unique and the overall area overlap error do is minimal
for the respective frame pair. To this purpose, a combinatorial optimization technique
has been used, which solves the region assignment problem in polynomial time. The
selected method is generally known as the Hungarian algorithm and has been originally
published by Harold Kuhn in 1955 [Kuh55]. The algorithm models an assignment prob-
lem as an L ×M cost-matrix C, where L and M represent the number of regions in
frames Ii and Ii+1, respectively. Each element C(l,m) of the matrix represents the cost
of assigning region rli to region r
m
i+1, which is expressed in terms of the area overlap
error do as described above. In each row and column of C, there exists exactly one
element, which belongs to the optimal solution. The Hungarian method ﬁnds these op-
timal elements by rearranging the rows and columns such that the sum of the elements
on the main diagonal is globally minimal. A detailed description of the algorithm may
be found in [Fra05]. After the successful termination of the optimization procedure, the
original set of correspondence candidates has been divided into two subsets. The remain-
ing elements in the rows and columns of C represent the optimal solution in terms of
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Figure 2.19: Examples of different degrees of support area overlap. The blue regions
exist in frame Ii+1, while the red regions have been transfered from frame
Ii into frame Ii+1 by using the respective inter-frame homographyHi,i+1.
The given percentages denote the amount of common image area. The
corresponding area overlap error do according to equation 2.30 is given
in the bottom line.
do and are denoted as accepted correspondences or positives in the following. The cor-
respondences which have been removed from C during the optimization procedure are
referred to as rejected correspondences or negatives instead. Figure 2.20 illustrates the
two types. There, an initial set of ﬁve ambiguous correspondence candidates is shown
(black arrows, left). As can be seen, two regions in frame Ii+1 are claimed by several
regions in frame Ii. After applying the Hungarian algorithm, the original set has been
subdivided into positives and negatives. The latter are removed from the original set,
while the former represent a unique assignment solution with minimal area overlap error
(green arrows, right).
Although the Hungarian algorithm is comparatively fast, it still has a computational
complexity of O(N3), where N is the number of rows in C. In order to reduce the run-
time of the optimization procedure, the original correspondence candidates are further
divided into disjunct subsets, which are processed independently of each other. Thus,
the complexity of the optimization problem may be reduced signiﬁcantly. The entire
correspondence assignment algorithm is summarized in table 2.8.
In order to obtain a representative set of region correspondences, a speciﬁc setting for
the maximally permissible area overlap do,max has to be chosen. Figure 2.21 shows the
relative number of positives (left) and negatives (right) as a function of this threshold.
It can be seen, that the detectors respond differently to changes in do,max: while the
number of positives converges to a clear maximum (saturation level), the number of
negatives increases exponentially instead. With respect to the number of positives, the
relative ordering of the detectors changes at do,max = 0.3, but essentially stays the same
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Algorithm 3: Optimal resolving of region correspondence ambiguities
Objective:
Given a set of two-dimensional region correspondence candidates
{
rli ↔ rmi+1
}
, label
each candidate as either accepted (positive) or rejected (negative) correspondence, such
that the resulting set of positives is unique and the area overlap error do is minimal for
each frame pair.
Algorithm:
1. Given two adjacent frames Ii and Ii+1, identify the set of potentially correspond-
ing regions L, for which the area overlap error do according to equation 2.30 is
below a threshold do,max, i.e. L =
{
rli ↔ rmi+1|do(rli′, rmi+1) ≤ do,max
}
.
2. Identify interdependent correspondences, which share a common region in the
same frame. Based on this information, the set of all correspondences L is parti-
tioned into subsets, which are disjunct with regard to the regions within.
3. Under the assumption that each image region within a frame Ii is a unique and
unambiguous projection of an object in world space, there may exist only a single
corresponding region in the next frame Ii+1, which is the projection of the same
object at a later time instant. In order to meet this constraint, ambiguities have
to be resolved in each subset of correspondences. To this purpose, a combina-
torial optimization scheme is applied (the Hungarian algorithm), which resolves
potential ambiguities and at the same time minimizes the overall do within each
subset.
Table 2.8: Algorithm 3: Resolving correspondence ambiguities
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Figure 2.20: Region correspondence assignment: On an initial set of region correspon-
dence candidates (left), a combinatorial optimization procedure is applied,
which removes assignment ambiguities such that the overall area overlap er-
ror is minimal. Remaining correspondences are denoted as positives, while
rejected correspondence candidates are called negatives.
afterward. For all subsequent experiments, do,max = 0.5 was chosen. For this threshold,
the number of positives is almost saturated with every detector, while the number of
negatives is still at a moderate level. Also, this choice is consistent with the relevant
literature [MTS+05][SMB00]. There, this particular threshold has also been motivated
with regard to descriptor-based matching: For an area overlap of 50%, the probability
for a correct correspondence assignment by an appropriate region descriptors (e.g. SIFT)
is still signiﬁcant.
Obviously, the HESAFF-detector provides the highest relative number of correspon-
dences, followed with distance by HARAFF and EBR. The lowest number of correspon-
dences is detected by MSER, which is only slightly exceeded by the IBR-detector. Table
2.9 additionally shows the absolute number of accepted and rejected correspondences
for all detectors and sequences.
From the curve progressions, a ﬁrst assessment of shape accuracy is possible: With
MSER for example, the number of correspondences with an area overlap below do ≤ 0.2
has increased to more than 95% of the respective saturation level, indicating high region
accuracy. In the case of HESAFF on the contrary, slightly less than 50% of all corre-
spondences exhibit an area overlap of do ≤ 0.2. Concluding, the most accurate regions
should be detected by the MSER-method while HARAFF and HESAFF will probably be
least accurate. Later in this section, it will be shown that a more sophisticated evaluation
of region accuracy generally coincides with these presumptions.
From the progression of rejected correspondences (right), ﬁrst conclusions on the
density of regions in the images are possible. In order to avoid region ambiguities, it
is desirable to have only few negatives, while the number of positives should be high at
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Figure 2.21: Relative number of accepted (left) and rejected (right) correspondences
(positives). See ﬁgure 2.20 and table 2.8 for more details.
carton dvd pops carton dvd pops
∑
,∅
top camera bottom camera
MSER
∑
pos. 2457 1304 1189 2260 882 1091 9183∑
neg. 1040 601 321 746 190 186 3084
neg.
pos.
0.42 0.46 0.27 0.33 0.22 0.17 0.32
IBR
∑
pos. 2296 1081 2745 2067 978 2681 11848∑
neg. 2310 1271 3204 2091 1158 3207 13241
neg.
pos.
1.01 1.18 1.17 1.01 1.18 1.20 1.13
EBR
∑
pos. 6339 1096 3037 5822 880 2779 19989∑
neg. 54513 4634 8556 44088 2906 7625 122322
neg.
pos.
8.60 4.23 2.78 7.57 3.30 2.74 4.87
HARAFF
∑
pos. 6875 1934 4420 6225 980 4036 24470∑
neg. 14191 3578 8213 13152 1724 7585 48443
neg.
pos.
2.06 1.85 1.86 2.11 1.76 1.88 1.92
HESAFF
∑
pos. 15592 6350 15688 15330 4946 15165 73071∑
neg. 38241 16380 36633 36081 12713 34473 174521
neg.
pos.
2.45 2.58 2.34 2.35 2.57 2.27 2.43
Table 2.9: Number of accepted correspondences (positives,top row) and rejected candi-
dates (negatives,middle row) for all sequences and detectors at do,max = 0.5.
Additionally, the ratio of positives and negatives is given (bottom row).
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Figure 2.22: Percentage of successfully matched regions (repeatability score) as a func-
tion of do,max: A region rli in frame i and its correspondence r
m
i+1 in frame
i+ 1 are deemed ’matched’, if do(rli
′
, rmi+1) ≤ do,max according to equa-
tion 2.30.
the same time. With EBR for example, the contrary is the case: While the number of
positives of this detector is clearly inferior to both HESAFF and HARAFF, the amount
of negatives exceeds all other detectors (except HESAFF for do ≤ 0.5). Table 2.9 also
gives the ratio of negatives and positives at do,max = 0.5, showing that with EBR, a
ratio of ≈ 5 is reached while MSER is at only ≈ 0.3.
Figure 2.22 shows the percentage of successfully matched regions as a function of
do,max, according to the deﬁnition in [MTS+05]. There, the repeatability score for a
pair of images is computed as the ratio between the number of region-to-region matches
for which holds do(rli
′
, rmi+1) ≤ do,max, and the smaller of the number of regions in the
pair of images. Here, only regions that are located within the bounding polygonals as
illustrated in ﬁgure 2.11 are taken into account. It can be seen, that the MSER-detector
performs best with a repeatability score of ≈ 85% at do,max = 0.5. The second-best
candidate is the HESAFF-detector, with a repeatability score of slightly less than 70%
at do,max = 0.5. For both EBR and HARAFF, the repeatability score stays below 65%
for all settings of do,max. Table 2.10 additionally gives the number of regions for each
detector, as well as the repeatability score for do,max = 0.5.
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Table 2.10: Total number of detected regions for each detector on all frames of every
sequence (top row) and the respective repeatability scores for do,max = 0.5
(bottom row).
MSER IBR EBR HARAFF HESAFF∑
regions 12042 20806 37906 46987 120716
repeatability score 86 % 63 % 58 % 58 % 67 %
2.5.3 Overlap-based Region Correspondences
In this section, an analysis of region accuracy is presented with regard to the position
error dl and to the area overlap error do, as introduced in equations 2.30 and 2.31. Based
on the estimated homographies between neighboring frames, the given results represent
a lower bound on the achievable region accuracy. For real matching applications, ho-
mographies are most often not available and correspondence assignment is based on the
similarity of region descriptors instead. In the next section, it is shown that the resulting
accuracy is lower in that case, depending on the respective combination of detectors and
descriptors. As discussed earlier in this section, unique region correspondences between
a pair of adjacent frames are found on the basis of a combinatorial optimization method,
which globally minimizes the area overlap error. Details on the method can be found in
table 2.8.
Also, an analysis of the impact of certain region properties (such as scale, elliptic
shape or density within the image) on localization accuracy is analyzed statistically. It
will be shown that based on these properties, error-prone regions may be identiﬁed (and
removed) reliably for most detectors. Thus, the accuracy and computational complexity
of a subsequent application (e.g. monocular tracking) may be signiﬁcantly reduced. The
major ideas presented in this section have also been published in [HJA08b].
Figure 2.23 shows the distribution of both dl (left) and do (right) over the n-percentile.
For both diagrams, the maximally permissible area overlap error has been set to do,max =
0.5 as discussed previously. With regard to do, MSER-regions perform best with more
than 80 % of all correspondences below do ≤ 0.15. With considerable distance, EBR
performs second-best, closely followed by IBR. Notably, differences between HARAFF
and HESAFF are very small. For both detectors, almost 60 % of all correspondences
show an area overlap error higher than do ≥ 0.2. With regard to the position error dl,
MSER again performs best with almost 95 % of all correspondences below dl ≤ 2 pel.
Between HARAFF and HESAFF, differences are negligible: Both curves are almost en-
tirely congruent. Contrary to do, their performance now exceeds IBR and EBR. For the
latter, position accuracy is above dl ≥ 5 pel for more than 20 % of all correspondences.
Summarizing, the MSER-detector clearly shows the highest accuracy for both dl and do
with signiﬁcant distance to all other detectors.
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Figure 2.23: Distribution of region accuracy in terms of area overlap error do (left) and
position error dl (right). Boxed numbers denote the maximum dl at the 100-
percentile. The 50-percentile is equivalent to the median of the respective
distributions.
While the area overlap error is a measure which is independent of region scale, this
is not the case for the position error. Considering a small circular region of scale sr =
10 pel as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.24, the position error for a pre-deﬁned overlap error of
do = 0.5 is at dl = 5 pel, while for sr = 40 pel, it reaches up to dl = 20 pel. Thus, a
detector that produces mainly large regions is in principle more prone to larger position
errors. For better comparability among different detectors, dl could also be normalized
on regions scale. However, this has not been done in the context of this evaluation, as
information on the true error can be used more effectively as pre-selection criterion with
regard to a speciﬁc target application. In ﬁgure 2.25 (left), the distribution of region
scales is shown for each detector. Again, differences between HARAFF and HESAFF
are negligible: For both detectors, 80 % of all regions are smaller than sr = 20 pel,
closely followed by the MSER-detector. The largest regions are detected by EBR, with
50 % of all regions exceeding sr ≥ 30 pel. As expected, the relative ordering of EBR
and IBR coincides with the distribution of position accuracy in ﬁgure 2.23. However, this
is not always the case: Although it detects larger regions, the position error of MSER is
signiﬁcantly lower than for HESAFF. Obviously, the distribution of region scales alone
is not a sufﬁcient criterion in order to explain differences in position accuracy among the
detectors.
Therefore, a statistical analysis of both position error and area overlap error is given:
For every detector, the range of region scales between the 5 %-percentile and the 95 %-
percentile has been divided into 20 equally-spaced bins. Within each bin, the median and
the data spread in terms of 25 %- and 75 %-percentiles (solid lines) as well as 5 %- and
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Figure 2.24: Inﬂuence of region scale sr: For the same area overlap error do, position
errors dl depend on region scale. Thus, detectors which provide larger re-
gions are principally more prone to higher position errors.
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Figure 2.25: Distribution of region scale sr and region shape hr for each detector, based
on the entire sequence set. Region scale is deﬁned as sr =
√
ab, where a
and b is the length of the major and minor axis respectively. Region shape
is deﬁned as hr = ba .
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Figure 2.26: Dependency of region accuracy in terms of area overlap error do (bottom)
and position error dl (top) on region scale sr . The diagrams show the
median error (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines)
and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences.
Boxed numbers denote the 95-percentiles of dl.
95 %-percentiles (dashed lines) have been computed for both dl (upper diagram) and
do (lower diagram). It can easily be seen, that for every detector except MSER, a linear
dependecy of dl on the region scale sr exists. Especially for IBR and EBR, the spread
of dl increases strongly for sr ≥ 50 pel. Both HARAFF and HESAFF detect mainly
small regions below sr ≤ 40 pel while the 75 %-percentiles do not exceed dl ≤ 6 pel.
As expected, do is largely independent of sr . For MSER however, it decreases sig-
niﬁcantly with increasing scale: For sr ≥ 25 pel, the median area overlap error is
below do ≤ 0.5. Using the distribution in ﬁgure 2.25 (left) in conjunction with the de-
pendency plots in ﬁgure 2.26, potentially error-prone regions can be removed based on
their scales, if high accuracy is sought. With EBR for example, removing all regions
with sr ≥ 50 pel would reduce their numbers by approximately 25 % while at the
same time, both median and spread were lowered signiﬁcantly (to dl,50 = 3.5 pel and
dl,75 = 5.5 pel/dl,95 = 13.5 pel respectively).
Additionally, ﬁgure 2.25 (right) also shows the distribution of region shape, which is
deﬁned as the ratio between minor and major axis of the associated ellipse. For a circu-
lar region, shape would attain hr = 1 while for an elongated ellipse, it would instead
approach hr = 0. As with region scale, dependencies between shape and localization
accuracy have been statistically analyzed. Figure 2.27 shows the results for each detec-
tor. Obviously, dependencies are much less pronounced than with region scale. Only
for MSER and IBR, a slight decrease in both median and spread with increasing shape
can be found for dl (upper diagram). In the case of area overlap do (lower diagram), a
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Figure 2.27: Dependency of region accuracy in terms of area overlap error do (bottom)
and position error dl (top) on region shape hr . The diagrams show the
median error (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines)
and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences.
Boxed numbers denote the 95-percentiles of dl.
minor decrease in do can instead be found with every detector. Especially for MSER,
the spread of do is signiﬁcantly lower for circular regions. Concluding, the region shape
hr may as well be used as an adequate pre-selection property in addition to scale.
Thirdly, the density of regions in the image plane has been analyzed in ﬁgure 2.28. In
the left diagram, the distribution of the number of neighbors for every region within the
same image is given in accordance with equation 2.30 as
nl =
{
rmi |do(rli, rmi ) ≤ 0.5 ; m ∈ [1...N ]
}
, (2.35)
where rli is a speciﬁc region in frame Ii and r
m
i is taken from the set of all N regions
in the same frame, less rli. Intuitively, one would assume that the more regions existed
within a local neighborhood around rli, the greater were the probability of a mismatch
during correspondence assignment. Judging from ﬁgure 2.28, EBR-regions exhibit by
far the highest number of neighbors with almost 40 % above nl ≥ 4, followed with con-
siderable distance by HESAFF and HARAFF. For MSER-regions, only approximately
20 % have at least a single neighbor.
However, if only the mere number of neighboring regions were considered, informa-
tion on the respective degree of area overlap were lost. Therefore, in the right diagram,
the mean area overlap between a region rli and all its nl neighbors is additionally shown,
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Figure 2.28: Distribution of the number of neighboring regions n (left) and the mean
area overlap do for each detector, based on the entire sequence set. The
boxed number denotes the maximum n at the 100-percentile.
given as
do
l = 1
nl
nl∑
k=1
do(rli, rki ) . (2.36)
Naturally, do can only be computed for regions with at least one neighbor. Thus, single
regions with no neighbors have been omitted for the computation of ﬁgure 2.28 (right).
It can be seen that for MSER-regions, the mean area overlap is smallest among all de-
tectors: Although only 20 % of all regions have at least one neighbor, the similarity
among neighboring regions is high with ≈ 50 % below do ≤ 0.3. For EBR, the mean
area overlap is highest, closely followed by the remaining detectors: It can be presumed
however, that the given results are at least partially inﬂuenced by region density: If the
number of regions in a local neighborhood were high (as with EBR), the probability that
several neighbors existed with considerable overlap would also be elevated, biasing do
as a consequence.
As with both scale and shape, the dependency of region accuracy on the mean area
overlap do has been evaluated statistically in ﬁgure 2.29. However, there is no clear de-
pendency for any of the detectors to be observed (except with do for MSER and IBR).
Considering the general data spread, this should not be deemed signiﬁcant. Thus, al-
though signiﬁcant differences with regard to mean area overlap exist between detectors,
this property clearly has no signiﬁcant impact on region accuracy and is therefore not
recommendable as an effective pre-selection property.
Lastly, in order to compensate for the said density-related bias, a new measure is
proposed which uses the deﬁnition of the area overlap error from equation 2.30: Shape
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Figure 2.29: Dependency of region accuracy in terms of area overlap do (bottom) and
position error dl (top) on the mean area overlap do. The diagrams show the
median error (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines)
and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences.
uniqueness su is deﬁned as the minimum overlap between a region rli and its second-
closest neighbor within the same frame:
su = 1−min{do(rli, rmi )|do(rli, rmi ) ≤ do,max, l,m ∈ {1...N}} , (2.37)
where N is the total number of regions in frame Ii.
In the case of congruent regions, this ratio will attain su = 1. Naturally, it is desirable
for a detector to produce regions with low su as these are more likely to be successfully
discriminated by an appropriate descriptor in the matching step. In the remainder of
this work, the measure introduced in equation 2.37 is termed shape uniqueness, as it
expresses in how far a speciﬁc region differs from its most similar neighbor.
In ﬁgure 2.30, the distribution of shape uniqueness ratios is shown for each of the ﬁve
detectors. Among all methods, MSER shows the lowest su. Notably, the percentage of
regions with more than one neighbor attains only≈ 5 % for this detector. The remaining
detectors can be partitioned into two groups: HARAFF/HESAFF exhibit the highest
shape uniqueness, with signiﬁcant distance to IBR/EBR.
As before, the dependency of region accuracy in terms of dl and do on the newly
introduced measure su has been evaluated statistically. The results are given in ﬁgure
2.31. Contrary to the mean area overlap, there exists a signiﬁcant linear dependency:
the higher su and thus similarity between neighboring regions, the larger are dl and do.
This relation holds for all ﬁve detectors, although most signiﬁcant for IBR and EBR. For
example: By discarding all IBR-regions with su ≥ 0.5, dl,75 can be lowered to≈ 7 pel,
while do,75 is at only 20 % (compared to 35 % with su = 0.8). Judging from these
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Figure 2.30: Distribution of shape uniqueness su for each detector, based on the entire
sequence set.
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Figure 2.31: Dependency of region accuracy in terms of area overlap do (bottom) and
position error dl (top) on shape uniqueness su. The diagrams show the
median error (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines)
and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences.
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results, shape uniqueness can be effectively used to reduce the number of error-prone
regions in addition to region scale and shape.
2.5.4 Descriptor-based Region Correspondences
In the previous section, region accuracy has been assessed by assigning correspondences
based on the area overlap do. The latter has been computed using the inter-image ho-
mographies from section 2.5.1. As these are usually not available in real applications,
region descriptors such as SIFT or SPIN are used instead. Both methods compute a
distinctive multi-dimensional vector from the image signal within the support area of a
region. Given two frames, correspondences are then found by measuring the euclidean
distance in descriptor space. The latter is deﬁned as
dd(rli
′
, rmi+1) = ‖dl − dm‖ , (2.38)
where dl and dm are multi-dimensional descriptors associated to the respective regions.
Both are assigned to each other as a candidate correspondence, if the euclidean distance
between them is below a pre-deﬁned threshold, i.e. dd ≤ dd,max. It will be shown in this
section, that the resulting set of region correspondences using descriptor distance differs
from the set using inter-image homographies. Within the latter, both the position error
and the area overlap error are usually lower. It is investigated, to what extent the ﬁve
afﬁne-covariant detectors are affected, and which of the two region descriptors provides
the better matching performance.
In the following, the set of descriptor-based region correspondences is referred to as
cd, whereas the set of overlap-based correspondences is termed co instead. Both may
be partitioned into several subsets, as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.32. There, co (red) refers to
the set of overlap-based correspondences with do,max ≤ 0.5. The set cd = cd,o ∪ cd,i
denotes the set of descriptor-based correspondences instead. It may be further partitioned
into outliers cd,o and inliers cd,i, whereas only for the latter holds do ≤ 0.5. If a
speciﬁc region has only a single candidate during correspondence assignment, overlap-
based and descriptor-based decisions will naturally be identical. If, however, multiple
candidates exist, the two methods do not necessarily produce the same results, i.e. the
correspondence with lowest overlap error does not also have to be the correspondence
with lowest descriptor distance. These set differences are termed cdiff,d and cdiff,o
respectively, according to ﬁgure 2.32. It can be expected, that the area overlap within the
set cdiff,d will be higher than with cdiff,o. Later in this section, supporting evidence
for this assumption will be given.
Processing the set of all correspondence candidates according to the algorithm de-
scribed in table 2.8 produces two disjoint sets, positives and negatives. While it is de-
sirable to obtain many positives, a low number of negatives is sought at the same time.
In the previous section, this issue has been already discussed in the context of ﬁnding
an acceptable max. overlap threshold do,max in ﬁgure 2.21. It could be seen, that the
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Figure 2.32: Set differences: overlap-based correspondences co (right) are based on
do,max, while descriptor-based correspondences cd (left) are based on
dd,max instead. The latter can be subdivided into the subset of inliers cd,i
for which additionally holds do ≤ 0.5 and the subset of outliers cd,o. For
the latter, the area overlap error exceeds do > 0.5.
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Figure 2.34: Dependency of the percentage of inlier correspondences (i.e. cd,i/cd) on
the number of positives (top) and on the ratio of positives and negatives
(bottom) for both SIFT (solid line) and SPIN (dashed line).
detectors behave differently with regard to both the absolute number of positives as well
as to the ratio of negatives and positives. In this section, correspondence assignment
has been performed using two different region descriptors - SIFT and SPIN. In ﬁgure
2.34, the behavior of both methods with each of the ﬁve detectors has been tested as a
function of dd,max. In the upper row, the relative number of positives is shown. It can
be seen, that the curve progressions for SIFT and for SPIN differ from each other: With
the former, the increase of positives is more shallow than with SPIN, where saturation
is reached already for dd,max = 0.5. However, a direct comparison of both descriptors
is hardly possible from these characteristics alone. They are rather intended to provide
information on the necessary descriptor threshold for a given number of positives. From
the lower diagram, the ratio of negatives and positives for a speciﬁc choice of dd,max
can be looked up additionally.
In ﬁgure 2.34, the percentage of inlier correspondences (i.e. cd,i/cd) is shown for
each detector and both descriptors as a function of the relative number of positives (top)
and the ratio of negatives and positives (bottom). It can be seen, that for a speciﬁc
number of positives, the inlier percentage for the SIFT-descriptor is signiﬁcantly higher
than for SPIN. While for MSER the differences between both descriptors are minimal,
HARAFF and HESAFF show a signiﬁcant improvement for SIFT. In the lower diagram,
SIFT-based correspondences also achieve a higher inlier percentage than SPIN at a much
lower rate of negatives per positives. Again, HARAFF and HESAFF exhibit the greatest
differences between both descriptors. Concluding, SIFT achieves a higher percentage of
inlier correspondences than SPIN as well as a higher number of positives for the same
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Figure 2.35: Dependency of the amount of set differences cdiff,d/cd on the maximally
permissible descriptor threshold dd,max. As the error within the set cdiff,d
is higher than within co, a low ratio is desirable. It can be seen, that SIFT-
descriptors (dashed line) generally perform better than SPIN (dashed line),
albeit at the expense of an increased computational complexity.
percentage of inliers. Also, the ratio of negatives and positives is much more favorable
for SIFT.
Figure 2.35 shows the percentage of set differences cdiff,d and cdiff,o as a function
of dd,max, i.e. descriptor-based correspondences with do ≤ 0.5 that can not be found in
the set of overlap-based correspondences co and vice versa. As discussed previously, the
area overlap in the set cdiff,o will be lower than in cdiff,d by principle. Thus, a low ratio
of cdiff,d and the size of the set cd is desirable. For MSER-based correspondences, this
ratio is smallest for all settings of dd,max for both SIFT and SPIN. With all detectors,
cdiff,d/cd is higher for the latter, especially with HARAFF and HESAFF. For the latter,
as much as 25 % of all SPIN-correspondences are different from the optimal set co at
dd,max = 0.5, while for MSER differences amount to only 2.5 %.
Finally, ﬁgure 2.36 shows the set differences in terms of area overlap do (bottom)
and position error dl (top). The solid line always denotes the respective error in the set
cdiff,d, while the dashed line shows the error in the overlap-based set cdiff,o. In every
case, the latter is smaller for both do and dl. Notably, differences in dl between both
sets are very small for HARAFF and HESAFF. This alleviates the signiﬁcant set differ-
ences seen in ﬁgure 2.35. With regard to do however, differences are more pronounced.
Between SIFT and SPIN, no differences in the distributions could be found. For this
reason, ﬁgure 2.36 contains only the results for the SIFT-descriptor. Concluding, differ-
ences between both sets are most signiﬁcant for EBR and generally manifest more in do
than in dl.
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Figure 2.36: Distribution of region accuracy in terms of area overlap do (bottom) and
position error dl (top) over the n-percentile. The solid lines denote the
error within the set of descriptor-based correspondences cdiff,d, while the
dashed lines show the error in the complementary set of homography-based
correspondences cdiff,o. Set terminology is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.32.
2.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, ﬁve state-of-the-art afﬁne-covariant region detectors have been com-
pared with regard to the number of region correspondences, the percentage of successful
matches and the accuracy of region localization. The evaluated image sequences have
been taken from a publicly available database, so that a validation of the given results
and a comparison to other methods is possible. The used stereo camera setup has been
carefully calibrated, so that lens distortion effects are minimal. In order to enable a sound
assessment of detector accuracy, only piecewise planar objects have been selected, such
that a set of homographies can be estimated which relates the object position between
adjacent frames and which is thus able to predict for each region the presumed shape and
position of its most likely correspondence. The estimation of these homographies has
been performed based on MSER-region correspondences: It has been shown, that these
exhibit the smallest residuals among all ﬁve detectors.
With regard to the number of correspondences, the HESAFF-detector is clearly supe-
rior, followed with distance by both HARAFF and EBR. The smallest number of region
correspondences was provided by the MSER-detector. However, the latter exhibited the
best performance with respect to the percentage of successfully matched features (the
repeatability score): Given the number of region-to-region matches for a pair of images,
repeatability was computed by normalization on the smaller of the number of regions in
both images. For a maximally permissible overlap of 50 % during correspondence as-
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signment, the MSER detector achieved a repeatability score of ≈ 85 %, while all other
detectors were well below 70%.
Region localization accuracy was evaluated using the euclidean error of the region
centers dl and the area overlap error of the associated ellipses do, given the ground
truth homographies. Concluding, the best detector with regard to dl on all 6 sequences
is MSER, followed with distance by HESAFF. Both IBR and EBR clearly performed
worst, with > 20 % of all correspondences above dl ≥ 5 pel. With regard to do,
MSER-regions repeatedly showed the smallest errors. Notably, the area overlap error of
both IBR and EBR is considerably smaller than with HARAFF and HESAFF, although
the latter two exhibited a smaller dl instead.
In order to identify and remove error-prone regions before correspondence assign-
ment, the dependency of several region properties such as scale, shape and the density
in a local neighborhood on both dl and do have been evaluated statistically. Firstly, with
regard to dl, each detector except MSER shows a clear dependency on region scale. The
area overlap error do on the other side has proved largely independent of scale, except for
MSER-regions which show a decrease in do with increasing scale. Secondly, for region
shape (which is deﬁned as the ratio between minor and major axis length of the associ-
ated ellipse), dependencies are less pronounced. With regard to dl, a slight decrease with
increasing shape could be found for MSER and IBR. For all other detectors, dl showed
constant over shape. With regard to area overlap however, a decrease in do could be
shown for each detector. Obviously, circular regions are more accurately localized than
elongated regions. Thirdly, the dependency of localization accuracy on the density of
regions has been analyzed. The latter has been deﬁned as the number of neighboring
regions in a local neighborhood with an area overlap of ≤ 50 %. Intuitively, one would
assume that the more regions existed within a local neighborhood, the greater were the
probability of a mismatch during correspondence assignment. However, there is no clear
dependency for any of the detectors to be observed (except with do for MSER and IBR).
Thus, region density can not be used effectively for the pre-selection of regions in order
to improve localization accuracy. Lastly, a new measure closely related to region density
has been evaluated, which considers the overlap between a region and its closest neigh-
bor within the same image. This new measure - termed shape uniqueness su- expresses
in how far a speciﬁc region differs from its neighbors with regard to the image signal
enclosed within the area of support. Thus, it also indicates how well a region can be
(presumably) discriminated by a region descriptor during matching. It has been shown,
that a signiﬁcant and approximately linear dependency between shape uniqueness and
both dl and do exists. The higher su and thus the similarity between neighboring re-
gions, the larger are the localization errors. Based on su, error-prone regions can be
removed before the actual matching step. Thus, the computational load of descriptor-
computation and matching can be signiﬁcantly reduced. This is especially beneﬁcial
in applications, where the available hardware is limited. For all region properties, the
distributions have been additionally given so that the number of affected regions for a
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speciﬁc pre-selection setting can be easily found. With EBR for example, removing all
regions with scale sr ≥ 50 pel would reduce their numbers by approximately 25 %
while at the same time, the median of dl were lowered signiﬁcantly to dl,50 = 3.5 pel.
Usually, homographies between frames are unavailable in typical applications. In this
case, region descriptors such as SIFT or SPIN are used for correspondence assignment
between frames. Compared to the correspondences based on area overlap (which has
been used solely for evaluation purposes), a different set with lower accuracy results.
Based on the type of descriptor used for matching, the set differences are of different
magnitudes. For the SIFT descriptor, compliances (and thus accuracy) are generally
higher. Further, it has been shown that SIFT- and SPIN-descriptors respond differently
with regard to variations of the maximally permissible distance threshold dd,max: Usu-
ally, the increase of both the number of correspondences and candidates is faster for
SPIN. Also, the percentage of inlier correspondences (with an area overlap of at least
50 % given the groundtruth homographies) is lower and thus worse for the latter. For
a speciﬁc inlier percentage, the ratio of correspondences and actual candidates is much
lower (and thus more favourable) for the SIFT-descriptor. Concluding, the performance
of the SIFT-descriptor with regard to uniqueness, the number of successful matches and
localization accuracy is superior to SPIN, albeit at the expense of a higher computational
effort.
The evaluation results within this chapter serve as a supplement to existing compar-
ative studies and facilitate the selection of appropriate detectors for a given applica-
tion (such as monocular tracking). The major contributions have also been published in
[HJA08b]. In the next chapter, both descriptors will be further compared to each other
in the context of tracking.
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3 Monocular Region Tracking
3.1 Chapter Introduction
There are two major contributions contained within this chapter: Firstly, the assessment
of region detectors is extended from mere localization in single images to the task of
tracking through monocular image sequences. Secondly, a novel graph-based tracking
method is proposed, which is in many ways superior to existing standard techniques
from the literature.
In the previous chapter, a selection of afﬁne-covariant detectors has been evaluated
and compared, especially with regard to errors in region position and shape of the sur-
rounding support area. Within this chapter, the assessment of the very same detectors
will be continued in terms of their suitability for descriptor-based tracking in monocular
image sequences. While in the previous chapter, region descriptors were used for the
purpose of ﬁnding correspondences for accuracy assessment, they will now be used for
the task of tracking the same region through an entire sequence of images.
Ideally, a region detector should provide salient locations within an image, whose
surrounding neighborhoods showed strong variations of the intensity signal in both co-
ordinate directions to allow for a unique and accurate localization. At the same time, it
should also contain sufﬁciently discriminatory information for a subsequent region de-
scriptor. The latter should ideally derive a unique and highly distinctive measure, which
captured even small region differences but was simultaneously robust against camera
noise and other visual disturbances. At the same time, the computational complexity
of both region detectors and descriptors should be small. In practice however, a trade-
off between distinctiveness and complexity usually has to be made. To this end, two
histogram-based methods have been selected from the variety of available region de-
scriptors - SIFT and SPIN. Both have been introduced already in section 2.2.3 of the
previous chapter and it has been shown in section 2.5.4, that there exist signiﬁcant dif-
ferences in terms of the percentage of successfully matched regions and in the number
of ambiguous correspondence candidates. With regard to distinctiveness, SIFT is clearly
superior to SPIN, albeit at the cost of increased computational complexity. The decisive
advantage of both methods however is the possibility to directly determine a euclidean
distance measure in multi-dimensional descriptor space. Other methods such as the
local jet [SM97] additionally require the computation of a covariance matrix from a rep-
resentative set of sample images for this purpose. In this case, descriptor similarity is
expressed using the Mahalanobis distance instead [Cox93]. For reasons of transparency,
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such methods have not been used within this thesis, as the choice of sample images di-
rectly inﬂuences the evaluation results. For histogram-based descriptors, this inﬂuence
can be avoided entirely. Also, the latter have shown superior performance in comparative
evaluations, such as [MS05].
In addition to the performance measures from the previous chapter, three additional
criteria are introduced here: trajectory length, the number of outliers and robustness
against increasing perspective distortion of the observed objects. An outlier in the con-
text of tracking is deﬁned as a region correspondence within a trajectory, for which the
area overlap error exceeds a predeﬁned threshold. In order to compute this measure,
the groundtruth homographies introduced in section 2.5.1 are used. In the case of high
region density and low descriptor distinctiveness, the number of outliers is usually very
high. One of the major contributions of this chapter is a novel tracking technique, which
greatly reduces the number of outliers, especially with less distinctive region descriptors
such as SPIN.
Basically, the tracking task may be subdivided into two major stages: region detec-
tion and correspondence assignment. While the ﬁrst stage has been extensively dis-
cussed in the previous chapter already, the current chapter is concerned with the second
stage instead. Correspondence assignment refers to the process of associating regions
in neighboring frames to each other on the basis of their descriptor similarity. In this
stage, a region from the ﬁrst frame may be assigned to multiple candidate regions in
the second frame and vice versa. Hence, the resulting set of correspondences contains
potentially ambiguous elements. In order to resolve assignment conﬂicts, uniqueness is
enforced such that each region belongs to exactly one trajectory in the end. Two meth-
ods from the literature have been implemented for this purpose and are compared against
each other: While the ﬁrst (and most simple) method searches for region-to-region cor-
respondences within a circular gating region of constant size and decides on the pair
with highest descriptor similarity (nearest-neighbor approach), the second method per-
forms a model-based state prediction of the presumed feature location in the next frame
(Bayesian-ﬁltering approach) to narrow the search area and thus reduce the number of
correspondence candidates. Both methods employ a combinatorial optimization scheme
for the resolution of ambiguities among the candidates of the two most recent frames. Al-
though the results of the Bayesian ﬁltering approach are superior to the nearest-neighbor
method, both still exhibit a comparatively large number of outliers.
In order to compensate for this drawback, a new method for an improved treatment of
correspondence ambiguities is introduced in this chapter. Instead of deciding on unique
correspondences for every frame pair (as with both the nearest-neighbor approach and
Bayesian ﬁltering), the proposed method keeps all candidate correspondences until the
end of the sequence (or for a predeﬁned number of frames) in so-called track graphs,
which model the relations between regions based on descriptor distance and an additional
motion smoothness (or path coherence) model from the literature. The latter is further
extended such that the additional shape information provided by the region detectors
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is appropriately exploited. Instead of prematurely selecting the locally most probable
candidate, decisions on speciﬁc correspondences are postponed until sufﬁcient evidence
has been gathered that allows for an improved extraction of trajectories by means of
weighted graph-traversal.
This chapter is organized as follows: Firstly, a brief taxonomy of methods for track-
ing and motion analysis in computer vision is given in section 3.2, as well as a short
introduction into the concepts of Bayesian ﬁltering (especially Kalman ﬁlters) and into
the well-known KLT-tracker. Secondly, three concepts for descriptor-based tracking are
presented in section 3.3. Thirdly, in section 3.4, all three methods are compared to each
other with regard to the above-mentioned performance measures. Finally, in the same
section, the results of descriptor-based region tracking are compared against the KLT-
tracker [TK91], which is a widely-used and well-known method for feature tracking in
computer vision and thus serves as an adequate standard reference.
The presented tracking concepts and evaluation results serve as a prerequisite for
chapter 4 but may also be used in a self-contained way. The major aspects have been
additionally published in [HJA08a].
3.2 Background
3.2.1 An Introduction to Tracking
In computer vision, tracking means to maintain correspondence of an image structure
over multiple frames. Generally, such a structure belongs to a three-dimensional object,
that moves within the ﬁeld of view of the observing camera. Both position and appear-
ance of the object in the images change, as either the object itself or the camera move
in world space, depending on the camera and lens type, on the scene illumination pa-
rameters (ambient or directed light source, constant or changing intensity), on potential
occlusions and on measurement noise. If no prior assumptions on the nature of both the
object and of the world in which it exists are made, the success of a tracking algorithm
will be limited. Generally, the suitability of such assumptions to the existing conditions
deﬁne the robustness of a tracking method. If e.g. a constant-velocity motion model
is assumed for an accelerating object, correspondence maintenance is likely to fail. In
[TH96], robustness is further deﬁned as the ability of a tracking system to track accu-
rately and precisely during or after visual circumstances that are less than ideal. Also,
the authors broadly divide the existing literature on (robust) tracking into two major
categories:
Pre-failure methods aim at avoiding tracking failures by anticipating visual distur-
bances and attempt to track despite them. They usually employ robust statistics, tempo-
ral ﬁltering or ad-hoc methods for handling speciﬁc types of visual perturbations (e.g.
[Vin96]). Other methods take advantage of known (or assumed) dynamics and noise
models, such as [BSFC90] or [Rei79]. Generally, different disturbances have different
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solutions, such as modeling changes in ambient lighting conditions by concentrating on
color cues [RTH96], edge-based tracking [Low92], or by explicitly modeling illumina-
tion parameters [HB98]. In the case of fast and/or unpredictable motion, probabilistic
models have also been used, e.g. in [IB96].
Post-failure methods however are designed to recover from failure when it has already
happened. Robustness is generally achieved by some form of high-level processing,
which incorporates explicit knowledge about the tracked object. As noted in [TH96],
much of the existing work on this topic has been inspired by the concept of focus of
attention in biological systems. As suggested by cognitive science research, biological
vision systems are broadly organized in pre-attentive and post-attentive stages. While
the task of the former stage is to locate regions of interest at high speed but with limited
accuracy, the post-attentive stages’ purpose is to examine these regions more closely,
with a focus on robustness and accuracy [Nei67] [Wol94]. This notion has been inte-
grated into tracking systems, where one algorithm is concerned with rapidly identifying
relevant candidate regions in a pre-attentive (low-level) stage while another one post-
attentively tries to perform the actual (high-level) tracking task [IB98].
In this work, an alternative classiﬁcation of tracking methods is presented. On the
top level, a division into dense and sparse trackers is made. In the spirit of Toyama and
Hager, all of the subsequently presented approaches can be attributed to the group of
pre-failure methods as introduced above.
Dense trackers try to provide information on the motion of every pixel within an
image. Without claiming completeness, two major techniques have been attributed to
this group, namely optical ﬂow methods and correlation methods, which rank among
the earliest tracking approaches. Assuming that appearance changes between adjacent
frames are small, a window of pre-deﬁned size around an image location in the ﬁrst
frame is used to determine the corresponding location in the second frame by shifting
an equally-sized window in the proximity of the original location and by maximizing
the signal-correlation between both. In [SP72], such a method has been applied in the
context of cloud-tracking from ATS-images. Usually, if the appearance change between
frames is too large, tracking failure occurs. Therefore, and because of their compara-
tively high computational load, correlation-based methods are seldom used nowadays
in the context of tracking. A concept that is closely related to signal correlation is the
estimation of the optical ﬂow. In computer vision, the latter denotes a vector ﬁeld, that
provides information on the 2D-direction and velocity (i.e. the motion) for every image
point within an image sequence. In the context of tracking, the optical ﬂow can be used
for the prediction of the presumed location of an image point in subsequent images. Con-
trary to correlation-based methods, ﬂow-based techniques are able to incorporate a more
sophisticated model of structure appearance into the estimation process, such as afﬁne
shape changes. However, they also require inter-frame motion to be sufﬁciently small.
In order to successfully compute the optical ﬂow on sequences with larger disparities,
pyramidal approaches are often used that start on a coarse (down-sampled) representa-
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tion of the original image and successively increase the resolution in order to improve
estimation accuracy. A signiﬁcant drawback of ﬂow-based methods is their inherent
sensitivity to illumination changes. To this concern, a method that addresses the issue of
computing the optical ﬂow under illumination changes has been proposed in [BFY98]
and in [Neg98]. Also, robustness and accuracy are highly dependent on the method of
ﬂow computation. An extensive overview of currently available estimation techniques
is given in [Jäh05]. It should be noted that, although both correlation- and ﬂow-based
tracking techniques originally rank among the dense trackers, they can also be used in a
sparse environment, where only speciﬁc salient image points are selected for tracking. In
conjunction with Bayesian state estimators (e.g. a Kalman-ﬁlter), they may well serve as
an auxiliary guiding function for state estimation in a probabilistic tracking framework,
such as in [Wue04].
Sparse trackers on the other hand select only subsets of all pixels in an image. In the
following, such a subset is referred to as a feature. The latter may consist of a single
pixel or of a group of pixels (which is termed a region). As not every pixel in an image
provides sufﬁciently discriminatory information for a unique and accurate relocalization
in neighboring frames, a pre-selection of suitable candidates by an appropriate detection
method may be advantageous over dense trackers, as unstable candidates can be sorted
out prior to the actual tracking task. Depending on the selection method, single fea-
tures are generally more robust to appearance variations, caused by view or illumination
changes. A well-known example for a robust feature detector is the Harris-method intro-
duced in section 2.2.1: From the image signal in a support area around a speciﬁc position
x, the second-order moment matrix μ(x) is computed by Gaussian convolution and suc-
cessive differentiation of the smoothed image signal with respect to the main image axes.
A salient feature is deﬁned as one, which yields a strong signal variation in both coor-
dinate directions, indicated by two sufﬁciently large eigenvalues of μ. Edges and line
crossings are examples of feature types, to which the Harris-detector responds very well.
Typically, they are well-localized and robust against small perspective and illumination
changes [SMB00]. However, in the case of major perspective changes, methods with
an adaptive (i.e. covariant) support area are preferable instead. A selection of popular
representatives of this type of detectors has already been introduced and evaluated in the
previous chapter.
Sparse trackers typically consist of two major stages, feature detection and data asso-
ciation. While the former is responsible for localizing stable feature locations, the task
of data association is to identify and assign these to each other between frames, depend-
ing on some kind of similarity measure (e.g. region descriptor distance or the degree of
deviation from a predicted position). According to [BSFC90], there exist two fundamen-
tally different models for data association. The ﬁrst one is a deterministic model where
the most likely of several candidate correspondences is selected for each feature while
the rest is discarded, based on local information and (in the case of a Bayesian approach)
the track-history of a feature. In a global sense however (i.e. considering several frames
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or even the entire sequence), the winning candidate does not necessarily have to be the
correct one and might eventually entail an entire series of erroneous assignments in the
remaining frames of the sequence. An advantage of deterministic methods however is
the ability to provide a set of (incrementally built) trajectories with each new frame. In
a time-critical online tracking system this is most-often an indispensable property.
Without claiming completeness, the abundance of available sparse tracking meth-
ods may be further divided into Bayesian and non-Bayesian algorithms. Among the
Bayesian approaches, the Kalman ﬁlter (KF) is probably the most well-known. It pro-
vides a means of statistically estimating the state of a dynamic system (i.e. for exam-
ple the presumed location of a feature in the next frame) from a sequence of noisy
measurements. Preconditions for the use of a KF are a linear system model (e.g. a
constant-velocity motion model) and a Gaussian-distributed measurement error. Un-
der these circumstances, the KF provides an optimal solution to the Bayesian ﬁltering
problem [WB01]. In the case of a non-linear model, the extended Kalman ﬁlter (EKF)
employs further linearization by means of a Taylor-series expansion as an approxima-
tion. However, this can introduce large errors into the state estimates, which may lead
to sub-optimal performance and sometimes even divergence of the ﬁlter. A better so-
lution is provided by the unscented Kalman ﬁlter (UKF). Here, the state distribution is
represented using a minimal set of carefully chosen sample points. These sample points
completely capture the true mean and covariance of the system state and avoid the lin-
earization of the system model. Notably, the computational complexity of the UKF is
of the same order as that of the EKF. In situations where the measurement errors are
not Gaussian-distributed, a particle ﬁlter provides a more adequate solution. Within this
work however, the necessary preconditions for the use of an ordinary KF are largely
fulﬁlled and neither EKF/UKF nor particle ﬁlters are needed. For further information
on the latter, a good overview of available techniques can be found in [AMG+02]. In
sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 of this chapter, the general Bayesian ﬁltering framework and the
KF-equations are introduced and discussed.
In the case of non-Bayesian tracking, data association is performed on the basis of
an appropriate similarity measure between features (e.g. descriptor distance) of the cur-
rent and previous frame alone. Therein lies the decisive difference to Bayesian ﬁltering,
where the history of a feature is captured in form of a state covariance matrix which
evolves with each new assignment and contributes to the decision process for the current
frame. Most often, a nearest-neighbor approach is used which assigns to each feature
the most likely candidate. In the case of ambiguities (when several features claim the
same candidate or vice-versa), an optimization procedure is performed to globally ﬁnd
the optimal set of correspondences which maximizes e.g. the overall descriptor similar-
ity. Instead of using region descriptors for feature assignment, the well-known Kanade-
Lucas-Tomasi- or KLT-tracker [ST94] aims at minimizing the dissimilarity between im-
age regions under an afﬁne shape model instead. Although the assignment step of this
method does not employ combinatorial optimization, it is attributed to the general group
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of deterministic non-Bayesian tracking methods. The second category of approaches to
sparse tracking employs a probabilistic model. Contrary to deterministic approaches,
such methods aim at incorporating multiple measurements (i.e. features) into a joint
estimation process in order to ﬁnd the best correspondences. In the case of multiple
competing tracks, a solution is desirable that keeps track of all possible assignments
instead of concentrating on the locally most feasible correspondence. One of the most
widely applied methods for handling such ‘probabilistic assignment ambiguities’ is the
joint probabilistic data association ﬁlter (JPDAF), which is a strategy for multi-feature
tracking given uncertainties in data association [VGP05][BSFC90]. Usually, the JPDAF
is used in conjunction with a Kalman ﬁlter (KF/EKF/UKF) or particle ﬁlter. Its idea
is to weigh all measurements with all existing tracks, where a weight represents the
probability that a certain measurement originated from a speciﬁc feature, hence the term
probabilistic data association.
A second method for multi-target tracking is the Multiple Hypothesis Filter (MHT)
for multiple targets introduced in [BSFC90]. While the Bayesian ﬁltering framework
is target-oriented (i.e. the probability that each measurement belongs to an established
feature is evaluated), the MHT is measurement-oriented instead. This means, that the
probability that each existing feature or a new feature gave rise to a certain measurement
sequence is obtained. However, the high computational complexity of both JPDAF and
MHT [STVL04] prohibits their use in the context of this work. For further information,
a well-structured taxonomy of currently available multiple target tracking methods is
provided in [Pul05], which also contains a short overview of advantages, specialties and
limitations for each method.
One of the major contributions of this chapter is the introduction of a method for
non-Bayesian tracking. Instead of modeling the relations between features based on the
covariance estimates of a Bayesian ﬁlter, the proposed graph-based method integrates
all correspondence candidates for each feature into a directed multi-edge track graph
by gradually traversing through an image sequence. Relations (edges) between corre-
sponding regions (nodes) are weighted using a combination of descriptor distance and a
path-coherence model, which also evaluates and penalizes the relative changes of region
scale. Single trajectories (paths) are iteratively extracted from each graph by using Di-
jkstra’s method for graph traversal [Dij59]. The major advantage of this method is the
preservation of all possible assignment combinations for a pre-deﬁned number of frames
so that decisions can be reached in a (temporally) global sense. Instead of prematurely
selecting the locally most probable candidate, decisions on speciﬁc correspondences are
postponed until sufﬁcient evidence has been gathered that allows for an improved extrac-
tion of trajectories by means of weighted graph-traversal. If all ambiguities have been
ﬁnally resolved, trajectories may easily be assembled by following each region from its
ﬁrst frame of appearance to the last.
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3.2.2 Generic Bayesian Filtering Framework
Bayesian ﬁltering is a general probabilistic approach to the sequential estimation of an
unknown probability density in a dynamic system, using a series of sensor measurements
and a mathematical process model. In the following, the framework for a generic model
is described, which is parameterized by a state si, where i denotes a discrete time or
frame index. The process of tracking in such a framework is deﬁned as the recursive
estimation of a sequence of states s1:i = {s1, ..., si} based on a set of measurements
z1:i = {z1...zi} up to the current time step i. In order to obtain a degree of belief in the
current state estimate si, the a-posteriori probability distribution p(si|z1:i) is sought,
since it embodies all available statistical information and is thus the complete solution
to the estimation problem, including a measure of accuracy for the estimated state.
A preliminary condition for the application of a Bayesian approach is the validity of
the Markov-condition
p(si|s1:i−1, z1:i−1) = p(si|si−1) , (3.1)
which is fulﬁlled if the current state si solely depends on the previous state si−1 and
is at the same time independent of all previous measurements z1:i−1 [VGP05]. State
estimation in the Bayesian sequential framework is performed in a two-step recursion,
which consists of a prediction step and a ﬁltering step.
In the prediction step, the state density is estimated using the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation and the Markov condition in equation 3.1, which provide the a-priori probabil-
ity density
p(si|z1:i−1) =
∫
p(si|si−1)p(si−1|z1:i−1)dsi−1 . (3.2)
It is assumed here, that p(si−1|z1:i−1) from the prior time step is available.
In the ﬁltering step, the a-posteriori density is computed from the a-priori density as
p(si|z1:i) = p(zi|si)p(si|z1:i−1)
p(zi|z1:i−1) , (3.3)
using Bayes’ rule as shown in [Wit08].
A recursive ﬁlter provides an estimate of the current state each time a new measure-
ment is received. This approach opposes to batch-methods, which require the existence
of all measurements z1:i in order to provide a solution. Thus, a Bayesian approach is
ideally suited for online-tracking, where a current ﬂow of state estimates at each time
step is needed. Also, the need of storing the complete data set is rendered unnecessary
as well as a repeated processing of the existing data.
Recursion requires the deﬁnition of a dynamic model which describes the evolution
of system states p(si|si−1) - also deﬁned as the state transition function - and the a-
posteriori state density p(si−1|z1:i−1) from the previous time step i − 1 in order to
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predict the a-priori density p(si|z1:i−1) for the current time step i. Given a model for
the state likelihood in the light of the current measurement p(si|zi), the a-priori density
can be updated by multiplication, which yields the a-posteriori density for the current
time step as deﬁned in equation 3.3. The denominator p(zi|z1:i−1) is further computed
as
p(zi|z1:i−1) =
∫
p(zi|s1:i−1)p(si|z1:i−1)dsi , (3.4)
which serves as a normalization term that incorporates the likelihood function p(zi|si)
deﬁned by the measurement model and the known (or assumed) statistics of the mea-
surement noise.
The recursion only yields a closed-form solution in a small number of cases. For
linear and Gaussian dynamic and likelihood models, the well-known Kalman ﬁlter (KF)
provides such a solution. For non-linear and/or non-Gaussian models, approximation
techniques are required such as the extended Kalman ﬁlter (EKF), the unscented Kalman
ﬁlter (UKF) or particle ﬁlters.
3.2.3 The Kalman Filter
The original Kalman ﬁlter [Kal60] is basically a set of mathematical equations, that
provides a recursive means of estimating the state of a process, in a way that minimizes
the mean of the squared error. The ﬁlter supports the estimation of past, present and
future states, even if the precise nature of the modeled system is unknown [WB01]. In
the following, an introduction into the nature of the ﬁlter is given.
The Kalman ﬁlter addresses the general problem of estimating a state vector s ∈
R of a system or an object. In a tracking application, s could contain both position
and velocity of a feature point. The corresponding discrete-time controlled process is
governed by the linear stochastic difference equation
si = Esi−1 + Fui−1 + wi−1 , (3.5)
where the n× n-matrix E relates the process state at time i− 1 to the new state at time
i. The random variable wi−1 represents the process noise, while the (optional) n × l-
matrix F further relates the control input vector u ∈ R to the state s. In the following,
F and u are discarded, as there exists no external control which governs the motion of
feature points in the observed scenes.
Further, the measurement z ∈ R of an object is deﬁned as
zi = Gsi + vi , (3.6)
where the m × n-matrix G relates the current state s to the current measurement z
at the same time step i. The dimension m of the measurement does not necessarily
have to be equal to the dimension n of the state vector: While the latter might consist
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of both position and velocity (n = 2), the former could contain position information
only (m = 1). The vector v represents the measurement noise, which is assumed to
be Gaussian-white with zero-mean. Both process noise and measurement noise may be
expressed as
p(w) ∼ N(0, Q) (3.7)
p(v) ∼ N(0, S) , (3.8)
where Q and S are the respective covariance matrices. In order to initialize the Kalman
ﬁlter, both Q and S have to be known. In practice, they are either supplied manually
by a human expert or they have to be estimated in a process called system identiﬁcation
[WB01].
Let sˆ−i ∈ Rn be the a-priori estimate of the process state at time step i (assuming
knowledge on the process prior to step i). Further, let sˆi ∈ Rn be the a-posteriori state
estimate at the same time step, given the measurement zi. The main task of the Kalman
ﬁlter is to estimate sˆi. Both the a-priori and a-posteriori estimation errors are deﬁned as
e−i = si − sˆ−i (3.9)
ei = si − sˆi . (3.10)
The respective error covariance matrices are deﬁned as
P−i = E[e
−
i e
−T
i ] (3.11)
Pi = E[eieTi ] . (3.12)
The a-posteriori state estimate sˆi can be modeled as a linear combination of the a priori
estimate sˆ−i and a weighted difference between the measurement at the current time step
zi according to equation 3.6 and the predicted measurement Gsˆ−i :
sˆi = sˆ−i +Kνi
= K(zi −Gsˆ−i ) . (3.13)
The n × m-matrix K is called the gain or blending factor of the ﬁlter, whereas νi
represents the measurement innovation, which reﬂects the difference between actual and
predicted measurement. In order to ﬁnd an optimal solution for equation 3.13, the gain
K has to be chosen such that Pi is minimized.
According to [WB01], minimization can be accomplished by substituting equation
3.13 into 3.10, inserting the resulting form into equation 3.12, performing the indicated
expectations, taking the derivative of the trace of the result with respect to K, setting
the result equal to zero and then solving for K. More details can be found in [May82],
[BH92] and [Jac96]. One possible solution forK which minimizes Pi is given by
Ki =
P−i G
T
GP−i GT + S
. (3.14)
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Figure 3.1: Predictor-corrector cycle of the Kalman ﬁlter. The time update (left) predicts
both state and error covariance for the current time step i on the basis of the
previous state, while the measurement update (right) integrates the current
measurement into the estimate.
As noted in [WB01], all of the Kalman ﬁlter equations can be algebraically transformed
into numerous forms. The given equations merely represent one possible (and popular)
form. If the measurement error covariance S is small, the gain K weights the residual
more heavily. If S approaches zero,
lim
Si→0
Ki = G−1 , (3.15)
meaning that the actual measurement zi is trusted more and more, while the prediction
Gsˆ−i is trusted less and less.
If, on the other hand, P−i is smaller, the gain K weighs the residual less heavily. If
P−i approaches zero,
lim
P−
i
→0
Ki = 0 , (3.16)
meaning that the actual measurement zi is trusted less and less, while the predicted
measurement Gsˆ−i is trusted more and more.
Analogously to state prediction and update, the same can be formulated for the error
covariance matrix Pi. The a-priori estimate P−i (which is the prediction of Pi) may be
computed by transforming the estimate covariance of the previous time step and adding
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the process noise covariance Q, such that
P−i = EPi−1E
T +Q . (3.17)
The update for Pi can be formulated as
Pi = (I −KiG)P−i , (3.18)
where I represents the identity matrix.
Generally, the Kalman ﬁlter equations may be divided into two groups: time update
and measurement update equations. The former are responsible for the forward pro-
jection in time of the current process state and error covariance estimate in order to
obtain the a-priori estimates of the next time step. The latter are responsible for pro-
viding feedback in the form of a new measurement to the estimation, in order to obtain
an improved a-posteriori estimate. The Kalman ﬁlter can also be seen as a predictor-
corrector algorithm, where the time update equations provide a prediction of the state
and the measurement update equations enable a correction of the predicted state. Figure
3.1 illustrates the predict-correct cycle of the ﬁlter and shows the corresponding update
equations. An overview of ﬁlter extensions such as the extended or unscented Kalman
ﬁlter can be found in [WB01].
3.2.4 Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Tracker
The well-known Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker is widely used in computer vision
applications. The origins of the tracker are found in the early work of Lucas and Kanade
[LK81], where an image registration method was proposed, based on the computation of
the optical ﬂow between two frames. Later, the method has been extended to the prob-
lem of tracking single feature points through image sequences [TK91]. In [ST94], an
extension to the original method was proposed with regard to motion modeling: Instead
of a purely translational model, an afﬁne extension was used, leading to signiﬁcantly
improved results.
The goal of the algorithm is to align a template window I(x) to a target window
T (x) such that the dissimilarity between both is minimized. Figure 3.2 (left) shows
an exemplary target window (solid rectangle), superimposed on the ﬁrst image of the
carton-sequence. For each shift of the template window around the position of the target
window (dashed rectangle), a different error ε results (right). In this example, a simple
translation model has been used, i.e. the shape and size of the window remain constant.
Naturally, more complex models can be used as well (e.g. an afﬁne transformation).
In the following, the major components of the KLT tracking algorithm are introduced
and explained, mainly based on [ST94]. Note that the major equations are presented in
continuous form. Thus, the discrete time index i is replaced by t and τ respectively.
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Figure 3.2: On the left, an example target window T (x) (solid rectangle) is shown, su-
perimposed on the ﬁrst image of the carton-sequence. For each shift of the
template window I(x + dx) around the position of the target window, a
different error ε results (right). The respective dx = [dx, dy]T gives the
feature translation in both coordinate directions. In the shown example, a
pronounced minimum of the error function exists at dx = [25, 25]T .
KLT-Algorithm. In the case of camera motion and/or moving objects within the ob-
served scene, changes of the image intensity I occur. According to
I(x, y, t+ τ) = I(x− ξ(x, y, t, τ), y − η(x, y, t, τ)) , (3.19)
an image I(t) taken at time t can be transformed into another image I(t+ τ) by shifting
every point x = [x, y]T by a certain amount in both coordinate directions. The latter is
referred to as the displacement σ = (ξ, η) of the point. However, if σ is different for
every pixel location, a better representation is an afﬁne motion ﬁeld of the form
σ = Dx + d , (3.20)
where D is a 2 × 2-deformation matrix and d describes the translation of the window
center. The motion of a point in image I(t) into another image I(t + τ) can then be
described by
I(Ax + d, t+ τ) = I(x, t) , (3.21)
where A = 1 + D and 1 denotes the 2 × 2-identity matrix. In this case, tracking can
be deﬁned as the task of determining the six parameters in D and d. Naturally, the
quality of the estimate depends on the size of the support windowW around a position
x: For a small window, parameter estimation is less accurate in most cases than for a
large window due to the smaller number of measurements and the smaller amount of
variation. Thus, with regard to parameter estimation, a large window size is preferable.
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In the case of depth discontinuities (e.g. at object borders) however, a small window
is more adequate. For this reason, Shi and Tomasi propose to use a pure translational
model of the form σ = d for tracking, where the deformation matrixD is assumed to be
zero. The two parameters of such a model are signiﬁcantly easier to estimate. An afﬁne
model according to equations 3.20 and 3.21 is used additionally between the ﬁrst frame
of appearance of a feature and the current frame in order to monitor its quality over time.
Due to noise and deviations of the real scene from the afﬁne model, equation 3.21 is
usually not exactly satisﬁed. Thus, the problem of ﬁnding the correct model parameter
can be expressed as minimizing the dissimilarity
ε =
∫ ∫
W
[I(Ax + d, t+ τ)− I(x, t)]2w(x)dx , (3.22)
where w(x) is an optional weighting function, e.g. a Gaussian in order to emphasize
the central area of the support windowW . If only the translation d is sought, A is con-
strained to equal the identity matrix. In order to ﬁnd the set of parameters that minimizes
ε, equation 3.22 has to be differentiated with respect to all six unknown parameters and
setting the result to zero. The system is then linearized by a truncated Taylor expansion.
For full detail on the resulting equations, the reader is referred to [ST94].
Between adjacent frames, the afﬁne deformation is most likely to be small. In this
case, the matrixD is set to zero, as the estimation of these parameters can lead to a poor
solution of the displacement vector d as well. This is also a signiﬁcant limitation of the
KLT-tracker: It can only provide acceptable results, if the motion of features between
neighboring frames can be described sufﬁciently by a pure translation. If this was not
the case, the algorithm would most likely fail. Between the ﬁrst frame of appearance
of a feature and the current frame, all six parameters are estimated instead, in order to
monitor the quality of the respective track. In this case, motion changes are too large in
order to be represented by a pure translational model.
In order to identify suitable features which can be reliably used for tracking, Shi and
Tomasi rely on the well-known structure tensor according to equation 2.1. They show,
that a feature can be tracked well if the matrix μ(x, σi, σd) exhibits two large eigenvalues
λ1 and λ2. The variables σi and σd deﬁne the size of a Gaussian smoothing kernel and
thus the support areaW . A feature is accepted for tracking, if it fulﬁlls the condition
min(λ1, λ2) > λ , (3.23)
where λ is a pre-deﬁned threshold. However, not every feature which shows a high
texture variation within its support area is suited for tracking. If two objects were to
occlude each other in the three-dimensional world (e.g. two twigs of a tree), a camera
would observe a two-dimensional intersection with no information on the correspond-
ing depth. Such a feature would be selected for tracking according to the demands of
equation 3.23. If the tree branches were to move slightly due to wind, the corresponding
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feature motion in the image sequence would not correspond to the changes in the world
scene. If, however, the afﬁne deformation parameters are estimated as well, they can be
used to monitor the quality of the feature over time. In this case, the residual error in
equation 3.22 would indicate a growing dissimilarity and thus exclude the feature from
further tracking.
In order to extend the range of the tracker beyond the size of the support area, a
pyramidal implementation may be used, according to [Bou00]. For a generic image
I(0) of size nx × ny (which denotes the original image), it may be build in a recursive
fashion: The second layer of the pyramid I(1) is computed from I(0), the third layer I(2)
is computed from I(1) and so on. Given several layers of I , pyramidal feature tracking
can be performed by processing the top-most layer I(L) ﬁrst. The resulting features are
then passed to the next layer I(L+1), where a reﬁned estimation is performed. Features,
which did not exist on layer I(L) yet due to insufﬁcient size, are newly added to the list
of features. The results are propagated further down the pyramid, until the deepest layer
I(0) is reached. In this manner, features of different sizes and with large displacement
may be tracked as well.
3.3 Concepts for Descriptor-based Region Tracking
In this section, three concepts for the descriptor-based tracking of afﬁne-covariant re-
gions are presented. As already discussed in section 2.5.4, the euclidean distance dd of
two descriptors according to equation 2.38 is used as a measure of similarity between
the regions of a pair of images. The ﬁrst two algorithms presented here provide a set of
trajectories (or tracks) which are further extended in length with every new frame (which
is a favorable property in the case of time-critical applications). While the ﬁrst tracking
method is based on ﬁnding region correspondences within an equidistant gating region
around the location of the most recently added element of a track (the track head), the
second algorithm is based on a set of Kalman ﬁlters (KF), which estimate the presumed
location of features in future frames based on the history of the associated trajectories.
Additionally, a measure of reliability in form of a covariance matrix is provided. By
exploiting information from an eigen-analysis of this matrix, the gating region for corre-
spondence assignment can be signiﬁcantly narrowed compared to the ﬁrst method. Both
methods enforce uniqueness among the feature correspondences, i.e. potential ambigu-
ities are resolved for each new frame pair such that every region in the ﬁrst frame is
assigned to exactly one region in the second frame.
Instead of resolving ambiguities on the basis of two frames only, the third proposed
tracking method keeps all potential correspondences for a predeﬁned number of frames
and models these into a directed and weighted graph. Uniqueness is enforced by means
of shortest-path search between start-nodes and end-nodes of a graph. The advantage of
this method toward the other two is the availability of all the information contained in the
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sequence during the decision process and thus an increased reliability when it comes to
extracting the ﬁnal trajectories. A clear disadvantage however is the belated availability
of usable tracks, especially in cases where updates on feature positions are needed with
each new frame.
Although all three methods are used for tracking afﬁne-covariant regions, the latter
are mostly termed features in the following in order to avoid confusions when it comes
to describing the gating regions during correspondence assignment, which deﬁne the
maximally permissible disparity between two frames.
3.3.1 Multi-Region Tracking Using a Constant Gating Region
The algorithm presented in this section consists of three major steps, which are illustrated
in ﬁgure 3.3. Firstly, data association is performed in order to ﬁnd initial (and potentially
ambiguous) correspondence candidates for each neighboring frame pair of a sequence.
Secondly, a subset of these candidates is selected such that only unique correspondences
exist and that the overall descriptor distance of this subset is minimal. These two goals
are achieved by means of combinatorial optimization. Thirdly, the resulting set of unique
feature correspondences is appended to already existing tracks or - if no track afﬁliation
exists yet - are used to initialize new ones. In the following, each step of the algorithm is
explained in detail. A signiﬁcant advantage of this comparably simple tracking algorithm
lies in the availability of ready-to-use trajectories, which are further extended with each
new frame.
Data Association. In order to ﬁnd all potential correspondences for a pair of im-
ages, features within a gating distance dG of each other are compared with regard to
their descriptor distance dd. All pairings for which the relation dd ≤ dd,max holds are
added to a list of correspondence candidates L. The size of dG bounds the maximally
permissible feature velocity, but does neither contain any further assumption on the ex-
pected type of motion nor information on the track history of a feature, which might be
used to predict the presumed new position and thus to narrow the search area. In ﬁg-
ure 3.4, a typical example for data association is shown: The foremost elements of two
trajectories - termed track heads in the following - are initially assigned to all potential
feature candidates (black circles) within the respective gating region. The two features
lying within the overlap area may belong to either trajectory, given a sufﬁciently small
descriptor distance. As indicated in ﬁgure 3.3, the set of all correspondence candidatesL
may well contain such ambiguous assignments. In the data association step however, de-
pendencies between competing trajectories and candidate features are not yet resolved.
This is done in the subsequent optimization step. In the end, each track head may only
be assigned to a single new feature.
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Figure 3.3: Algorithmic ﬂow of multi-region tracking using a constant gating region:
Firstly, data association within a gating region of circular shape and constant
size is performed in order to ﬁnd a set of initial (and potentially ambiguous)
correspondence candidates L. Secondly, a subset L0 of these candidates
is extracted such that only unique correspondences exist and the overall de-
scriptor distance ofL0 is minimal. These two goals are achieved by means of
combinatorial optimization using the Hungarian method. Thirdly, the result-
ing correspondences are appended to already existing tracks or, if no track
afﬁliation exists yet, are used to initialize new ones.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of data association with circular gating regions of predeﬁned ra-
dius dG: Two tracks (indicated by squares and triangles) are initially as-
signed to a set of candidate features (circles). Within the overlapping area of
both gating regions, assignment ambiguities may arise, especially in the case
of descriptors with low distinctiveness.
Combinatorial Optimization. As illustrated in ﬁgure 3.4, assignment ambiguities
between trajectories and feature candidates may easily arise, if descriptors within the
gating region are too similar. There may occur two cases: Firstly, an already assigned
feature in the current frame may ﬁnd several potential correspondences in the next frame.
In this case, the most similar candidate (with regard to dd) is to be chosen while the re-
mainder of dependent candidates is discarded. This approach is generally referred to as
nearest-neighbor assignment, because the ﬁnal feature correspondences are nearest to
each other in terms of their euclidean distance in descriptor space. Secondly, a feature
in the next frame may additionally be claimed by several features in the current frame.
In this case, the simple nearest-neighbor assignment is no longer guaranteed to provide
the best possible results. Depending on the processing order of trajectories and feature
candidates and on the dependencies among them, it is well possible that the local deci-
sion on the optimal candidate for a speciﬁc trajectory might entail several sub-optimal
assignments with other trajectories in the processing queue. As will be seen later, this is
especially a problem with high feature densities in a local neighborhood. Thus, it would
be more favorable to ﬁnd a global solution to the trajectory-feature assignment problem
for each pair of frames, which considers all potential pairings at the same time. To this
end, a combinatorial optimization approach is needed, which analyzes the interconnec-
tions between the features of two frames and at the same time provides the subset of
correspondences which globally minimizes the overall dd. In the previous chapter, such
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a method has already been used in the context of ﬁnding feature correspondences with
minimal geometrical overlap, based on the well-known Hungarian algorithm. The ba-
sic idea of the algorithm is to model an assignment problem as a cost matrix C, whose
entries represent weighted interconnections between the elements of two sets (e.g. the
features in two frames). By iteratively processing the elements of C, an optimal assign-
ment solution can be reached in polynomial time O(n3), where n is the number of rows
inC. Due to the relatively high computational complexity, it is essential to divide the en-
tire set of features into independent subgroups with a smaller n, which can be processed
independently (and thus more effectively). A detailed description of the algorithm can
be found in section 2.5.3. The result of the combinatorial optimization procedure is a
reduced set of unique correspondences L0 with minimal overall descriptor distance.
Track Afﬁliations. For each newly detected feature correspondence, the afﬁliation to
existing tracks must be checked. If a feature in the ﬁrst frame is already part of a track,
the corresponding feature in the second frame may then be easily appended to it as the
new track head. If no afﬁliation exists, a new track is initialized with the corresponding
feature pair as its ﬁrst two elements. Following from this concept, tracks may start
(and end) at arbitrary points during the sequence. As indicated in ﬁgure 3.3, all tracks
are stored in a central database, to which either request or modiﬁcations are made by
the track afﬁliation stage. At each time step, the set of existing tracks may be freely
accessed by subsequent algorithms in order to obtain information on the current and
previous motion of features in the scene. It is in the responsibility of the track afﬁliation
stage to update and modify this database with each new frame.
Two signiﬁcant advantages of the presented method are its comparatively low compu-
tational complexity and the ability to provide a ready-to-use set of trajectories at every
time instant. With each new frame, the set is further extended by associating all newly
detected regions on the basis of their similarity to the already existing track heads. How-
ever, based on the distinctiveness of the used region descriptors, assignment errors may
occur, leading to potentially gross position errors. Based on the expected object mo-
tion (and thus on the size of the gating region), the probability for the occurrence of
such outliers may differ signiﬁcantly, depending on the application. This disadvantage
is compensated for by the subsequently presented method, which allows for a prediction
of the presumed position of a feature in the subsequent frame. Depending on the accu-
racy of this prediction, the gating region size and thus the probability for the occurrence
of outliers may be signiﬁcantly reduced.
3.3.2 Multi-Region Tracking Using Kalman-Filtering
In the previous section, a method has been presented for feature tracking which considers
all correspondence candidates within a circular gating region with radius dG around each
track head for data association and decides on the pair of features whose associated de-
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scriptors are nearest neighbors with regard to their euclidean distance in descriptor space.
In this section, a more reﬁned method is proposed, which uses a Bayesian framework for
state-ﬁltering as described in background section 3.2.2 to predict the presumed location
of a feature in future frames. Thus, the size of the gating region can be lowered signiﬁ-
cantly, assuming a sufﬁciently accurate estimate. Also, the method provides a measure
for the uncertainty of its state estimates in form of a covariance matrix, which may be
used in conjunction with descriptor distance to additionally weigh potential feature cor-
respondences, based on their deviation from the predicted position. In the proposed
implementation, a set of standard Kalman ﬁlters has been used. Their use is justiﬁed by
both a linear process model and a near-Gaussian distribution of position errors for the
evaluated afﬁne-covariant detectors. Preconditions for the use of speciﬁc representatives
of Bayesian ﬁltering approaches (e.g. KF/EKF/UKF or particle ﬁlters) have been previ-
ously discussed in section 3.2.2. Given a matrix of error covariances supplied by each
KF, a suitable distance measure which weighs the deviation of a feature from a predicted
position is the Mahalanobis distance (introduced later in this section). Figure 3.6 shows
two tracks (indicated by solid squares and triangles), the predicted feature locations re-
sulting from the respective track histories (framed square and triangle) and several new
candidate features (circles). The dashed ellipses illustrate the uncertainty of the respec-
tive position estimates, based on the state covariance information. Axis direction and
length have been obtained from an eigenvalue analysis of the latter. Compared to ﬁgure
3.4 in the previous section, the gating region and thus the number of potential correspon-
dences has been signiﬁcantly narrowed in this example. In the following, the different
steps of the algorithm according to the illustration in ﬁgure 3.5 are explained in detail.
Firstly, the state transition model which contains a-priori information on the expected
object motion is introduced. Secondly, issues of ﬁlter initialization are discussed, in-
cluding the distribution of position errors for each of the ﬁve detectors from the previous
chapter. Thirdly, the ﬁlter update methodology is introduced, including an appropri-
ate distance measure based on the Mahalanobis distance for assessing the deviation of
candidate features from the predicted ﬁlter states.
Constant-Velocity State Transition Model. Based on the linear process model
deﬁned in equation 3.5, the system state si in frame i of the Kalman ﬁlter described in
section 3.2.3 is deﬁned as
si =
⎡
⎢⎣
px,i
py,i
vx,i
vy,i
⎤
⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣
px,i−1 + vx,i−1Δi+ 12axΔi
2
py,i−1 + vy,i−1Δi+ 12ayΔi
2
vx,i−1 + axΔi
vy,i−1 + ayΔi
⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.24)
where the ﬁrst two entries px,i and py,i represent the predicted feature position in the
image plane while vx,i and vy,i denote its velocity in both coordinate directions.
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Figure 3.5: Algorithmic ﬂow of multi-region tracking using Bayesian ﬁltering: The basic
idea is to initialize for each newly detected region a proprietary Kalman-
ﬁlter, which is used for the prediction of the presumed position within the
next frame. The reliability of the prediction is expressed in terms of the
Mahalanobis distance, which uses a covariance matrix to compute a non-
euclidean distance measure. The latter is combined with descriptor similarity
as a joint measure for correspondence assignment. As with the previously
introduced tracking method in section 3.3.1, uniqueness is enforced using a
global optimization technique, given the previous and current frame. The
diagram shows the components of the proposed tracking method.
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candidate feature
predicted position
gating region
Figure 3.6: Illustration of data association using Bayesian ﬁltering: For both tracks (in-
dicated by solid squares and triangles), the presumed location of the next
feature (framed square and triangle) is predicted using a Bayesian ﬁltering
framework. The deviation from the estimated position is used to obtain a fur-
ther distance measure in addition to descriptor distance. The uncertainty of
the estimate is modeled using both eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the state
covariance matrix, which provides an ellipsoidal gating region of varying
shape and size.
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The state transition matrix E which relates the process state si−1 to the new state si
and the process noise wi thus take the form
si =
⎡
⎢⎣
1 0 Δi 0
0 1 0 Δi
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
si−1 +
⎡
⎢⎣
1
2axΔi
2
1
2ayΔi
2
axΔi
ayΔi
⎤
⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
wi
. (3.25)
Wile the velocity is assumed constant, the acceleration a is modeled as an additional
noise term.
The state covariance matrix Pi according to equation 3.12, which models the uncer-
tainty of the state estimates is deﬁned as
Pi =
⎡
⎢⎣
σpxpx σpxpy σpxvx σpxvy
σpypx σpypy σpyvx σpyvy
σvxpx σvxpy σvxvx σvxvy
σvypx σvypy σvyvx σvyvy
⎤
⎥⎦ . (3.26)
Here, the frame subscript i has been omitted for the sake of readability.
Let further Pa be the covariance of the acceleration a = [ax, ay]T , i.e.
Pa =
[
σ2ax 0
0 σ2ay
]
. (3.27)
Projecting Pa into the domain of the process noise wi according to equation 3.8 with
covariance Qi yields
Qi =
∂wi
∂a Pa
∂wi
∂a
T
=
⎡
⎢⎣
1
4Δi
4σax 0 12Δi
3σax 0
0 14Δi
4σay 0 12Δi
3σay
1
2Δi
3σax 0 Δi2σax 0
0 12Δi
3σay 0 Δi2σay
⎤
⎥⎦ . (3.28)
(3.29)
Finally, the measurement vector is deﬁned as
zi =
[
mx,i
my,i
]
, (3.30)
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where mx,i and my,i denote the measured (noisy) feature position in frame i. As the
feature velocity is not determined directly, the matrix G in equation 3.6 which models
the relation between states and measurements is set to
G =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]
. (3.31)
Filter initialization. In its original formulation, the Kalman ﬁlter (KF) is capable
of estimation the state of a single process from noisy measurements by following the
predictor-corrector cycle shown in ﬁgure 3.1. With each new arriving measurement,
the system state is updated and used to reﬁne the next state prediction. In the case of
multiple measurements, the one which is closest to the prediction is assigned to the ﬁlter.
If no prior track history for two corresponding regions exists, a new KF is initialized as
follows:
• A unique set Lo of feature correspondences is generated on the basis of the com-
binatorial optimization algorithm also used in the previous section 3.3.1.
• For each feature pair rmi ↔ rni+1 in the set Lo (where m ∈ M and n ∈ N with
M,N as the number of features in the respective frames), an initial state vector is
computed as
s1 =
⎡
⎢⎣
px,2
py,2
px,2 − px,1
py,2 − py,1
⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.32)
where pi = [px,i, py,i]T denotes the location of both features of a speciﬁc corre-
spondence.
• The initial measurement vector is accordingly set to
z1 =
[
px,2
py,2
]
. (3.33)
• The measurement noise S according to equation 3.8 is estimated from the distri-
bution of position errors dl for each detector individually. Estimates are obtained
by using the homography-based groundtruth correspondences as described in sec-
tion 2.5 of the previous chapter. In ﬁgure 3.7, the respective distributions of dl
are shown. For each detector, both mean and variance have been additionally
superimposed (red curves) in order to illustrate the near-Gaussian shape of each
distribution, which justiﬁes the use of a KF in its original form. The respective
standard deviations σ are used as an estimate of S.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of position errors dl for all ﬁve detectors. Normal distributions
with equivalent mean and standard deviation have been superimposed on the
histograms (red curves).
• As noted in [WB01], the estimation of the process noise covariance Q is gener-
ally more difﬁcult compared to S, as there is no possibility to directly observe the
estimated process. In practice, Q is often tuned manually by a human expert or
estimated in a separate process called system identiﬁcation [Bal87]. In [Wue04],
the inﬂuence of different settings of Q has been analyzed in the context of track-
ing. In his experiments, the author could show that a small process noise generally
lead to good state estimates in the case of a stable true state. If the latter changes
during the sequence, a too small setting for Q will introduce an undesired latency
into the ﬁlter. A too large setting of Q however, will lead to a better response
time at the cost of noisier state estimates. The author recommends that in clut-
tered environments which contain multiple measurements, a small process noise
covariance should be chosen so that the ﬁlter does not accidentally switch to a
wrong track. In practice, a setting of σax = σay = 0.1 has been used in equation
3.29 as a reasonable compromise, which has proved sufﬁcient in the performed
experiments.
• For the initial error covariance P1 according to equation 3.12, a large setting is
generally desirable over a small one. If P1 is not large enough, the resulting
Kalman gain i in equation 3.14 will remain very small during the update process
and thus will the inﬂuence of the actual measurements on state estimation. If P1 is
chosen too large instead, convergence to an acceptable level usually occurs after a
few iterations of the predictor-corrector cycle. In the underlying implementation,
P1 has been set according to the standard deviations of the distributions of dl, as
shown in ﬁgure 3.7.
Filter update. Once a ﬁlter has been initialized, the algorithm tries to update its state
with a new measurement with every incoming frame. In the ﬁrst step of the update
stage, correspondence candidates between the current and next frame are generated by
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means of descriptor-based data association as described in the previous section. As
explained in section 3.2.3, the KF provides a means of estimating the error covariance
Pi of the estimated state, i.e. the uncertainty or trustworthiness of the predicted position
of the next feature. Instead of comparing the descriptor distance dd to all features within
a gating region around the current position (as with the algorithm introduced in the
previous section), the proposed method uses the a-priori state sˆ−i to reach an estimate
of the presumed feature location. As given in ﬁgure 3.1, this estimate is based on the
a-posteriori state vector of the prior time step sˆi−1 and the state transition matrix E.
Correspondence assignment may then be performed based on both dd and the a-priori
error covariance P−i . An appropriate distance measure between the predicted position
and a measured position zi, which models the uncertainty of the prediction, can be
deﬁned as
dM =
√
(zi −Gsˆ−i )TS−1i (zi −Gsˆ−i ), (3.34)
where the difference zi − Gsˆ−i is the measurement innovation and the matrix Si repre-
sents the innovation covariance, which is given according to [BSFC90] as
Si = GP−i G
T + S . (3.35)
The expression in equation 3.34 is also referred to as Mahalanobis distance in the lit-
erature [Cox93]. It models the uncertainty in the given covariance matrix to compute a
probabilistic distance measure (which can be represented as an ellipse as seen in ﬁgure
3.6). If the uncertainty of the state estimate in the direction of x was higher than in
y-direction, surely a feature with a small deviation in y would be more trustworthy than
one with an equally small deviation in x. Accordingly, the Mahalanobis distance were
larger for the second case, while a euclidean distance measure would provide identical
(and thus inappropriate) results.
The euclidean distance however can be seen as a special case of the Mahalanobis
distance where the covariance matrix equals the identity matrix. The expression dM in
equation 3.34 can be converted into euclidean space through normalization with the help
of an eigen-decomposition of the inverse covariance: If S−1i is symmetric positive def-
inite, it can be decomposed into the form S−1i = V TDV . In this case, D is a diagonal
matrix with the eigenvalues of S−1i on its main diagonal and V is an orthogonal matrix
with its eigenvectors as columns. Drawing the square root of the inverted covariance
matrix delivers S
− 12
i =
√
DV . Inserting this term into equation 3.34 yields
dM =
∥∥√DV zi −√DVGsˆ−i ∥∥ , (3.36)
which corresponds to the euclidean distance of the normalized vectors where P−1i =
V TDV . In order to combine the deviation from the predicted position with the descrip-
tor distance dd between both features, a combined measure is computed as
dc = dMdd . (3.37)
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For each existing KF, a list of candidate measurements is created on the basis of dc.
At this point however, the list may still contain ambiguous assignments which have to
be resolved before performing the actual measurement update. By means of combinato-
rial optimization on the basis of the Hungarian method (as described in section 2.5.2),
a unique set of correspondences between ﬁlters and feature correspondences in the cur-
rent frame is computed. After the elimination of all ambiguities, each ﬁlter is assigned a
new measurement in order to update its state according to ﬁgure 3.1. If no feature with
sufﬁciently low dc can be found for a KF or if no candidate is left after the optimization
procedure, the respective ﬁlter is terminated. From its history of measurements until the
current frame, the associated trajectory is extracted and written to the result list as seen
in ﬁgure 3.5. Alternatively, the ﬁlter states could be used as well to obtain a smoothed
version of the same trajectory. However, this has not been done in the presented imple-
mentation of the algorithm.
3.3.3 A Graph-based Approach to Multi-Region Tracking
Both previously introduced methods decide on unique feature-to-feature correspondences
based on descriptor distance and (in the case of KF-based tracking) the deviation from
a predicted position on the grounds of the so-far available track history. Every feature
has exactly one incoming and/or one outgoing link which can be followed from the ﬁrst
frame of appearance to the last frame in order to assemble all correspondences into a
trajectory. Although the number of potential correspondence candidates within the gat-
ing region will be lower for KF-based tracking, ambiguities may still occur. In the case
of feature disappearances or insufﬁciently discriminatory descriptors, wrong correspon-
dences might be selected, eventually leading to invalid transitions between neighboring
trajectories (deemed outliers in the following). Thus, it would be more favorable to pre-
serve all correspondence candidates until the ﬁnal frame of the image sequence (or for
a predeﬁned number of frames) in order to decide on the best possible set of unique
correspondences on the basis of all the available information. In this section, such a
method is proposed which integrates for every feature all assignment possibilities into
a set of track graphs, gradually constructed by traversing through the image sequence.
Relations (edges) between corresponding features (nodes) are weighted using a combi-
nation of descriptor distance and the response of a path coherence model, which weighs
the motion history of a feature based on a well-known model from the literature. In this
work, the latter is further extended by a term that evaluates and penalizes the relative
changes of feature scales in order to incorporate the additional information supplied by
afﬁne-covariant detectors. Unique trajectories (paths) will be iteratively extracted from
each graph by using Dijkstra’s method for shortest-path graph traversal [Dij59]. It will
be shown in section 3.4.2, that the tracking performance of the presented approach is su-
perior to both other methods with regard to a number of appropriate measures deﬁned in
section 3.4.1. Figure 3.8 illustrates the concept of graph-based tracking and the different
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steps of the algorithm. In the following, the major components are explained in detail.
Data Association and Graph Afﬁliation. In order to ﬁnd all potential correspon-
dences between two adjacent frames, features within a gating distance dG of each other
are compared with regard to their descriptor distances. The data association step is iden-
tical to the tracking method as introduced in section 3.3.1. For each frame pair, all
potential feature correspondences are kept in a list L, which is passed to the graph afﬁli-
ation stage of the algorithm. There, each feature inL is compared against the track graph
storage G in order to determine, if it has been attributed to one of the existing graphs (if
any) so far. If so, the correspondence is inserted into the respective graph. Otherwise,
a new graph is initialized with the associated features as its ﬁrst two nodes and written
to the storage G. If a feature has been assigned to a different graph already, all elements
in both graphs are recursively assigned a common identiﬁcation number and merged to
a single graph. If the end of the image sequence is reached (or if a pre-deﬁned number
of frames has been processed), the contents of G are transferred to the graph traversal
stage. Note, that a major difference to the previously introduced tracking methods lies
in the data processing order: Instead of providing a valid set of trajectories with each
new frame (as with nearest-neighbor and KF-based tracking), the correspondences of
the entire frame set are accumulated, so that the resulting trajectories are only available
after processing the last frame. Thus, this method is only of limited use for time-critical
online tracking systems. It will be shown in the section 3.4 however, that this drawback
is countervailed by a number of beneﬁts, such as an improved localization accuracy and
a reduced number of tracking outliers.
Track Graph Construction and Traversal. A track graph g is deﬁned as a set
of nodes (features) N and edges (relations) E between corresponding features. It is
represented as an adjacency listA where each entryA(m) for every feature rmi in frame
Ii contains the respective list of candidate correspondences rni+1:
A(m) = {n ∈ N|(m,n) ∈ E} (3.38)
Once all frames of a sequence have been processed, a set of track graphs is available
that holds all feasible relations between features within a distance dG of each other. If
several similar features exist within the gating region bounded by dG as shown in ﬁgure
3.9 (note that for feature 3 in the second frame, there exist 2 corresponding features in
the ﬁrst frame), all correspondence relations are modeled into g.
After construction, each track graph g may contain several trajectories which have
to be extracted under the assumption, that each feature may only possess one unique
match. A trajectory is deﬁned as a path between a start-node and an end-node of g (i.e.
nodes that have neither incoming nor outgoing edges). A transition between two nodes
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Figure 3.8: Algorithmic ﬂow of graph-based multi-region tracking: Instead of enforc-
ing uniqueness among the set of region correspondences on the basis of two
frames alone (as with both prior methods), a set of weighted and directed
graphs is constructed instead, which contains all possible (and potentially
ambiguous) correspondences from all frames of a sequence (or for a prede-
ﬁned number of frames). Unique trajectories are extracted from these graphs
by means of shortest-path search based on both descriptor similarity and a
motion model.
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Figure 3.9: Example of a track graph existing in three frames. Regions not active in
the current frame are grayed, rejected correspondences have a dotted line.
Left+Middle: With regard to the initial cost function c from equation 3.39,
the correspondences (1, 3) and (3, 5) are preferred over (2, 3) and (4, 5)
respectively, based solely on descriptor similarity. Right: Using the extended
cost function ce from equation 3.44, the (correct) path (2, 3, 5) is chosen as
ﬁnal trajectory.
m and n from frame Ii to frame Ii+1 is further related with a cost function which, in its
simplest form, reﬂects only the respective descriptor distance:
c(mi, ni+1) = 1− dm,n (3.39)
During graph traversal, the cost of all edge transitions is accumulated and the path with
the highest weight is selected as the optimal and thus most likely path. If a graph contains
several start- and end-nodes, traversal is performed for all plausible combinations. From
the set of all successful traversals, the one with the highest accumulated cost is chosen
as the ﬁnal trajectory.
Path search is performed using Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dij59], which solves the single-
source optimal path problem for directed graphs with non-negative edge weights. Its
idea is to store for each node m in a cost table C the maximal cost path found so far
originating from a start node s, and in a lookup-table P the indexes of the previously
visited nodes. The basic operation of the algorithm is edge relaxation: If there is an
edge from nodemi in frame Ii to node ni+1 in frame Ii+1 which has the highest weight
among all other edges, then the best known path from s tomi can be extended to a path
from s to ni+1. In C, node ni+1 will be assigned the sum of the cost of the old path and
the edge weight c(mi, ni+1) for the new transition. Additionally, mi will be stored as
its predecessor in P.
C[ni+1] = C[mi] + c(mi, ni+1) (3.40)
P [ni+1] = mi (3.41)
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If an end-node e is reached, the optimal path can be easily reconstructed by following
the entries of P back to s. The resulting overall cost is found from a simple table
lookup in C[e]. Under the assumption that a speciﬁc feature can be assigned to a single
trajectory only, all nodes contained in the extracted path are ﬁnally removed from g.
Among the remaining nodes and edges in g, dependencies are then analyzed anew in
order to identify independent sub-graphs. These are processed again iteratively until all
nodes have either been assigned to trajectories or have become isolated.
Experiments have shown that, in cases of high feature density and low discriminatory
power of the descriptors, the number of nodes in a single graph quickly increases, leading
to complex and thus costly traversals. As will be seen in section 3.4.2, this is especially a
problem for the EBR-detector. Also, spurious matches may occur as illustrated in ﬁgure
3.9 (left), where c(11, 32) > c(21, 32). A solution to these problems is to extend the cost
function in equation 3.39 by a term which exploits the fact that, due to inertia, the motion
of observed objects cannot change instantaneously, given a sufﬁcient frame rate. This
assumption, often referred to as path coherence, has previously been used effectively in
tracking applications such as in [SJ87], [VRB01] or [CV99].
According to [SJ87], the guiding principles for modeling a suitable path coherence
function are:
• The function should not be negative.
• The function should consider the amount of deviation in the direction of motion,
not its sense (i.e. left or right). Thus, the sign of the angle of deviation should not
factor into its computation.
• The function should equally respond to increases and decreases in velocity.
• If there is no change in motion characteristics, the function should attain its max-
imum.
Obeying these principles, the following expression has been modeled, which penalizes
changes in both velocity and direction:
Based on the center positions p of three afﬁne-covariant regions rli−1, r
m
i and r
n
i+1 in
consecutive frames, path coherence is computed as
m = 1− w1
[
1− (pl,i−1 − pm,i) · (pm,i − pn,i+1)‖pl,i−1 − pm,i‖‖pm,i − pn,i+1‖
]
−w2
[
1− 2
√
‖pl,i−1 − pm,i‖‖pm,i − pn,i+1‖
‖pl,i−1 − pm,i‖+ ‖pm,i − pn,i+1‖
]
(3.42)
where w1 and w2 are weights for controlling the contributions of direction and velocity
changes respectively. Generally, p is deﬁned as the center of the associated ellipse. The
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Figure 3.10: Path coherence function with two settings for directional coherence (w1)
and velocity coherence (w2). During graph traversal, each feature transi-
tion is weighed with a coherence response value in addition to descriptor
distance. In the case of more restrictive weights (left), motion jitter and
thus the number of outliers within the tracks can be reduced signiﬁcantly.
ﬁrst term of the above expression is termed directional coherence and represents the
dot product of the feature displacement vectors. The second term in equation 3.42 is
referred to as velocity coherence and considers the geometric and arithmetic mean of
the magnitude of both vectors. In [SJ87], the authors note that an additional acceleration
term could be easily added to the given model. However, three consecutive frames would
be necessary for its computation which is the reason why such an extension is generally
discarded in both literature and practical applications. In the original publication, the
model weights in equation 3.42 were chosen as w1 = 0.1 and w2 = 0.9 while Hwang
proposed to use the setting w1 = 0.4 and w2 = 0.6 in [Hwa89]. According to the
authors, the respective values were mainly determined experimentally according to the
characteristics of the respective application. In ﬁgure 3.10, the effects of both settings on
the model response are shown. It can be seen, that the latter setting penalizes direction
changes more severely. In all experiments within this publication, it has proved more
effective in avoiding motion jitter and thus in reducing the number of outliers.
In the following, the original function in equation 3.42 is extended to additionally re-
spond to changes of feature scale in order to make use of additional information supplied
by the afﬁne-covariant detectors. Similar to the velocity term controlled by w2, relative
changes in scale s (which is the square root of the product of major and minor axis of
the associated ellipse) are penalized proportionally to the associated region area. This
leads to the extended path coherence function
me = m− w3
[
1− 2 sl,i−1s
2
m,isn,i+1
s2l,i−1s
2
n,i+1 + s4m,i
]
. (3.43)
This particular expression has been reached by replacing the difference norms in the
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second term of equation 3.42 through the corresponding scale ratios, e.g. ‖pl,i−1 −
pm,i‖=ˆ s
2
m,i
s2
l,i−1
. The feature scales have been additionally squared so that the expression
is proportional to the feature support area (represented by the associated ellipses).
The major beneﬁt of the new expression is a reduction of the number of graph nodes
and thus of computational complexity. In section 3.4.2, this matter will be investigated
in more detail.
Using equation 3.43, the extended cost function is deﬁned as
ce(li−1,mi, ni+1) =
[
1− dl,m + dm,n2
]
me. (3.44)
If a node has several incoming and outgoing edges, the response of the coherence func-
tionme is computed for all possible combinations, favoring the transition with the small-
est deviation in velocity, direction and scale.
The example in ﬁgure 3.9 shows a track graph existing in 3 consecutive frames: re-
gions 1 and 2 are located in the ﬁrst frame while regions 3, 4 and 5 exist in the second
and third frame respectively. Based on the previously discussed groundtruth homogra-
phies from section 2.5.1, the correct trajectory can be determined as the sequence of
features (2, 3, 5). If the simple cost function from equation 3.39 was used, the wrong
path (1, 3, 5) would be chosen, due to dd(1, 3) < dd(2, 3). If the cost function from
equation 3.44 is alternatively used, the transition (2, 3, 5) would be (correctly) preferred
over (1, 3, 5) due to its higher path coherence response.
In the following, a short discussion of the computational complexity of Dijkstra’s
optimal path search method is given. The most complex part of the algorithm is the
process of ﬁnding the best node during graph traversal. The outer loop of the relaxation
step takes up O(N ) time as each node is extracted once (where N is the number of
nodes in a graph). Every time a node is extracted, its outgoing edges must be processed
as well. During each iteration of the loop, each edge will be visited once in total, which
gives the complexity O(E + N ), where E is the number of edges in a graph. The cost
for the extraction of the best node depends strongly on the data structure which is used
for storage. In the most simple (linear) case, it would take O(N ) time to ﬁnd the best
node, giving a total cost of O(N 2) for all nodes. For sparse graphs, where E << N 2,
the algorithm can be implemented more efﬁciently using an adjacency list as introduced
in equation 3.38 in addition with a Fibonacci heap for data storage. In this case, the
complexity can be reduced to O(E +N logN ).
In the next section, the performance of all three methods is evaluated with regard to
a series of appropriate measures, which are specially devised according to the require-
ments of a feature tracking application. These are presented in the following.
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Figure 3.11: Two sets of trajectories for both the bottom- and top-camera of the mea-
surement setup are shown. The results have been obtained by applying the
previously described graph-based tracking method in conjunction with the
MSER-detector to the carton-sequence from chapter 2.
3.4 Evaluation
3.4.1 Tracking Performance Measures
In order to assess the performance of a tracking algorithm, a set of adequate measures
has to be deﬁned. Ideally, a good tracking algorithm should
1. provide a large number of trajectories.
2. produce long trajectories, whose length represents the time of appearance of the
associated feature within the observed scene.
3. exhibit a high localization accuracy in terms of the measures deﬁned in the previ-
ous chapter.
From the above list, a number of tracking performance measures is derived, which are
introduced in the following. Figure 3.11 shows two sets of trajectories for both the
bottom- and top-camera of the measurement setup. The results have been obtained by
applying the previously described graph-based tracking method in conjunction with the
MSER-detector to the carton-sequence from chapter 2.
Inlier score In the previous chapter, a measure for the percentage of successfully
matched regions has been used in order to assess the ability of an afﬁne-covariant region
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detector to detect the same feature repeatedly under varying viewpoints. In this section,
a similar measure is employed for tracking applications. Given a homography Hi,i+1
which relates corresponding object surfaces in two frames, region correspondences may
be identiﬁed based on the area overlap error do as introduced in equation 2.30. In section
2.5.3, two features (or regions) rli and r
m
i+1 were deemed ’corresponding’, if the common
area overlap after applying the transformation rli
′ = Hi,i+1rli was below 50 %, i.e.
do(rli
′
, ri+1) ≤ 0.5. This threshold has been chosen in accordance with the relevant
literature in the ﬁeld and has been discussed previously in this work. In [MTS+05] the
authors state that an overlap of do ≤ 0.5 is still sufﬁcient in most cases for a robust
descriptor to match two regions succesfully.
Based on do, the inlier score is introduced in this section as a measure for the percent-
age of correspondences taken from the set of all trajectories with an area overlap error of
do ≤ 0.5, i.e. they are inliers to the respective groundtruth transformation Hi,i+1. The
inlier score pi is deﬁned as
pi =
F−1∑
i=1
{(ri ↔ ri+1)l|do(r′i, ri+1) ≤ 0.5, l ∈ {1...Li}}
Li
, (3.45)
where the frame index i runs from the ﬁrst to the penultimate frame F −1. The subscript
l denotes the l − th region correspondence from the set of all Li correspondences for
the current frame pair {Ii, Ii+1}.
Equivalently, the outlier score is deﬁned as
po = 1− pi. (3.46)
For subsequent applications, such outliers pose a signiﬁcant problem, if for example
the motion of an object is estimated based on a number of feature trajectories and an
appropriately parameterized model. If the latter contained a high number of outlier cor-
respondences, the estimation procedure would be more likely to fail depending on its
robustness. Figure 3.12 illustrates the problem: There, two trajectories compete for the
same feature candidate (gray circle). While the latter originally belongs to the lower tra-
jectory (boxes), it is assigned to the upper one (triangles) instead. The resulting outlier
correspondence contributes negatively to the inlier score pi according to equation 3.45.
Thus, the latter can also be seen as a measure for the suitability of a tracking method for
the use in parameter estimation.
Trajectory lengths and number While the above-deﬁned inlier score pi only re-
ﬂects if a region has been successfully tracked (with respect to its area overlap error after
transformation), it does not take into account the number of features within the trajectory
of which it is part. To this end, the length of a trajectory pl is additionally evaluated. In
order to avoid that trajectories containing outlier correspondences contribute positively
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Figure 3.12: Two trajectories compete for the same feature (gray circle). While it origi-
nally belongs to the lower trajectory (boxes), it is falsely assigned to the up-
per one (triangles). The resulting outlier correspondence contributes nega-
tively to the inlier score pi.
to pl, they are split up at positions where do > 0.5. Figure 3.12 illustrates a situation,
where a wrong assignment leads to a misleadingly long trajectory (pl = 7 instead of
pl = 4) due to a single outlier correspondence.
An additional indicator for tracking performance is given by the number of trajec-
tories pn. As with pl, trajectories containing elements with an area overlap error of
do ≥ 0.5 are split up. If many such outliers exist however, the resulting number of tra-
jectories naturally increases, as long tracks are split up into several shorter ones. Thus,
this measure should always be seen in conjunction with pl. Ideally, a tracking algorithm
produces trajectories that are both long and numerous.
Trajectory accuracy. Finally, trajectories are evaluated with regard to the localiza-
tion accuracy of the contained features. For every correspondence ri ↔ ri+1 within a
trajectory, both area overlap error do and position error dl according to equations 2.30
and 2.31 are computed. Similar to the detector evaluation in section 2.5, both measures
will be analyzed statistically for every tracking method presented here.
3.4.2 Descriptor-based Region Trackers
In the following, the three tracking methods introduced in section 3.3 are evaluated with
regard to the above-deﬁned performance measures. For each of the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant
detectors from the previous chapter, the results of the respective algorithms are discussed
and compared against each other. For region description, both SIFT and SPIN are used.
To facilitate the ﬂow of the argument, the following abbreviations are introduced: For the
multi-region tracking algorithm with constant gating region size from section 3.3.1, the
term local tracking is used, as decisions on a speciﬁc correspondence are always made
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Table 3.1: Investigated range of the maximally permissible descriptor threshold dd,max
for graph-based tracking.
MSER IBR EBR HARAFF HESAFF
SIFT 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.5 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.5 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.35 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.5 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.5
SPIN 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.35 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.35 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.2 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.35 0.1 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.25
within the local context of the respective gating region. Further, the abbreviation KF-
based tracking is chosen for the multi-region tracking algorithm using Kalman-ﬁltering
from section 3.3.2, while the graph-based multi-region tracker from section 3.3.3 is re-
ferred to as graph-based tracking.
A note on matching complexity. As noted in section 2.2.3, the descriptive power
of SIFT is generally superior to SPIN, albeit at the expense of higher computational
complexity. The maximum number of correspondences for a given image sequence and a
speciﬁc detector is naturally bounded by the number of features within the gating region
used in the matching procedure. As observed in ﬁgure 2.33, an increase in the maximally
permissible descriptor distance dd,max during matching also increases the number of
resulting region correspondences. For SPIN-descriptors, this upper bound of accepted
correspondences (positives) is reached for a much lower setting of dd,max than with
SIFT-descriptors. At the same time, the number of rejected correspondences (negatives)
increases accordingly as seen in the same diagram. Based on these observations, a one-
to-one comparison of both descriptors by simply selecting the same descriptor threshold
is hardly possible.
In ﬁgure 2.34 of the same section, the dependency of the percentage of inliers was
additionally tested against the number of correspondences. It has been shown, that for
the same number of matched regions, the percentage of inlier correspondences is signif-
icantly lower for SPIN (with regard to the groundtruth homographies in section 2.2.4).
Also, the amount of rejected candidates in form of the ratio negatives
positives
as seen in the
lower diagram of the same ﬁgure, is more favorable in the case of SIFT-based corre-
spondences. Thus, there exists no linear transformation of dd that would relate these
descriptors. As a consequence, each comparison between both is more of a qualitative
than of a quantitative nature.
For local and KF-based tracking, the complexity of the matching problem is directly
controlled by the size of the gating regions. In the case of weak descriptors, all can-
didates within them are selected as potential match candidates. Accordingly, the com-
plexity of the combinatorial optimization procedure grows exponentially with O(n3).
To this end, ﬁgure 2.28 in the previous chapter is a good indicator for the complexity of
each afﬁne-covariant detector. As can be seen, region density (and thus n) is especially
high for the EBR-detector.
For the graph-based tracking approach, the additional load of traversing the con-
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structed track-graphs has to be considered. In section 3.3.3, the complexity of traversal
has been estimated as O(E +N logN ). To this end, the dependency of the number of
nodes N and edges E on dd,max has been evaluated for all ﬁve detectors and both de-
scriptors in ﬁgure 3.13. While for IBR and HARAFF,N and E are comparably low even
for dd,max = 0.5, EBR suffers from increasing complexity: For dd,max = 0.35, almost
25% of all EBR-graphs contain more than 40 nodes while in the upper 5-percentile, their
number exceeds 400 with up to 5000 edges. For higher settings of dd,max, path extrac-
tion in acceptable time is no longer possible. Notably, the complexity of HESAFF-based
graphs is much lower than for EBR, although according to ﬁgure 2.21, the number of
region correspondences is signiﬁcantly higher. Based on these results, the maximally
permissible descriptor thresholds have been limited according to table 3.1.
Percentage of Inliers In ﬁgure 3.14.1, the inlier percentage pi is shown as a func-
tion of the maximally permissible descriptor threshold dd,max for local tracking. It
can be seen, that for SIFT-based trajectories pi stays well above 95 % over the entire
range of investigated settings of dd,max. While the MSER-detector maintains a rela-
tively constant pi, the EBR-detector exhibits the most signiﬁcant decrease among all
other methods, especially on the interval 0.4 ≤ dd,max ≤ 0.5. Between IBR, HARAFF
and HESAFF however, differences are marginal. If SPIN is used as region descrip-
tor instead, pi rapidly degrades with increasing dd,max until a rate of pi = 85 % at
dd,max = 0.5. For MSER-regions, pi stays above 97 % for all settings of dd,max. By
considering the number of neighboring regions for this detector from 2.28 in the previ-
ous chapter, this behaviour ﬁnds an explanation: Among all detectors, MSER provides
the smallest number of regions, which are most distinctive with regard to the mean shape
overlap do. Thus, the probability for outlier correspondences is accordingly low as well.
Notably, the inlier percentage for HESAFF-regions with dd,max ≥ 0.3 is far better than
for IBR- or HARAFF-regions, although the number of neighboring regions is higher
(with do almost equivalent). For the EBR-detector, a setting of dd,max > 0.35 lead to a
strong increase in the number of potential correspondences within the gating region. The
combinatorial optimization step from section 2.5.2 was thus too complex with regard to
practical usability.
In ﬁgure 3.14.2, the inlier percentage pi as a function of dd,max is shown for KF-
based tracking. For the SIFT descriptor, the performance essentially compares to local
tracking. Only for MSER-regions, pi is slightly lower if Kalman-ﬁltering is used. With
regard to SPIN however, KF-based trajectories show a better performance, especially if
HESAFF-regions are used. While for the ﬁrst method pi falls below 90 % for dd,max ≥
0.4, KF-based trajectories stay above pi ≥ 92 % for all investigated settings of dd,max.
In ﬁgure 3.14.3, the inlier percentage pi as a function of dd,max is shown for graph-
based tracking. It can be seen, that pi stays well above 97 % for all ﬁve detectors with
both SIFT- and SPIN-descriptors. Especially for the latter, the improvement of pi with
regard to the other tracking methods is signiﬁcant. In practice, this means a signiﬁcant
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3.13.1: Number of graph nodes.
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3.13.2: Number of graph edges.
Figure 3.13: The diagrams show the median number of nodesN (top) and edges E (bot-
tom) within a track graph (diamond markers) for both SIFT and SPIN, the
25%- and 75%-percentiles (solid lines) and the 5%- and 95%-percentiles
(dashed lines). The complexity of track-graph traversal is directly depen-
dent on both E and N with complexity O(E + N logN ). Additionally,
table 3.1 shows the limits on the maximally permissible descriptor distance
dd,max for each detector/descriptor combination.
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reduction of the probability to encounter outliers (i.e. correspondences with do > 0.5)
in the resulting trajectories. This is especially the case for the SPIN-descriptor, which
performs almost identical to the SIFT-descriptor at the beneﬁt of reduced computation
time in both generation and distance computation.
Number of Trajectories. In ﬁgure 3.15.1, the number of trajectories pn is shown
for local tracking. As before, all ﬁve detectors have been evaluated, in conjunction
with either SIFT- or SPIN-descriptors. For both methods, the relative ordering of the
detectors stays essentially the same, with HESAFF as the undoubtedly superior method.
The second-highest number of trajectories is reached by EBR, albeit with signiﬁcant
distance to HESAFF. The MSER-detector shows the worst performance with only 16 of
the trajectories found by the best detector. Also, there is almost no increase in pn to be
observed over the entire range of dd,max. For SPIN, pn reaches a level of saturation
for dd,max ≈ 0.4 while with SIFT, pn still shows an increase, even at dd,max = 0.5.
With MSER, the number of trajectories saturates for dd,max ≈ 0.15 − 0.20 already.
This might be owed to the low number and comparably low density of regions within
the investigated image sequences, as shown in table 2.10 and ﬁgure 2.28.
Except for HARAFF, the relative ordering of the detectors is identical to ﬁgure 2.20
in the previous chapter, where the relative number of correspondences was evaluated
against the maximally permissible region overlap do,max, although the relations between
the detectors are of different magnitudes. Especially the relative difference between
HESAFF and EBR is much more pronounced in ﬁgure 2.20.
In ﬁgure 3.15.2, pn as a function of dd,max is shown for KF-based tracking. For
EBR and HESAFF, the number of trajectories is slightly higher than for local tracking
while for MSER, IBR and HARAFF results are essentially identical. Also, the relation
between detectors is largely identical to local tracking.
Finally, graph-based tracking has been analyzed with regard to pn in ﬁgure 3.15.3.
Notably, the number of trajectories is signiﬁcantly lower than with both local or KF-
based tracking. While the relative ordering of the detectors stays the same, pn is lower
by approximately 20 %. For smaller settings of dd,max however, differences between
the three methods are less pronounced (≈ 5 % with SIFT at dd,max = 0.2).
Distribution of Trajectory Length In ﬁgure 3.16.1, the dependency of trajectory
lengths dl on descriptor distance dd is shown, again for both SIFT- (top) and SPIN-
descriptors (bottom). The diagrams show the median pl (diamond markers), the 25- and
75-percentiles (solid lines) and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from
all sequences. In all diagrams, a clear dependency of pl on descriptor distance is observ-
able. Generally, trajectories are longer if the descriptors of the associated features are
similar to each other. Especially for MSER-regions, this relation is most obvious. With
MSER, more than 50 % of all tracks contain at least 6 features for dd ≤ 0.2 (from 10
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3.14.1: Multi-region tracking with constant gating region
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3.14.2: Multi-region tracking using Kalman-ﬁltering
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3.14.3: Graph-based multi-region tracking
Figure 3.14: Inlier percentage pi as a function of the maximally permissible descriptor
threshold dd,max for the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant region detectors.
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3.15.3: Graph-based multi-region tracking
Figure 3.15: Number of trajectories pn as a function of the maximally permissible de-
scriptor threshold dd,max for ﬁve afﬁne-covariant region detectors. In order
to avoid that trajectories containing outlier correspondences contribute pos-
itively to pl, they have been split up at positions where do > 0.5.
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frames of each sequence). Clearly, MSER-regions are superior to all other detectors with
regard to pl, especially for small descriptor distance. For the remaining detectors, the
same dependency exists as well, although not as pronounced. The second-best detector
is IBR, although differences toward the remaining three methods are comparably small.
With SIFT, differences between EBR and HESAFF are marginal while with SPIN, the
performance of HESAFF is slightly better.
Notably, differences between local tracking and KF-based tracking are virtually non-
existent. For all detectors and for both SIFT and SPIN, the resulting distributions and
dependencies are largely identical. Thus, the diagrams in ﬁgure 3.16.1 are used to rep-
resent the results for both methods.
In ﬁgure 3.16.2, the results for graph-based tracking are shown. Compared to local
and KF-based tracking, the decrease of pl with increasing descriptor distance is much
less obvious, although trajectory lengths are generally higher with every detector. Fur-
ther, it can be said that HESAFF-based trajectories are superior to EBR for both SIFT
and SPIN. As before, MSER again shows the best performance among all detectors,
while there are almost no differences between EBR and IBR to be observed.
Position error In ﬁgure 3.17.1, the dependency of the position error dl on descrip-
tor distance dd is shown for local tracking with either SIFT- (top) or SPIN-descriptors
(bottom). The diagrams show the median error (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-
percentiles (solid lines) and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all
sequences. The relative ordering of the detectors corresponds to the right side of ﬁgure
2.36, where the distribution of dl over the n-percentile has been evaluated. Repeatedly,
MSER-regions show the smallest position error with the 75-percentile of dl below 5 pel
over the entire investigated range of dd. In all diagrams, an approximately linear depen-
dency of dl on descriptor distance exists. Except in the case of MSER, the position error
is generally lower for SIFT-based trajectories than with SPIN.
In ﬁgure 3.17.2, the results for KF-based tracking are shown. Compared to local
tracking, the distribution of dl is almost identical for all ﬁve detectors and both descrip-
tors.
Lastly, ﬁgure 3.17.3 shows the results for graph-based tracking. While the relative
ordering of the detectors essentially stays the same, the overall position error is signiﬁ-
cantly lower than with either local or KF-based tracking with regard to both the medians
and the outer percentiles. For MSER-based trajectories however, the improvement is
marginal.
Area overlap error Further, ﬁgure 3.18.1 shows the dependency of the area overlap
error do on descriptor distance dd for local tracking. As before, the results for both
SIFT- (top) and SPIN-descriptors (bottom) are given. The diagrams show the median
error (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines) and the 5- and 95-
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3.16.1: Multi-region tracking with constant gating radius. Notably, differences between local tracking and KF-
based tracking are virtually non-existent. For all detectors and for both SIFT and SPIN, the resulting distributions
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3.16.2: Graph-based multi-region tracking
Figure 3.16: Trajectory length pl as a function of descriptor distance dd for the ﬁve
afﬁne-covariant region detectors is shown, based on either SIFT- (top)
or SPIN-descriptors (bottom). The diagrams show the median pl (dia-
mond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines) and the 5- and 95-
percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences. In order to avoid
that trajectories containing outlier correspondences contribute positively to
pl, they have been split up at positions where do > 0.5. The minimally
required length for the inclusion of a trajectory in the evaluation has been
set to pl = 3.
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3.17.3: Graph-based multi-region tracking
Figure 3.17: Position error dl as a function of descriptor distance dd for ﬁve afﬁne-
covariant region detectors is shown, based on either SIFT-descriptors (top)
or SPIN (bottom). 113
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percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences. As with dl, there is a clear
linear dependency of do on descriptor distance to be observed. The higher dd, the larger
are the corresponding overlap errors. In accordance with the distribution of do on the left
side of ﬁgure 2.36 in the previous chapter, both HARAFF and HESAFF show the highest
errors. Between EBR and IBR, there exist only few differences while MSER-regions
show the smallest do. Notably, the overlap error is slightly smaller, if SPIN-descriptors
are used during tracking.
Secondly, ﬁgure 3.18.2 shows the result for KF-based tracking. As with dl, the results
are comparable to local tracking although in this case, there are no signiﬁcant differences
between SIFT and SPIN to be observed.
Finally, ﬁgure 3.18.3 shows the results for graph-based tracking. While MSER again
shows the lowest error, the second-best performance is notably achieved by EBR-based
trajectories. Also, contrary to dl, the error is essentially the same as with both other
tracking methods (except for IBR). Thus, graph-based tracking seems to improve the
position accuracy alone, while the area overlap error stays approximately the same.
Robustness against perspective distortion In this section, the general robust-
ness of descriptor-based region matching against perspective transformations of the ob-
ject plane is evaluated with regard to the number of matches and the percentage of
inliers. Contrary to the previous sections, the subsequent processing of the resulting
correspondences with either one of the presented tracking methods is not considered
here. Given the automated turn-table described in section 2.3, the rotation angle φ be-
tween two frames is increased by 5° with each step, starting from a frontoparallel view
(0° ≤ φ =≤ 30°) of the investigated objects. For all rotation experiments, a maxi-
mally permissible descriptor distance of dd,max = 0.5 has been selected. Figure 3.19
additionally shows the corresponding frames of the carton-sequence (bottom camera).
Figure 3.20.1 shows the percentage of inliers pi (left) and the number of matches
(right) as a function of the rotation angle for the SIFT-descriptor. Considering pi at
φ = 5°, the results are approximately identical to ﬁgure 3.14.1, where the dependency
of pi on descriptor similarity dd has been evaluated for local tracking. Until a rotation
of φ = 20°, the number of inliers for SIFT-based correspondences remains essentially
constant, with only minor differences between the detectors. For a rotation above φ ≥
20°, pi starts to decreases linearly. In this regard, the MSER-detector performs worst
with pi ≈ 50 % at φ = 30° while the IBR-detector exhibits the highest robustness
against rotation with pi ≈ 85 % at φ = 30°.
Considering the number of matches (right), the HESAFF-detector is clearly superior,
followed by the EBR-detector in considerable distance. The relative ordering of the
detectors and the ratios between them is largely consistent with ﬁgure 3.15, where the
number of trajectories pn is evaluated as a function of dd,max. As with pi, the slope
decreases for φ ≥ 20°, although not with the same steepness.
Figure 3.20.2 shows the corresponding results using SPIN. Except for MSER, pi is
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3.18.2: Multi-region tracking using Kalman-ﬁltering
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3.18.3: Graph-based multi-region tracking
Figure 3.18: Area overlap error do as a function of descriptor distance dd for ﬁve afﬁne-
covariant region detectors is shown, based on either SIFT- (top) or SPIN-
descriptors (bottom). 115
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Figure 3.19: 7 frames of the carton-sequence (bottom camera) with a turn-table rotation
of 5° between neighboring frames.
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3.20.1: SIFT-based correspondences
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3.20.2: SPIN-based correspondences
Figure 3.20: The above diagrams show the percentage of inliers pi (left) and the number
of matches (right) as a function of the rotation angle φ for the ﬁve afﬁne-
covariant detectors.
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3.21.1: SIFT-based correspondences
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3.21.2: SPIN-based correspondences
Figure 3.21: The above diagrams show the median position error dl (left) and the median
area overlap error do (right) as a function of the rotation angle for the ﬁve
afﬁne-covariant detectors.
generally lower by ≈ 10 %− 20 %. As before, there is a moderate decrease of pi until
a rotation angle of φ = 20°. With further increasing φ, the steepness of the slope grows
as well. With regard to the number of matches, HESAFF and EBR perform slightly
better than with SIFT-based matching while for MSER, the number of matches is slightly
lower with SPIN. Figure 3.21 shows the median position error dl (left) and the median
overlap error do (right) as a function of φ for both SIFT-descriptors and SPIN. With all
diagrams, there is a steadily growing error with increasing φ to be observed. Between
both descriptors, there exist no signiﬁcant differences.
Concluding, afﬁne-covariant regions provide a certain robustness against perspective
transformations of the image plane. However, for a rotation above φ ≥ 20°, the matching
performance and the localization accuracy rapidly decrease.
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3.4.3 Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Tracker: A Reference
A well-known and widely used feature tracking method for computer-vision applica-
tions is the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi- or KLT-tracker as introduced in section 3.2.4. The
basic principle of this method is the alignment of a template window within a reference
frame to a target window in a second frame such that the similarity of the image sig-
nals within both is maximized, according to equation 3.22. The algorithm consists of
two stages: In the ﬁrst stage, a pure translational model with 2 degrees of freedom is
used to ﬁnd corresponding features within neighboring frames Ii and Ii+1 under the
assumption, that appearance changes are small. In the second stage, a similarity mea-
sure is computed between the ﬁrst frame of feature appearance and the current frame
under an afﬁne model with 6 degrees of freedom. The underlying assumption is that the
longer a feature is tracked, the more signiﬁcant will be the appearance change toward
the ﬁrst frame. Here, a pure translational model would be an insufﬁcient representation.
The similarity coefﬁcient resulting from the estimated afﬁne transformation parameters
is used as a quality measure: if it falls below a predeﬁned threshold, the corresponding
trajectory is terminated, otherwise tracking is continued to the next frame Ii+1.
A signiﬁcant disadvantage of the KLT-tracker is its inability to select the feature scale
automatically. Detection is performed using the second-order moment matrix as deﬁned
in equation 2.1, which involves the convolution of the image signal with a Gaussian
ﬁlter kernel of predeﬁned size and circular shape. The desired target feature size has to
be provided manually by a human expert (e.g. according to the predominant feature size
in the image sequence). Also, there are no region descriptors involved for the assignment
of corresponding features. Thus, a one-to-one reproduction of the evaluation within the
previous section is hardly possible. Alternatively, experiments have been performed for
several settings of the convolution window size wc. In the following, the performance
measures introduced in section 3.4.1 are used to compare the KLT-tracker to the afﬁne-
covariant region trackers evaluated within the previous section.
Percentage of Inliers In ﬁgure 3.22, the percentage of inliers pi and outliers po
has been evaluated as a function of the convolution window size wc (right). For small
settings of wc, the percentage of outliers within the feature trajectories attains as much
as po = 60 % (for wc = 10 pel). With increasing window size however, pi rapidly
increases, until a rate of almost 100 % for wc ≥ 40 pel. Obviously, a large window
size is a sound precondition for the stable estimation of the afﬁne similarity model. The
smaller wc, the higher the probability for false decisions, which is especially evident in
the case of multiple similar features within a close neighborhood of each other.
Compared to the results of the afﬁne-covariant detectors in ﬁgure 3.14, the perfor-
mance of the KLT-tracker is clearly superior with regard to pi (given a sufﬁcient window
size), although most detectors achieve a performance close to pi = 100 % as well, given
a sufﬁciently low setting of the maximally permissible descriptor distance dd,max.
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Figure 3.22: Percentage of inlier correspondences pi with do ≥ 0.5 as a function of
the convolution window size wc. Additionally, the percentage of outliers is
given, which is deﬁned as po = 1− pi.
Number and length of trajectories. In ﬁgure 3.23, the distribution of trajectory
length pl (left) and numbers pn (right) are evaluated as a function of wc. Compared to
ﬁgure 3.16, pl is signiﬁcantly lower for the KLT-tracker than for afﬁne-covariant regions
for every investigated choice of wc. For almost all settings of dd (with both SIFT- and
SPIN-descriptors) and each detector, pl is superior for the latter. Only for the smallest
investigated window size (wc = 10 pel), more than 25 % of all trajectories exhibit a
length of pl ≥ 5. Notably, the trajectory lengths decrease with increasing window size.
Like in the previous section, tracks have been split up at positions, where an element
exceeded do > 0.5 in order to mitigate the inﬂuence of outliers on the evaluation results.
On the right side of ﬁgure 3.23, the number of trajectories pn is additionally given,
also as a function of wc. Notably, pn shows an increase until a maximum of approxi-
mately 6000 trajectories for a convolution window size of wc = 40 pel. With further
increasing window size, pn decreases and eventually falls below pn ≤ 2000. Compared
to ﬁgure 3.15, the KLT-tracker can not compete with a HESAFF- or EBR-based tracker
but comes at level or even exceeds HARAFF, IBR and MSER. For graph-based tracking
as seen in ﬁgure 3.15.3, the difference between KLT- and region-based tracking is even
smaller.
Position and area overlap error In ﬁgure 3.24, the dependency of the median
position error dl (left) and the median area overlap error do (right) have been evaluated
as a function of wc. As with pl and pn, there exists a dependency of both dl and do
on the convolution window size. For low settings of wc, the position error is generally
low as well. For larger settings of wc however, dl remains essentially constant with
a median error of dl,50 ≈ 9 pel. In comparison to the results in ﬁgure 3.17, the KLT-
tracker is thus clearly inferior to region-based tracking with regard to dl. Considering do,
one has to keep in mind that feature detection is based on circular convolution kernels.
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Figure 3.23: Trajectory length pl as a function of the convolution window size wc (left):
The diagram shows the median length (diamond markers), the 25- and 75-
percentiles (solid lines) and the 5- and 95-percentiles (dashed lines), esti-
mated from all sequences. The right side shows the number of trajectories
pn as a function of wc.
Thus, perspective distortions do not reﬂect in region shape, as with the afﬁne-covariant
detectors. Figure 3.24 (right) shows a notable decrease in do with increasing window
size. For a setting of wc ≥ 80 pel, the area overlap error stays below do ≤ 20 %
for 95 % of all evaluated trajectories. Compared to the results in ﬁgure 3.18, the KLT-
tracker is inferior for small window sizes, but draws level with most detectors for larger
settings of wc with respect to do. However, the processing time increases considerably
for large settings of wc, as more measurements have to be considererd during parameter
estimation.
Robustness against perspective distortion In ﬁgure 3.25.1, the robustness of
the KLT-tracker against increasing perspective distortion of the observed objects has
been evaluated. Using the automated turn-table from the measurement setup, the rotation
angle increment between two frames has been set to 5°. The curves show both the
number of tracking inliers pi (left) and the number of matches (right) as a function of the
overall turn-table rotation φ. All experiments have been performed with a ﬁxed setting
for the convolution window size at wc = 40 pel, which corresponds to the maximum
number of trajectories in ﬁgure 3.23. As can be seen, pi decreases from ≈ 100 % at
φ = 5° to almost 0 % at φ = 30°. The same experiment has also been conducted
previously in section 3.4.2 using the afﬁne-covariant detectors instead. There, the inlier
percentage never fell below pi = 40 %, even for a signiﬁcant perspective distortion
at φ = 30°. For SIFT-based tracking, pi even stayed above 60 % (except for MSER-
regions).
Similarly, the number of matches (right) also decreases rapidly with increasing φ from
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Figure 3.24: Position error dl (left) and area overlap error do (right) as a function of
the convolution window size wc: The diagrams show the median errors
(diamond markers), the 25- and 75-percentiles (solid lines) and the 5- and
95-percentiles (dashed lines), estimated from all sequences.
well over 3000 at φ = 5° to almost zero at φ = 30°. A comparably steep decrease
could not be found for either one of the detectors in ﬁgure 3.20. For a rotation angle
of φ = 5° however, the KLT-tracker can easily compete with the best afﬁne-covariant
detector (HESAFF). At φ = 15° however, pn is already lower for KLT than for any of
the ﬁve detectors.
Finally, the dependency of the median position error dl and the median overlap error
do on turn-table rotation has been evaluated in ﬁgure 3.25.2. As φ increases, both mea-
sures also rise accordingly. Both steepness and curve progression are well comparable to
ﬁgure 3.21, where the same behavior can be observed for all afﬁne-covariant detectors.
Also, the KLT-tracker is less robust against increasing perspective distortions than the
afﬁne-covariant detectors from the previous section.
Concluding, the performance of the KLT-tracker strongly depends on the selected
convolution window size wc, which has to be predeﬁned manually and does not change
during the entire tracking procedure. Thus, the tracker is limited in its ability to react to
signiﬁcant changes of feature scales. With regard to the percentage of inliers pi, KLT has
shown clearly inferior for small settings of wc. For larger settings, pi increased to a rate
of almost 100 %, which is superior to afﬁne-covariant tracking. Considering both length
and number of the detected trajectories however, the KLT-tracker is clearly inferior. KLT
could draw level for few combinations of detector types, descriptor distances and convo-
lution window sizes, but was outperformed otherwise. The same was observed for both
dl and do. With increasing perspective distortion, the performance of the KLT-tracker
rapidly decreased, with both pi and pn dropping to near zero for φ > 25°.
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3.25.1: Percentage of inliers pi and number of matches.
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3.25.2: Median position error dl and overlap error do.
Figure 3.25: The above measures are evaluated as a function of the rotation angle for a
ﬁxed window size of wc = 40 pel.
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3.5 Chapter Conclusion
One of the major contributions of this chapter is the comparison of three descriptor-
based multi-region tracking algorithms, which operate on sets of afﬁne-covariant re-
gions with methods of increasing complexity. All three methods involve two major
stages, which are region detection and correspondence assignment. While the detection
of afﬁne-covariant regions has been discussed extensively in chapter 2, this chapter was
mainly concerned with the latter stage.
The ﬁrst (and most simple) proposed tracking method searches for every region in
the current frame an appropriate correspondence within a circular gating region of pre-
deﬁned size around the same position in the next frame. Potential ambiguities between
regions are resolved for each frame pair using a global optimization technique (local
tracking). The second tracking method employs a model-based state prediction of the
presumed feature location within the next frame using a Kalman-ﬁlter in order to narrow
the search area and thus reduce the number of correspondence candidates (KF-based
tracking). As with local tracking, potential ambiguities between regions are resolved
using the same global optimization technique. It has been shown, that both methods
exhibit a relatively large number of tracking outliers (i.e. region correspondences with
an area overlap error of do ≥ 0.5).
To this end, a third (and novel) tracking method is proposed, which keeps all corre-
spondence candidates (including ambiguities) until the end of an image sequence (or for
a predeﬁned number of successive frames) and integrates these into several weighted
and directed graphs (graph-based tracking). Transitions from one region to the next (i.e.
graph-edges) are weighed using both descriptor distance and a motion model. The latter
is based on a well-known model from the literature and has been extended within this
work to integrate additional region information supplied by the afﬁne-covariant detec-
tors. Thus, instead of prematurely selecting the locally most probable candidate (as with
local and KF-based tracking), decisions on unique correspondences are postponed until
sufﬁcient global evidence has been gathered that allows for an improved extraction of
trajectories by means of weighted graph-traversal.
The main purpose of the evaluation within this chapter has been three-fold. Firstly, the
three above-mentioned tracking methods have been compared to each other with regard
to a number of appropriate performance measures. Secondly, as each method has been
implemented using the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant region detectors from the previous chapter,
the suitability of the latter for descriptor-based tracking has been additionally evaluated.
Also, a detailed comparison to the well-known KLT-tracker has been presented. In the
following, the major results are brieﬂy summarized.
In order to evaluate the performance of the resulting trajectories, a number of adequate
measures has been deﬁned which includes the percentage of inliers pi to the groundtruth
homographies relating the object surfaces between adjacent frames (i.e. correspondences
with an area overlap error of do ≤ 0.5), the distribution of trajectory length pl, the
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number of resulting trajectories pn and the localization accuracy in terms of position
error dl and area overlap error do. Also, robustness under varying perspective distortion
has been evaluated by increasing the inter-frame angular increment φ of the automated
turn-table.
For all three tracking methods, comparable results are achieved with regard to the
inlier percentage pi. If SIFT-descriptors are used for correspondence assignment, pi is
well above 95 % for all investigated settings of the maximally permissible descriptor
distance dd,max. The performance of graph-based tracking however is slightly better
than of local or KF-based tracking, with pi ≥ 98 % for all ﬁve detectors. If the less
distinctive SPIN-descriptors are used for correspondence assignment instead of SIFT, pi
shows a steep decline with increasing dd,max (for local and KF-based tracking). For
graph-based tracking however, the performance of SIFT-based and SPIN-based tracking
is almost identical, with an inlier percentage above pi ≥ 97 % for all settings of dd,max.
Among the ﬁve detectors, MSER shows the best performance with signiﬁcant distance
to the second-best candidate.
With respect to the number of trajectories pn, the HESAFF-detector provides the
best results with all three tracking methods, followed in considerable distance by EBR.
Among all detectors, MSER performs worst with only ≈ 17 % of the number of tra-
jectories attained with HESAFF-based tracking. Notably, differences between using the
SIFT- or SPIN-descriptor with regard to pn are very small. Whith KF-based tracking,
pn is slightly larger compared to local tracking, but only for HESAFF and EBR. For
graph-based tracking, the number of trajectories is approximately 10% − 20% smaller
than with the other two methods.
Considering the distribution of trajectory lengths pl, MSER-based tracking provides
the longest trajectories with all three methods, followed with distance by the IBR-
detector. Between the remaining detectors, differences are only minor. If the descriptor
distances between the elements of a trajectory decreases, an increase in pl can generally
be observed. This behavior was found for all three tracking methods. Notably, no signif-
icant differences could be observed between the results of local and KF-based tracking
while for graph-based tracking, pl was slightly larger. This observation is consistent
with the smaller number of resulting trajectories provided by the graph-based method,
assuming an identical number of detected regions in each frame.
Further, it has been shown that there exists a dependency between both position error
and area overlap error and the distance of region descriptors among the elements of a
trajectory. If the latter is large, the probability for a high error is signiﬁcantly increased.
This observation could be made for all three tracking methods. While differences are
generally small between local and KF-based tracking, the graph-based method exhibits
a signiﬁcantly lower error for all ﬁve detectors and for both SIFT- and SPIN-descriptors.
The relative ordering of the afﬁne-covariant detectors (with all tracking methods) gen-
erally corresponds to the evaluation results presented in the previous chapter. While
MSER showed the lowest errors, EBR performed worst closely followed by IBR.
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Lastly, the robustness of the afﬁne-covariant detectors against perspective distortions
of the image content has been evaluated. It could be shown, that with increasing turn-
table rotation φ, both the percentage of inliers as well as the number of matches de-
creased. Until φ ≈ 20°, the decline was still moderate for all detectors and both SIFT-
and SPIN-descriptors. For φ > 20°, the steepness of the decline increased signiﬁcantly
for both measures. Secondly, the position error dl and the area overlap error do have
been testes against increasing φ. For all ﬁve detectors, an increase in both error mea-
sures was found. As before, the MSER-detector performed best in this respect. Between
SIFT- and SPIN-descriptors however, differences were generally small.
In order to assess the performance of afﬁne-covariant region tracking with respect
to the existing literature, a comparison to the well-known KLT-tracker was additionally
presented. It could be shown, that the performance of the latter highly depends on the
convolution window size wc, which has to be preselected manually and does not change
during the entire tracking procedure. Thus, the tracker is limited in its ability to react to
signiﬁcant changes of feature scales. With regard to the percentage of inliers pi, KLT has
shown inferior to afﬁne-covariant tracking for small settings of wc. For larger settings,
pi increased to a rate of almost 100 %, which is superior to afﬁne-covariant tracking but
comes at the price of greatly increased computational complexity, as more measurements
have to be considered during parameter estimation. With regard to both length and
number of the detected trajectories however, the KLT-tracker has shown clearly inferior.
For few combinations of detector types, descriptor distances and convolution window
sizes, KLT could draw level but was outperformed otherwise. The same behaviour has
been observed with regard to both dl and do. With increasing turn-table rotation (and
thus perspective distortion), the performance of the KLT-tracker rapidly decreased. For
φ > 25°, both pi and pn dropped to near zero. In this respect, the afﬁne-covariant
detectors in conjunction with the proposed tracking approaches have shown superior as
well.
Concluding, the traditional KLT-tracker has shown inferior to all three methods based
on afﬁne-covariant regions, especially in the case of signiﬁcant perspective distortions.
Among the latter, the use of Kalman-ﬁltering to predict the presumed location of regions
in future frames improved the tracking performance slightly, especially with regard to
the number of trajectories and to the percentage of inliers. The newly introduced graph-
based method showed clearly superior with respect to most of the considered measures,
including (and in particular) localization accuracy. Only the number of resulting tra-
jectories was inferior to local and KF-based tracking. Thus, if one can afford the com-
putational burden of graph-traversal and the delayed availability of tracking results, the
graph-based method should be preferred.
The presented tracking concepts and the evaluation results serve as a prerequisite for
the subsequent chapter 4, but may also be used in a self-contained way for the selection
of an appropriate appropriate tracking method and a suitable afﬁne-covariant detector
for a given target application. The major aspects have also been published in [HJA08a].
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4 Binocular Region Tracking and Spatial
Reconstruction
4.1 Chapter Introduction
In the previous chapter, several monocular feature tracking techniques have been pre-
sented. Given a single camera, the two-dimensional motion of a set of afﬁne-covariant
regions has been observed by assigning inter-frame correspondences on the basis of re-
gion descriptors and by appropriately resolving ambiguities. Within this chapter, the
second camera of the measurement setup is additionally used to extend the analysis of
object motion to three dimensions. To this purpose, a novel technique is proposed which
takes as input two sets of monocular feature trajectories (one from each camera of the
stereo setup) and performs a correspondence analysis such that the most similar trajec-
tories between both camera views are assigned to each other. The resulting matches
are three-dimensional and thus represent the spatial motion of the associated objects (in
conjunction with the camera calibration parameters).
In the literature, methods for three-dimensional scene reconstruction are often referred
to as stereo techniques, e.g. in [FP02]. Generally, these involve three main steps. Firstly,
a two-camera setup has to be calibrated with regard to both intrinsic and extrinsic pa-
rameters as described in chapter 2. Secondly, corresponding elements between both
cameras have to be identiﬁed for each pair of images. To this respect, a classiﬁcation of
appropriate techniques into two broad categories is usually made in the literature: With
intensity-based methods, correspondence search is performed based on intensity proﬁles
of the two images, while with feature-based techniques, appropriate salient locations
(features) are ﬁrst extracted from the images and correspondence search is applied to
these instead. A short overview of both intensity-based and feature-based techniques is
presented within the background section of this chapter. Thirdly, each identiﬁed cor-
respondence between both cameras is projected into the three-dimensional world coor-
dinate system by using the calibration parameters from the ﬁrst step. The result is a
three-dimensional point cloud in world space, which represents the scene in front of the
camera setup. However, information on object motion is not provided by such methods
as correspondences between neighboring frame pairs do not exist. The method proposed
in this section thus extends conventional stereo techniques by establishing temporal links
between the reconstructed 3D-points. This process is referred to as binocular tracking.
Compared to monocular tracking, there exist two fundamental differences. Firstly,
corresponding features are observed by different cameras. Depending on both mea-
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surement setup and camera hardware, this might lead to synchronization errors, strong
perspective distortions between the two viewpoints (foreshortening) and different imag-
ing characteristics (such as brightness, contrast or sensor noise). Secondly, instead of
searching for potential correspondences within a two-dimensional gating area, a one-
dimensional search along the respective epipolar line is sufﬁcient (given the camera
calibration parameters). Depending on the number and density of identiﬁed features
within a scene, this limits the number of matching candidates and thus the potential for
ambiguities.
In this work, only feature-based stereo matching is considered. Intensity-based meth-
ods have already been subject to extensive evaluation, e.g. in [SS02]. Given the ﬁve
afﬁne-covariant detectors from the previous chapters, correspondence search between
both cameras is performed using histogram-based region descriptors. As with monocu-
lar tracking, either the SIFT- or SPIN-method are used for this purpose. Potential ambi-
guities between both cameras are resolved using a combinatorial optimization approach,
such that the ﬁnal set of inter-camera region correspondences is unique.
However, as with monocular tracking, conventional optimization is based on a single
frame pair only. In the case of high region density and low descriptor distinctiveness,
the number of mismatches between similar regions is usually very high. Depending on
both focal length and distance of the two cameras from each other, such mismatches
may lead to severe errors in spatial depth of the reconstructed points. One of the major
contributions of this chapter is thus the proposition of a novel stereo technique, which
greatly reduces the number of such matching errors, especially with less distinctive re-
gion descriptors.
Basically, the proposed binocular tracking technique may be decomposed into three
major stages: (1) monocular region detection and tracking, (2) trajectory correspondence
assignment and (3) spatial reconstruction. While the ﬁrst stage has been extensively dis-
cussed in the previous chapters already, the current chapter is concerned with the latter
two. In order to provide a sound basis for resolving ambiguities between both cam-
eras, the conventional feature-to-feature matching on the basis of a single frame pair is
extended to trajectory-to-trajectory matching based on multiple frame pairs. The new
method works as follows: Firstly, monocular tracking is performed separately in both
cameras of the stereo setup according to the graph-based algorithm introduced in the pre-
vious chapter. Secondly, potentially corresponding features are searched between both
cameras, based on descriptor similarity. Each match corresponds to a three-dimensional
point in the world coordinate frame. Similar to graph-based monocular tracking, ev-
ery reconstructed point is inserted as a new node into a graph structure. In the case of
matching ambiguities, each one is treated as a single graph node. Based on the set of
monocular feature trajectories from the ﬁrst step, edges are introduced into the graph
such that two nodes are connected, if either one of the associated afﬁne-covariant re-
gions belong to the same two-dimensional trajectory. Finally, unique spatial trajectories
are extracted by means of weighted graph traversal using the same techniques as in the
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previous chapter. The basic idea of matching corresponding trajectories instead of single
features between two views of a scene has also been investigated in [NJ93] and [NJW92]
in the context of particle tracking velocimetry.
In addition to an improved matching uniqueness, the proposed method also provides
information on the spatial motion of the observed objects, as correspondences between
temporally adjacent frames are supplied by monocular tracking in the ﬁrst stage of the
algorithm. It will be shown in an extensive evaluation, that the new method is superior
compared to conventional feature-based stereo matching.
This chapter is organized as follows: Firstly, a brief overview of stereo techniques
from the literature is presented in background section 4.2. Secondly, a traditional stereo
technique based on feature-to-feature matching and the above-mentioned novel method
based on matching trajectories are presented in section 4.3. Finally, an evaluation of the
reconstruction results is given in section 4.4. A summary of the major results concludes
this chapter in the last section 4.5.
4.2 Background: Overview of Stereo Matching Techniques
Correspondence and reconstruction The projection of rays of light onto the
sensor of a digital camera produces an image of the world, that is inherently two-
dimensional. In order to reconstruct information on the depth of an observed object,
a second image from a different viewpoint is needed. Given two such images Il and Ir ,
two problems have to be solved:
1. For a given point x1 = [x1, y1]T in Il, determine to which point x2 in Ir it
corresponds to. The term corresponds means that both x1 and x2 are images of
the same physical point X = [x, y, z]T in world space. This is what is commonly
known as correspondence problem in the literature [Fau93][HZ03].
2. Given two corresponding points x1 and x2, compute the 3D-coordinates of X
relative to a global reference coordinate system. This is generally known as the
reconstruction problem.
Disparity and depth The most simple conﬁguration of the two cameras of a stereo
system is the parallel case. In this conﬁguration, the two image planes are horizontally
displaced and coplanar in space. Also, both cameras have identical focal length. Given
a scene point X and its two projections x1 and x2 as shown in ﬁgure 4.1 (left), the
disparity d between both is deﬁned as
d = x2 − x1 . (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Stereo normal camera conﬁguration. A spatial point X = [x, y, z]T in the
world coordinate system is projected into two parallel cameras with identical
focal length fc. The dashed lines represent rays of light from X through the
camera centers O1 and O2 onto the image plane. There, they appear as the
images of X at horizontal positions x1 and x2. The base width b denotes the
absolute distance between the two camera centers.
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As there exists no vertical parallax between the cameras, the relation y1 = y2 holds. The
depth measure z of X is related to the disparity d as
z = fc · b
d
, (4.2)
where fc is the focal length of both cameras and b represents the absolute distance dis-
tance between the camera centers O1 and O2. The latter is also referred to as the base
width of the stereo setup. In parallel camera conﬁgurations (also called stereo normal
conﬁguration), correspondence search can be restricted to the horizontal (and thus one-
dimensional) scan lines of the images. Thus, the search for potential correspondences
is greatly simpliﬁed. In most applications however, cameras are not arranged in a true
stereo normal conﬁguration. If however both extrinsic and intrinsic calibration parame-
ters are known, the taken images may be transformed into the latter. Given the calibra-
tion data from section 2.4, this has been performed for all evaluated images sequences.
Extensive information on stereo normal conﬁgurations an on epipolar geometry can be
found in [Fau93] or [HZ03].
Intensity-based stereomatching Approaches to the correspondence problem may
be broadly classiﬁed into two categories, i.e. intensity-based and feature-based. Meth-
ods from the ﬁrst category perform the matching procedure directly on the intensity pro-
ﬁles of the two images. With the second category however, features are ﬁrst extracted
from the images and the matching procedure is applied to the features instead. One of
the earliest attempts to intensity-based matching was proposed by Barnard in [Bar87],
where an energy function was minimized using simulated annealing as an optimization
procedure. Robert [RDF92] later proposed the use of a multi-resolution scheme in con-
junction with a smoothness constraint. In addition to a pure horizontal disparity, this
approach also allowed for a vertical parallax. The major advantage of using intensity-
based methods is a dense disparity map, which provides information on the depth of
every pixel in the image. Unfortunately, convergence of said energy functions to the
correct minimum is not always ensured, leads to spatial reconstruction errors. Also,
not every location in an image provides sufﬁciently distinctive information to allow for
a unique matching. An alternative approach in intensity-based stereo matching is the
window-based method. The general idea is to match only locations in an image, that
contain a sufﬁciently high variation of the intensity signal in both coordinate directions.
One of the ﬁrst approaches to detecting such salient locations is Moravec’s interest op-
erator [Mor79], which was widely used in a great variety of stereo matching systems.
Once interesting points have been detected, a simple correlation scheme is applied in the
matching process in order to assign regions that are sufﬁciently correlated.
One of the major problems of window-based stereo-matching is to ﬁnd an adequate
size of the correlation window. If the latter is chosen too small, intensity variations
within will not be distinctive enough to allow for an unambiguous localization. In this
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case, a high number of false matches results. If the window size is chosen too large
instead, resolution and thus accuracy is lost, since neighboring regions with possibly
different disparities (e.g. at object borders) will be considered jointly. Also, in the case of
signiﬁcant perspective distortions of the image content, a rectangular or circular window
is an insufﬁcient representation. This effect has already been discussed in chapter 2.
There, ﬁgure 2.3 illustrates the problem. An extensive overview and comparison of
intensity-based stereo matching techniques may be found in [SS02].
Feature-based stereo matching With feature-based approaches, each pair of im-
ages from the two cameras is ﬁrst preprocessed by an appropriate detector, which ex-
tracts features that are stable under viewpoint changes. Instead of directly matching
the intensity values as with the intensity-based method, a normalized multi-dimensional
descriptor is computed for each feature. The matching process is then reduced to mea-
suring the euclidean distance between the associated descriptors. Within this chapter,
the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant region detectors introduced in section 2.2.2 are used within the
detection step. As in the previous chapter, either SIFT- or SPIN-descriptors are used
for region description. In contrast to window-based matching, afﬁne-covariant detectors
are able to automatically adapt both size and shape of the support region to the underly-
ing image content. Thus, the premature setting of a constant window size as with most
intensity-based methods is avoided. Given their obvious advantages, only feature-based
techniques are considered for evaluation within this work. An overview of feature-based
stereo matching techniques may be found in [LT94].
4.3 Concepts for Feature-based Stereo Matching
4.3.1 Single-Frame Stereo Matching
In this section, a concept for the three-dimensional reconstruction of two-dimensional
afﬁne-covariant regions given two camera views is presented. Figure 4.2 illustrates the
three basic steps of the algorithm, which are introduced in the following.
Data association In the ﬁrst step, potential correspondences between the regions
detected in both cameras have to be identiﬁed for every frame pair. Similar to the region
tracking methods discussed in the previous chapter, descriptor distance between two
regions is used as a similarity measure. Additionally, the perpendicular deviation from
the epipolar line (i.e. the scan line) is used. The greater the vertical parallax, the higher
will be the depth error of the reconstructed point. Given two potentially corresponding
regions rmi,1 and r
n
i,2 within the frames Ii,1 and Ii,2 respectively (where the subscripts 1
and 2 refer to the ﬁrst and second camera) , the epipolar distance de is deﬁned as
de = |ym − yn| , (4.3)
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which is the absolute difference between the y-positions of the region centers within
the images. As indicated in ﬁgure 4.2, the set of all correspondence candidates L may
well contain ambiguous elements, i.e. the same region within the ﬁrst camera is claimed
by several regions within the second camera or vice-versa. In the data association step
however, dependencies between competing regions are not yet resolved. This is done in
the subsequent optimization step. In the end, each correspondence must be unique, as
both associated regions are images of the same physical object.
Combinatorial optimization If for a given region from the ﬁrst camera there ex-
ist several potential correspondences along the epipolar line with sufﬁciently similar
descriptors, correspondence ambiguities arise. There may occur two cases: Firstly, a re-
gion in the ﬁrst camera may ﬁnd several potential correspondences in the second camera.
In this case, the most similar candidate (with regard to dd and de) is to be chosen while
the remainder of dependent candidates is discarded. This approach is generally referred
to as nearest-neighbor assignment, because the ﬁnal region correspondences are nearest
to each other in terms of their euclidean distance in descriptor space. Secondly, a re-
gion in the second camera may be additionally claimed by several regions from the ﬁrst
camera. In this case, the simple nearest-neighbor assignment is no longer guaranteed
to provide the best possible results. Depending on the region processing order and on
the dependencies between both cameras, it is well possible, that the local decision on
the optimal candidate for a speciﬁc region might entail several sub-optimal assignments.
Thus, it would be more favorable to ﬁnd a global solution to the region-to-region assign-
ment problem for each pair of frames, which considers all potential pairings at the same
time. To this end, a combinatorial optimization approach is needed, which analyzes the
interconnections between the regions of two frames and at the same time provides the
subset of correspondences which globally minimizes the overall dd and de. In the pre-
vious chapter, such a method has already been used in the context of monocular region
tracking, based on the well-known Hungarian algorithm. Details on the latter may thus
be found in section 3.3.1. The result of the combinatorial optimization procedure based
on this method is a reduced set of unique correspondences L0 with minimal overall
descriptor and epipolar distance.
Spatial reconstruction Given a unique set of corresponding regions Lo between
both cameras, spatial reconstruction is performed on the basis of equation 4.2. As shown
in the measurement setup from ﬁgure 2.10, the world coordinate center is deﬁned as the
origin of the bottom camera O1. As can be seen in ﬁgure 4.2 (bottom-left), the result
is a three-dimensional point cloud, which qualitatively reﬂects the rotation of a planar
object on the automated turn-table. However, information on the motion of the observed
object is not available with this approach, as correspondences only exist between both
cameras and for a single time step. In order to reconstruct the spatial motion of a re-
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Figure 4.2: Algorithmic ﬂow of descriptor-based region-to-region stereo matching:
Firstly, potential correspondences for all regions from the ﬁrst camera are
searched along the respective epipolar lines (which coincide with the scan
lines for stereo normal conﬁgurations), yielding a set of initial (and poten-
tially ambiguous) correspondence candidates L. Secondly, a subset L0 of
these candidates is extracted such that only unique correspondences exist
and the overall descriptor distance dd and the epipolar distance de of L0 are
minimal. These two goals are achieved by means of combinatorial optimiza-
tion using the Hungarian method. Thirdly, spatial reconstruction of every
correspondence is performed based on base width and focal length of the
stereo setup.
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constructed region-pair, additional information on the movement of both within their
respective camera is needed.
4.3.2 Multi-Frame Graph-based Stereo Matching
Although the combinatorial optimization of ambiguous correspondences provides the
best possible assignment between the regions of both cameras, only a single time-instant
is considered with the previously discussed method. Hence, in the case of high region
density and low descriptor distinctiveness, the number of mismatches between similar
regions is usually very high. Depending on both focal length and the base width of the
stereo setup, such mismatches may lead to severe errors in spatial depth of the recon-
structed points. To this end, a novel stereo matching technique is proposed, which greatly
reduces the number of such matching errors (especially with less distinctive region de-
scriptors) and at the same time provides spatial trajectories instead of mere 3D-points.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the basic steps of the algorithm, which are introduced in the fol-
lowing.
Graph-basedmonocular region tracking In the ﬁrst step of the algorithm, monoc-
ular region tracking is performed in each camera separately, using the graph-based
method from the previous chapter. The two resulting sets of unique two-dimensional
trajectories T1 and T2 are then forwarded to the data association stage. Basically, every
other tracking method might be used for this purpose (e.g. the KLT-tracker). However,
as will be seen later, the graph-based method from section 3.3.3 is most appropriate,
since many of its functions are also used for the proposed graph-based stereo matching
technique and thus ﬁt nicely into the overall algorithmic concept. Two sets of example
trajectories for both the bottom- and top-camera are shown in ﬁgure 3.11 in the previous
chapter.
Data association Given the two sets of trajectories T1 and T2 from the ﬁrst and sec-
ond camera, dependencies between both sets are identiﬁed in this step. Two trajectories
are deemed dependent on each other, if they share at least one potential region pair. The
latter are identiﬁed (as with the previous method) based on both descriptor distance dd
and on the deviation from the epipolar line de. The result of this step is a set of dis-
joint groups D of interdependent trajectories: Within each group in D, all trajectories
share at least one common region. Between two groups from D, no such dependencies
exist. This separation is necessary in order to reduce the complexity of combinatorial
optimization, which is performed during graph construction.
Graph construction Given a set of interdependent trajectories inD, the 3D-position
of every region correspondence is computed using the base-width b and the respective
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Figure 4.3: Algorithmic ﬂow of graph-based stereo matching.
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disparity d. As no uniqueness has been enforced yet, the set of correspondences may
still contain ambiguities. Thus, if a speciﬁc region in the ﬁrst camera has been assigned
to multiple regions in the second camera, each pair results into an individual 3D-point
Pui , where i denotes the frame index and u ∈ U (the total number of 3D-points in the
sequence). Figure 4.4 illustrates the principle. There, a region r1i,1 in the left camera
has two potential correspondences r1i,2 and r
2
i,2 in the right camera (red markers). From
the two pairs r1i,1 ↔ r1i,2 and r1i,1 ↔ r2i,2, the 3D-points P1i and P2i are reconstructed.
It is obvious, that a coexistence of both is not physically feasible. In order to enforce
uniqueness among the reconstructed points later in the algorithm, a dependency list F is
incrementally built. In conventional stereo reconstruction, region matching between the
two cameras is performed anew with each new time step. The result after processing an
entire sequence of frames is a temporally independent 3D-point cloud in world space.
In the proposed approach, temporal matching is additionally performed, based on the
available monocular region trajectories from the previous step. As illustrated in ﬁgure
4.4, P1i is connected to P3i+1 based on a two-dimensional intra-camera correspondence
from region tracking (gray line). In order to assign two nodes, it is sufﬁcient that the
corresponding regions in a single camera are connected to each other. Thus, if a trajec-
tory is incomplete or split in one camera, there may still exist a spatial connection, if the
associated regions in the second camera have been successfully tracked. It will be shown
later, that the resulting spatial trajectories are superior to the monocular trajectories with
regard to their length.
Formally, if a region rmi,1 associated with Pui and a region rni+1,1 associated with
Pvi+1 are linked two-dimensionally via the track sets T1 and T2, the resulting 3D-points
are also linked to each other. Such temporal relations between 3D-points in neighboring
frames are modeled using a square adjacency matrix A of size U × U . For each cor-
respondence Pui ↔ Pvi+1, the respective entry is set to A(u, v) = 1. This procedure
corresponds in principle to the graph-based tracking approach from the previous sec-
tion. In analogy to the latter, all spatial points P are considered as graph nodes, while
the tracking-based dependencies among them are introduced as graph edges. For each
group of trajectories in D, a matrix A is constructed along with a list of interdependent
nodes F . Finally, each pair g = [A,F ] is stored in a list G3, which contains the same
number of elements as in D.
Graph traversal In this step, uniqueness is enforced within each element of G3 by
removing a subset of ambiguous graph nodes by means of shortest-path search. To this
purpose, all start nodesNs and end nodesNe are detected for each g ∈ G3 by examining
the adjacency matrix A for rows u and columns v, which have no incoming or outgoing
edges, respectively. Then a shortest-path search between all feasible combinations of
elements fromNs andNe is performed using Dijkstra’s algorithm as described in section
3.3.3. A combination is considered feasible, if the time index is smaller for the start node
than for the end node. By enforcing this constraint, the number of potential pairings
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Figure 4.4: Stereo graph construction: For a given region r1i,1 in the left camera, two
potential correspondences r1i,2 and r
2
i,2 exist along the epipolar line within
the right camera (red line). For both pairs, spatial points P1i and P2i are
constructed. As a result from monocular region tracking within each camera,
a temporal correspondence r1i+1,1 (green) has been assigned to r
1
i,1 (gray
line). Thus, the spatial points P1i and P3i+1 are also connected.
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and thus computational complexity is reduced, especially with longer sequences. Edge
transitions between two nodes are weighted using the descriptor distance between the
associated regions (i.e. dd(rmi,1, rni,2)) and the motion model from equation 3.42. Among
all traversals through A, the best path is extracted and kept as the ﬁrst resulting spatial
trajectory. Based on A and F , all traversed and dependent nodes are then removed from
the graph. On the reduced set of nodes, a second shortest-path search is performed.
This process is repeated, until there are no nodes or edges (and thus trajectories) left in
A. This procedure is performed on all elements in G3. After the last iteration, a set of
unambiguous 3D-trajectories exists, which represents the spatial motion of the observed
objects. In the next section, a thorough evaluation and comparison of both presented
methods is performed.
4.4 Evaluation
4.4.1 Matching Performance Measures
In order to assess the quality of the reconstructed 3D-trajectories, a set of adequate mea-
sures has to be deﬁned. In analogy to section 3.4.1 from the previous chapter, the result-
ing 3D-trajectories should ideally
1. be equivalent or superior to the set of 2D-trajectories from intra-camera monocular
tracking with regard to their length.
2. reﬂect the 3D-surface of the observed objects (i.e. a plane).
3. reﬂect the measurement setup (i.e. a rigid object positioned on a turn-table with a
ﬁxed angular increment)
From the above list, a number of performance measures is derived, which are introduced
in the following.
Trajectory lengths As described in section 4.3.2, the proposed algorithm for the
spatial reconstruction of object motion ﬁnds temporal correspondences by combining
monocular region trajectories from both cameras. In order to assign two spatial points,
it is sufﬁcient that the corresponding two-dimensional regions in a single camera are
connected to each other. Thus, if a trajectory is incomplete or split in the ﬁrst camera,
there may still exist a spatial connection, if the associated regions in the second camera
have been successfully tracked. Therefore, the distribution of spatial trajectory lengths
pl is compared against the results from monocular feature tracking. Ideally, the latter are
inferior for both the ﬁrst and the second camera. Additional information on the proposed
measure may be found in section 3.4.1 of the previous chapter, where an evaluation of
different concepts for monocular region tracking has been performed.
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xo
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Figure 4.5: Distance w of a point P0 from a regression plane. In order to obtain the
orthogonal distance dp, vector w has to be projected onto the plane normal
vector v. The scalar entity dp is used as an error measure for the assessment
of spatial point accuracy.
Orthogonal distance from regression plane A commonality of all observed ob-
jects in ﬁgure 2.11 is the (approximate) planarity of their surfaces. As can be seen, the
area for region detection has been limited by appropriate bounding polygonals (dashed
white lines). Thus, all reconstructed 3D-points (at the same time instant) should theo-
retically be coplanar. In the following, a measure is derived based on a statistical model
ﬁt, which allows for the assessment of 3D-point accuracy in terms of their orthogonal
distance from a regression plane. As mentioned before, the results of this evaluation
should not be considered absolute, due to deviations of the object surfaces from perfect
planarity. Instead, all curves should be seen relative to each other (e.g. the relative per-
formance of ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors for a given method, or of two methods for a
given detector).
Given a plane in three dimensions of the form
ax+ by + cz + d = 0 (4.4)
and a point P0 = [xo, yo, zo]T according to ﬁgure 4.5, the normal of the plane is deﬁned
as
v =
[
a
b
c
]
(4.5)
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and a vector w from the plane to the point is given by
w = −
[
x− xo
y − y0
z − z0
]
. (4.6)
In order to compute the orthogonal distance of P0 to the plane, the vector w has to be
projected onto the normal vector v. The resulting absolute distance dp is given as
dp =
|v ·w|
|v| (4.7)
= |ax0 + by0 + cz0 + d|√
a2 + b2 + c2
. (4.8)
This can be expressed in a more convenient way using the plane representation in Hes-
sian normal form as
dp = nˆ ·P0 + p , (4.9)
where nˆ = v|v| is the unit normal vector of the plane and p =
d√
a2+b2+c2
.
The expression from equation 4.9 represents the error measure used for the evalua-
tion of all 3D-points P. In order to achieve a stable estimate of the plane parameters
in equation 4.4, the inﬂuence of outliers has to be mitigated using a robust estimation
approach. To this purpose, the RANSAC-method from section 2.2.4 is used in a differ-
ent conﬁguration. The latter estimates an initial model (i.e. the parameter set) from 3
randomly selected points and evaluates the consent of the entire dataset to this model. If
a sufﬁciently high number of inliers exist, the resulting parameters are used as starting
values for a reﬁned least-squares estimate of the plane.
Least-squares estimation of a rotating rigid-bodymodel The regression plane
estimation from the previous chapter enables the direct assessment of a set of spatial
points under the assumption, that the observed object surfaces are planar. For the evalua-
tion of the region-to-region matching method from section 4.3.1, this is largely sufﬁcient.
For the novel trajectory-to-trajectory method from section 4.3.2 however, the accuracy
of the resulting spatial trajectories is only insufﬁciently captured. Thus, an appropriate
method is presented in the following.
To this purpose, the measurement setup described in section 2.10 has been modeled
mathematically. A sketch of the model is shown in ﬁgure 4.6. It is assumed that the
bottom-camera represents the origin of the world coordinate system. Further, the turn-
table (represented by a gray disc) is assigned a local coordinate system of its own, whose
y′-axis is congruent with the rotation axis r. The table is rotated by a ﬁxed angle of
φ = 5° between two frames. However, the x′- and z′-axes remain ﬁxed.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic model of the measurement setup shown in section 2.3. The turn-
table (gray disc) rotates around an axis d (red) with a ﬁxed angle of φ = 5°
between two frames. A spatial point P1i (red ball) is thus rotated onto a new
position P2i+1 (green ball). The origin of the bottom camera O1 is assumed
to be the center of the world coordinate system.
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Given φ, a 3D-point P1i,T in turn-table coordinates is rotated from time index i into
i+ 1 according to
P1i+1,T
′ = RφP1i,T , (4.10)
where the rotation matrix Rφ is deﬁned as
Rφ =
[ cosφ 0 sinφ
0 1 0
− sinφ 0 cosφ
]
. (4.11)
As can be seen from the matrix structure, the rotation is performed around the y′-
axis of the local turn-table coordinate system. For a point correspondence of the form
P2i+1 ↔ P1i as supplied by the track matching algorithm from section 4.3.2, the relation
P1i+1,T
′ = P2i+1,T must hold in the ideal case. In order to verify this relation, a trans-
formation of both points into the turn-table coordinate system has to be performed. The
necessary equations are derived in the following.
As shown in ﬁgure 4.6, a point P1i given in world coordinates can be expressed in
turn-table coordinates by following a vector u from the origin of the world coordinate
system to the intersection point of the turn-table rotation axis r and the xz-plane. From
there, the origin of the turn-table coordinate system can be reached by following r for
a scalar distance λ. In order to facilitate the estimation process, λ is set to zero. Note
that for clarity of demonstration, this setting has not been adapted in ﬁgure 4.6. Once
the turn-table origin is reached, both coordinate systems have to be aligned to each other
with regard to the direction of the three axes. This is achieved by means of a rotation
matrix RWT . Assuming that x − x′ and z− z′ are aligned already, the transformation
of the y-axis onto the y′-axis is given by the matrix
RWT = I + 2y′y− 1y · y′ (y + y
′)(y + y′)T , (4.12)
where I is a 3×3 unity matrix [Luh00]. The assumption y = [0, 1, 0]T further facilitates
equation 4.12 to
RWT =
⎡
⎣ 1− 11+yy′ x2y′ xy′ − 11+yy′ xy′yy′−xy′ yy′ −zy′
− 11+yy′ xy′zy′ zy′ 1−
1
1+yy′
z2y′
⎤
⎦ , (4.13)
where [xy′ yy′ zy′ ]T are the coordinate components of the y′-axis. Given the aligned
coordinate axes, the point P1i can be reached by simply following P1i+1,T
′ as illustrated
in ﬁgure 4.6.
The model parameters to be estimated are the x- and z-component of the intersection
between rotation axis r and the ground plane [ux 0 uz]T , and the components of r,
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which are expressed as
r =
[ cos(θ) sin(α)
cos(α)
sin(θ) sin(α)
]
. (4.14)
The rotation axis has been expressed in spherical coordinates, so that the remaining
parameters to be estimated are α and θ.
For a pair of points P2i+1 ↔ P1i , the euclidean distance dr between both is expressed
as:
dr = ‖u + RWTRφR−1WT
[
P1i − u
]
−P2i+1‖ . (4.15)
Finally, given a set of spatial trajectories, the model parameters [ux, uy, α, θ] are found
from all point correspondences using a least-squares estimation with equation 4.15 as the
model function. For an ideal point cloud free of errors, dr should be zero with every pair
of 3D-points.
4.4.2 Single-Frame Stereo Matching
Regression plane estimation. In the following, the single-frame stereo matching
algorithm from section 4.3.1 is evaluated using regression plane estimation. Figures 4.7
and 4.8 show the results for the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors. At each time step, re-
gions from the bottom and top camera of the measurement setup have been matched
based on the distance of the associated descriptors. The left columns show the results
for SPIN-based matching while in the right columns SIFT-descriptors have been used.
As described in section 4.3.1, the Hungarian method has been used for resolving as-
signment ambiguities such that the resulting correspondences are unique. A regression
plane has been estimated from the 3D-points using a robust RANSAC-based estimation,
followed by a least-squares reﬁnement. For all detectors except MSER, the SPIN-based
reconstruction contains a signiﬁcantly higher number of outliers than with SIFT. This
coincides with the previous chapters, where SPIN-based trajectories were also inferior
with regard to the percentage of outlier correspondences and localization accuracy. With
SIFT-based matching, the reconstructed points lie much closer to the estimated regres-
sion planes. However, the ﬁgures only permit a purely qualitative assessment.
With regard to the number of reconstructed points, the HESAFF-detector is clearly
superior, followed with distance by the EBR-detector. Notably, the remaining detec-
tors show similar numbers of reconstructed regions. According to the results from the
previous chapter, a threshold of dd,max = 0.3 on the maximally permissible descrip-
tor distance has been chosen for SIFT-based reconstruction. For SPIN-descriptors, the
setting dd,max = 0.2 was used instead. Both settings lead to a comparable number
of correspondences, as can be seen in table 4.1. There, the number of reconstructed
3D-points is shown for all detectors and both SIFT and SPIN.
In ﬁgure 4.9, the orthogonal distance of all points from the respective regression plane
dp is plotted against the n-percentile. The diagram may be interpreted as follows: For
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Figure 4.7: Single-frame stereo matching: Reconstructed 3D-points, regression planes
for each frame and estimated rotation axis. For results of HARAFF and
HESAFF see ﬁgure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Single-frame stereo matching: Reconstructed 3D-points, regression planes
for each frame and estimated rotation axis. For results of EBR, IBR and
MSER see ﬁgure 4.7.
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Figure 4.9: Single-frame stereo matching: Distribution of the regression plane residual
error dp over the n-percentile.
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Table 4.1: Number of reconstructed 3D-points for all ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors
using single-frame matching with SIFT (top row) and SPIN (bottom row)
descriptors.
MSER IBR EBR HARAFF HESAFF
SIFT:
∑
3D-points 2333 2633 5669 2397 8833
SPIN:
∑
3D-points 2044 2570 5802 2185 9261
a given error dp, the percentage of points with a lower error may be found by inter-
secting the respective detector curve. With IBR and SPIN-based matching for example,
approximately 70 % of all points have an error of dp ≤ 20 pel. For SPIN-based points,
the regression error is signiﬁcantly higher than for SIFT-based points. This result co-
incides with the evaluation of monocular trajectories from the previous chapter, where
SPIN-based trajectories were generally inferior with regard to accuracy. Thus, although
the computational complexity of SPIN is clearly smaller than for SIFT-descriptors, the
use of the former for stereo reconstruction leads to a signiﬁcantly higher error rate and
should be used only in applications, where processing power is limited and accuracy is
of secondary importance.
Notably, there exist only minor differences between HARAFF-, HESAFF- and EBR-
based points. For all three methods, the amount of points with an error of dp ≤ 20 pel is
at 60 %. The performance of IBR is slightly better for both SIFT- and SPIN-descriptors.
Among all ﬁve methods, MSER achieves the best performance, with 80 % of all points
below dp = 10 pel. Notably, there is no signiﬁcant difference between both descriptors
to be seen. This observation again coincides with the evaluation results from the previous
chapters, where a more detailled discussion on this topic may be found.
4.4.3 Multi-Frame Graph-based Stereo Matching
Regression plane estimation. In the following, the multi-frame stereo matching
algorithm from section 4.3.2 is evaluated using regression plane estimation. Figures
4.10 and 4.11 show the results for the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors. As in the previous
section, regions from the bottom and top camera of the measurement setup have been
matched based on the distance of the associated descriptors. Again, the left columns
show the results for SPIN-based matching while in the right columns SIFT-descriptors
have been used. There are two major differences to single-frame matching to be noted.
Firstly, the number of reconstructed points is signiﬁcantly lower for all ﬁve detectors.
This observation can be explained by the smaller number of two-dimensional regions
which are available for matching, as shown in ﬁgure 3.15 in section 3.4.2. Table 4.2
additionally shows the number of successfully reconstructed regions for all ﬁve detec-
tors, which allows for an additional quantitative comparison. Secondly, the amount of
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reconstruction outliers is much smaller than with single-frame reconstruction. This ob-
servation is especially evident for the HESAFF-detector, where the spread around the
regression plane is signiﬁcantly lower. Also, there exist almost no differences between
SIFT- and SPIN-based matching. Thus, contrary to conventional single-frame recon-
struction, the new method permits the use of the less-distinctive but also less expensive
SPIN-descriptor. This proves beneﬁcial in applications, where the available hardware is
limited.
Table 4.2: Number of reconstructed 3D-points for all ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors
using multi-frame matching with SIFT (top row) and SPIN (bottom row)
descriptors.
MSER IBR EBR HARAFF HESAFF
SIFT:
∑
3D-points 1830 778 1506 242 2238
SPIN:
∑
3D-points 1482 640 1422 156 2290
Additionally, ﬁgure 4.12 shows the distribution of residuals for all ﬁve detectors and
both descriptors over the n-percentile. As indicated by the qualitative distribution of re-
constructed points in ﬁgures 4.10 and 4.11, the residual errors for multi-frame matching
are signiﬁcantly lower than with single-frame matching. Although SIFT-based points
still perform better, the distance to SPIN is clearly smaller. Compared to ﬁgure 4.9, the
relative ordering of the detectors is still identical. While MSER is again superior with
regard to reconstruction accuracy, the HESAFF-detector shows the worst performance
among all ﬁve methods.
Rigid-body model estimation. In addition to single-frame matching, the proposed
multi-frame method also captures temporal relations between the reconstructed points
in adjacent frames. Thus, not only a spatial point cloud but a set of trajectories results.
This additional information has not yet been considered in the previous evaluations. To
this purpose, the previously described turn-table rotation model is used in a least-squares
estimation. However, due to the nature of the model, results can only be obtained for
multi-frame and not for single-frame matching. The estimated parameters represent the
turn-table rotation axis r, which has also been visualized in ﬁgures 4.10 and 4.11. In
ﬁgure 4.13, the distribution of the error residuals dr according to equation 4.15 over
the n-percentiles can be seen. Most notably, there exist almost no differences between
SIFT- and SPIN-based reconstruction. Except for the HESAFF-detector, the residual
errors using SPIN-descriptors are higher. The relative ordering of the ﬁve detectors is
widely identical to the regression plane estimation in ﬁgure 4.12: While MSER shows
the lowest error among all detectors with 60 % of all points below dr ≤ 5 pel, HESAFF
exhibits the highest errors with 40 % of all points above dr ≤ 8 pel for both SIFT- and
SPIN-based points.
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Figure 4.10: Multi-frame stereo matching: Reconstructed 3D-points, regression planes
for each frame and estimated rotation axis. For results of HARAFF and
HESAFF see ﬁgure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Multi-frame stereo matching: Reconstructed 3D-points, regression planes
for each frame and estimated rotation axis. For results of EBR, IBR and
MSER see ﬁgure 4.10.
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Figure 4.12: Multi-frame stereo matching: Distribution of the regression plane residual
error dp over the n-percentile.
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Figure 4.13: Multi-frame stereo matching: Distribution of the turn-table model residual
error dr over the n-percentile.
Trajectory lengths. One of the major advantages of the proposed multi-frame track-
ing method is its ability to link two spatial points on the basis of only a single monocular
trajectory. As elaborated in section 4.3.2, a broken link in the ﬁrst camera may easily
be compensated for by an existing link in the second camera. In this section, the dis-
tribution of trajectory length has been evaluated, for both sets of monocular trajectories
and for the reconstructed spatial trajectories. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the distribution
of trajectory lengths pl over the n-percentile. The left columns show the SIFT-based
results while the right columns contain the SPIN-based distributions. With almost every
detector-descriptor combination, the spatial trajectories exhibit a greater length than both
monocular sets. Especially with EBR-regions, this advantage is most evident. While for
monocular tracking 70 % of all trajectories contain less than 5 elements, the amount of
spatial trajectories of the same length is at only 60 % for SIFT and at 55 % for SPIN.
Only for HARAFF-based tracking, the length of spatial trajectories is inferior to monoc-
ular tracking. As already indicated by the low number of reconstructed features from
tables 4.1 and 4.2, this result conﬁrms that the use of this particular detector for spatial
tracking can not be recommended.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of 3D-track lengths (solid lines) and 2D-track lengths (dashed
lines) for both SIFT and SPIN. For results of HARAFF and HESAFF see
ﬁgure 4.15.
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4.15.1: HARAFF
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of 3D-track lengths (solid lines) and 2D-track lengths (dashed
lines) for both SIFT and SPIN. For results of EBR, IBR and MSER see
ﬁgure 4.14.
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4.5 Chapter Conclusion
Within this chapter, region tracking has been extended from monocular to binocular im-
age sequences. One of the major contributions is a novel method for the reconstruction of
spatial object motion, which takes as input two sets of two-dimensional trajectories from
both the ﬁrst and second camera of the measurement setup. Based on the latter, a cor-
respondence analysis is performed such that the most similar trajectories between both
camera views are assigned to each other. The resulting matches are three-dimensional
and thus represent the spatial motion of the associated objects. Based on the concept
of graph-based tracking from chapter 3, the new method performs a search for region
correspondences between both cameras based on the epipolar geometry and considers
each potential match within a weighted and directed graph.
Depending on the density of regions and on the distinctiveness of the descriptors, one
region in the ﬁrst camera might have several matches in the second camera. Instead
of considering only a single frame pair for reconstruction (as with conventional stereo
matching), the new method incorporates information from all frames of the sequence into
the matching procedure. Ambiguous correspondences are reliably resolved by means of
shortest-path search using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Additionally, the proposed technique
provides spatial trajectories instead of mere points and thus captures the motion of the
observed objects. To the best knowledge of the author, a similar method has not yet been
proposed in the literature.
In this chapter, the new graph-based method has been compared to a conventional
technique from the literature. The latter performs the search for corresponding regions
between both cameras for each time step and resolves potential ambiguities by means
of combinatorial optimization. In order to compare the performance of both methods,
a concept based on the estimation of a regression plane from the set of reconstructed
points has been used. It has been shown, that the new technique is superior with regard
to the accuracy of reconstruction and to the occurrence of model outliers. Although the
number of points has shown lower for graph-based tracking, the gain in accuracy toward
conventional single-frame matching is signiﬁcant for all ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors.
Among those, MSER-based points achieved the highest accuracy. With regard to the
sheer number of points, HESAFF was clearly superior.
With single-frame matching, the use of SPIN-descriptors for region matching led to
a high number of outliers and a poor overall accuracy of the reconstructed 3D-points.
The use of SIFT-descriptors showed an improved accuracy, albeit at the expense of an
increased computational complexity. With graph-based multi-frame matching however,
the use of SPIN-descriptors showed similar results as with SIFT. Although the perfor-
mance of the latter was still slightly superior, the reduced computational effort of using
the SPIN-method instead proves an attractive alternative for applications, where hard-
ware restrictions prohibit the use of complex and expensive algorithms.
Also, it could be shown that the resulting spatial trajectories exhibit a greater length
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than the monocular region trajectories from both cameras. This beneﬁt arises from the
ability of the graph-based method to establish links between two spatial features on the
basis of one camera alone. A broken link in the ﬁrst camera may easily be compensated
for by an existing link in the second camera. In application scenarios where occlusions
occur frequently, the proposed method is still able to provide a set of stable spatial tra-
jectories. This ability has proved especially beneﬁcial for the EBR-detector.
Considering the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors, MSER provides the longest trajec-
tories with the highest accuracy. This coincides with the evaluation results from the
previous chapters, where MSER also showed superior to all other methods with regard
to region accuracy. In applications, where a high number of trajectories is required, the
HESAFF-detector should be used. Although with an inferior accuracy, it provides al-
most 25 % more trajectories than the MSER-detector. Alhough the HARAFF-detector
provided satisfactory results with monocular region tracking, both the number of recon-
structed spatial points and the length of the resulting trajectories proved clearly inferior
to all other detectors. Concluding, the latter should not be used for the purpose of spatial
motion analysis.
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5 Conclusions
Major achievements at a glance. In this work, the task of spatial motion recon-
struction from image sequences has been considered using a stereoscopic camera setup.
With regard to the ﬁrst step in the algorithmic processing chain - feature detection -
a selection of ﬁve well-known afﬁne-covariant region detectors from the literature has
been compared to each other with regard to a number of performance measures. The
given results extend the available literature on the topic and facilitate the well-founded
selection of an appropriate detector according to the requirements of speciﬁc target ap-
plications (with regard to the required localization accuracy, the number of regions or
the robustness under perspective distortions).
Considering the second step - monocular region tracking - a novel graph-based track-
ing concept has been proposed and compared against three standard approaches from
the literature (local-, Bayesian- and KLT-tracking). It has been shown, that the new
method is clearly superior with regard to most of the investigated performance mea-
sures, especially tracking accuracy. Also, the above-mentioned region detectors have
been additionally compared with regard to their suitability for monocular tracking.
In the third step, a novel concept for the spatial reconstruction of object motion -
binocular tracking - has been proposed. Based on sets of monocular trajectories from
each camera of the stereo setup, the new method uses a graph-based approach to ﬁnd
correspondences not between single features (as with the standard methods from the lit-
erature) but between entire trajectories instead. Thereby, the inﬂuence of locally ambigu-
ous correspondences is mitigated signiﬁcantly. The resulting spatial trajectories contain
both the three-dimensional structure and the motion of the observed objects at the same
time. It has been shown, that the reconstruction errors and the number of mismatches
(and thus outliers) are signiﬁcantly lower than with conventional stereo reconstruction.
Detailed content summary. In chapter 2, a set of ﬁve afﬁne-covariant region de-
tectors has been compared with regard to a number of performance measures. In the cur-
rently available literature, a thorough assessment of detector performance - especially
region accuracy - does not exist. Therefore, the selected detectors have been closely
scrutinized in this regard using a set of freely-available image sequences. Among the
investigated performance measures rank the detector localization accuracy in terms of
position and shape of the surrounding support area, the number and percentage of suc-
cessfully matched regions and the dependency of region accuracy on intrinsic properties
such as scale, shape and the region density within a local neighborhood. Based on these
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results, potentially error-prone regions may be identiﬁed and removed from further pro-
cessing on the basis of these properties alone. Thus, the overall accuracy and also the
complexity of a subsequent matching step can be signiﬁcantly improved. The results
from chapter 2 extend the available literature on the topic and facilitate the selection of
appropriate detectors for speciﬁc target applications (e.g. monocular feature tracking).
Also, the proposed generic evaluation methodology allows for a seamless inclusion of
future detectors and descriptors.
In chapter 3, the same selection of afﬁne-covariant detectors has been compared with
regard to monocular region tracking. To this purpose, three algorithms of increasing
complexity have been discussed. While the ﬁrst (and most simple) method searches for
region-to-region correspondences within a circular gating area of constant size and de-
cides on the pair with highest descriptor similarity (local tracking), the second method
performs a model-based state prediction of the presumed feature location in the next
frame (Bayesian-ﬁltering approach) to narrow the search area and thus reduce the num-
ber of correspondence candidates. Both methods employ a combinatorial optimization
scheme for the resolution of ambiguities among the candidates of the two most recent
frames. A signiﬁcant drawback of both methods is the resulting high number of tracking
outliers (i.e. region correspondences with an overlap of ≤ 50 %), especially in the case
of repetitive image structures.
In order to compensate for this drawback, a novel method for an improved treat-
ment of correspondence ambiguities has been proposed: Instead of deciding on unique
correspondences for every frame pair (as with both the local approach and Bayesian
ﬁltering), the proposed algorithm keeps all candidate correspondences until the end of
the sequence (or for a predeﬁned number of frames) in so-called track graphs, which
model the relations between regions based on descriptor distance and an extended motion
smoothness model. Instead of prematurely selecting the locally most probable candidate,
decisions on speciﬁc correspondences are postponed until sufﬁcient evidence has been
gathered that allows for an improved extraction of trajectories by means of weighted
graph-traversal. It has been shown, that the new graph-based method is superior with
regard to most of the investigated performance measures. Especially in cases where the
available hardware is limited, the proposed method allows for the use of less distinctive
descriptors at the price of a moderate performance decrease. With conventional methods
from the literature, the latter was much more pronounced in most cases. Although the re-
sults from chapter 3 serve mainly as a prerequisite for three-dimensional reconstruction
in chapter 4, they may well be used in a self-contained way for purely two-dimensional
scenarios.
In chapter 4, motion analysis is extended from the monocular single-camera case to
binocular tracking with two cameras. To this purpose, a novel technique has been pro-
posed which takes as input two sets of monocular feature trajectories (one from each
camera of the measurement setup) and performs a correspondence analysis such that
the most similar trajectories between both camera views are assigned to each other. The
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resulting three-dimensional matches and the temporal relations between them thus repre-
sent the spatial motion of the observed objects. Compared to conventional stereo recon-
struction techniques from the literature, the new method is less susceptible to mismatches
between the two camera views, especially with less distinctive region descriptors such
as spin-images. Also, the overall accuracy of the reconstructed 3D-points has been sig-
niﬁcantly improved.
Within all major chapters, the entire selection of the ﬁve afﬁne-covariant detectors
has been compared against each other, mostly in conjunction with both histogram-based
region descriptors. A close scrutiny has been performed with regard to properties such
as localization accuracy, the number of detected regions or the lengths of the resulting
trajectories. The detailed evaluation results allow for a well-founded selection of an
appropriate combination of region detectors and descriptors for a given target application
and thus represent a sensible and useful extension to the existing literature on the topic.
Outlook on future work. In future work, the salient region detector proposed in
[KZB04] will be included into the evaluation. The method performs detection on the
basis of the entropy within the support area around a salient location and has shown
promising potential in a number of publications.
Within all experiments performed in this thesis, the author default implementations
and parameters of the respective detectors and descriptors have been used in order to
allow for a direct comparison to existing work on the topic. In future research, different
sets of parameters and the resulting behavior in the context of the evaluation framework
should be tried.
With regard to the proposed graph-based method for monocular region tracking, the
full number of 10 frames per sequence has always been used for graph construction
within this thesis. Especially in time-critical tracking scenarios, a smaller number of
accumulated frames is often mandatory. Thus, it should be investigated in how far the
performance of graph-based tracking is affected by this parameter.
Also, the now separate steps of monocular tracking and binocular reconstruction could
be merged into a single uniﬁed algorithm, which constructs a spatial track-graph by
means of simultaneous matching between temporally adjacent images within the same
camera and between spatially displaced images from both cameras of the stereo setup.
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